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`.^	 ELECTRICAL-POWER-SYSTEM DATA BASE
FOR CONSUMABLES ANALYSIS
f	 VOLUME I - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST,
ACTIVITY BLOCKS, AND TIME LINES
1.0 SUMMARY
This document describes a standardized data base consisting of a
space shuttle electrical equipment lint, activity blocks defining
electrical equipment utilization, and activity-block time lines for
specific mission analyses. Information is also presented to facilitate
utilization of the data base - to provide the basis for the electrical
equipment utilization and to enable interpretation of analyses based on
the data contained herein.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
"The October 1973 Space Shuttle Traffic Model," reference 1,
indicates a potential of from 14 to 77 flights per year during the
period from 1980 through 1991. The average is 60 flights per year
throughout this period. This flight rate, coupled with a wide variety
of payload experiments and flight options, necessitates a standardized
and efficient approach to preflight consumables analyses. The elec-
trical power system (EPS) data base document is intended to facilitate
this approach.
This volume of the document consists of a space shuttle electrical
equipment list, a standard set of activity blocks, and the time
lines for the four NASA baseline reference missions.
Volume II of the document catalogues the data used in the
development of the data base and establishes guidelines for equipment
utilization in future data base development (ref. 2).
tl
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The EPS data base has also been developed as a means of providing
the baseline electrical power related consumables budgets data as re-
quested in reference 3. The reference specifies that the Mission
Planning and Analysis Division (MPAD) must develop consumables budgets
for the NASA reference missions, to be used in evaluating the orbiter
design. As the electrical power profile is the driver for the de-
sign of many of the subsystems (e.g., the PRSD, FCP, and ATCS), base-
line power profile, have been developed for each baseline reverence
mission. The baseline profiles will be updated and maintained to
reflect the requirements of the latest vehicle design, with considera-
tion given to operational guidelines and constraints.
This EPS data base will be maintained on a computer storage file
available for access by any organization or individual having a need
for the data. (Please contact the Consumables Analysis Section of
the MPAD (ext. 3485) for -File access information.) The computer






AMI Airspeed Mach Indicator
APU Auxiliary Power Unit
ATCS Active Thermal Control System
AVVI Altitude Vertical Velocity Indicator
BRM Baseline Reference Mission
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
C&W Caution and Warning
DC Direct Current
DFI Development Flight Instrumentation =,
EEL Electrical Equipment List
EOM End of Mission
EPS Electrical Power System
ET External Tank
EVA Extravehicular Activity
EVLSS Extravehicular Life Support System
FA Flight Aft
FC Fuel	 Cell
FCP Fuel Cell Powerplant
FDM Frequency Division Multiplexer
TFM Frequency Modulation
GET Ground Elapsed Time --
1..
3GNC Guidance Navigation and Control
G02 Gaseous Oxygen
GSE Ground Support Equipment
HX Heat Exchanger
.^
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
IVA Intravehicular Activity
LA Launch Aft
LF Launch Forward a'
LG Landing Gear
_ LH2 Liquid Hydrogen
L02 Liquid Oxygen
MDM Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
MECO Main Er:gine Cutoff ^:
MPS Main Propulsion System
MSBLS Microwzve Scan Beam Landing System
MSS Mission Specialist Station
NASA National Aeronautics Space Administration
OFI Operational	 Flight Instrumentation
OFT Orbital	 Flight Test
OMS Orbital Maneuvering System
OOS Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle
O/B Overboard
PBD Payload Bay Door
PCHI Pulse Code Modulation
s PIC Pyro Initiator Controller
x PLB Payload Bay
j PRSD Power Reactant Storage and Distribution
PSS Payload Specialist Station
P/L Payload




SRB Solid Rocket Booster
SSME Space Shuttle Main Engine
TACAN Tactical Air Navigation
I TD Touchdown
TV Television
TVC Thrust Vector Control
4.0	 EPS DATA BASE
The EPS Data Base consists of an electrical equipment list, :.
activity blocks, and mission time lines. 	 The electrical equipment
r list defines the orbiter equipment complement. 	 The activity blocks
specify the use of this equipment in a manner providing a high degree
4t
of flexibility for construction of equipment utilization time lines
for mission analyses. The time lines presented in this document
are mission unique and define how the activity blocks are used to
analyze the four NASA baseline reference missions.
4.1 Electrical Equipment List
The EPS data base electrical equipment list corresponds to that
of reference 4. The list is presented in appendix A, table A-I.
4.2 Activity Blocks
Activity blocks may be viewed as building units from which elec-
trical-equipment-utilization time lines may be constructed to simulate
a wide variety of missions with a minimum amount of data manipulation.
The activity blocks thus far developed have been defined to satisfy
the requirements of the four NASA baseline reference missions while
providing maximum flexibility for application to other missions.
Every attempt has been made to make the activity blocks easily rela-
table to planned mission activities and to use electrical equipment
as it will be used in actual flight. The primary information used
to determine equipment utilization is contained in reference 5.
In the future, when payloads requiring orbiter electrical power
are sufficiently defined, the activity block concept can easily be
expanded to include them.
4.2.1 Definition and use. - Sixty activity blocks have thus
far been defined for use with orbiting vehicles. These blocks
are presented in appendix B. Table B-I defines the activity blocks
and table B-II provides some general guidelines for their use in
performing mission analyses.
4.2.2 Equipment utilization.- Electrical equipment utilization
within the activity blocks is presented in appendix C, tablE C-I.
4.3 Time Lines
Four activity-block time lines have been developed for purposes
of EPS consumables analysis. The time lines are for NASA baseline
reference missions 1, 2, 3A and 3B (see refs. 6 through 9). The





5.0 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
i
The EPS data base was developed to meet the objectives of stand-
ardization, simplification, flexibility, utility, and ease of interpre-
tation. To do so, certain decisions and assumptions were necessary.
These decisions and assumptions impose limitations on the usage of
the data base and the interpretation of data derived therefrom:
Enumerated below are some of the decisions and assumptions that
were made in formulating the EPS data base.
1. Equipment usage within activity blocks is designed to satisfy
the analysis usage requirements specified in reference 2.
2. Equipment utilization within activity blocks reflects power
consumption rather than actual usage of the equipment.
3. The status of equipment in common blocks may be overridden
for selected mission activities, but the status will be reestablished
when those activities are terminated.
4. Power transfer internal (or termination of cryogenic replenish-
ment) is assumed to occur ten minutes prior to lift-off for all
missions.
5. The duration of touchdown to stoproll is assumed to be
two minutes for all missions.
6. The period from stoproll to power transfer external is
assumed to be thirteen minutes for all missions.
6.0 EPS DATA BASE UPDATE AND CONTROL PROCEDURES
The EPS data base will be updated as required, by a page change
control process, to reflect the latest orbiter vehicle design and
operational procedures. Updating and maintaining this data base
will be controlled by the Consumables Analysis Section (CAS) of the
MPAD. When updates are made, they will be published and distributed
to the us , 'rs .
6
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6.1 Electrical Equipment List
The electrical equipment list is currently obtained from Rock-
well international. When an electrical equipment list is received,
it is compared to the preceding list and changes are noted. If those
changes are significant with regard to energ y
 requirements or could
potentially result in constraints violations or operational conflicts,
then the electrical equipment list will be updated at that time.
6.2 Activity Blocks
As the activity blocks have been designed to reflect the actual
electrical equipment usage, updates will be made as a result of
recommendations from any organization or individual that is knowledg-
eable about the operational procedures of the orbiter subsystems.
In fact, the accuracy of the analyses that are based on these activity
blocks, and that are to reflect the actual orbiter electrical energy
requirements, depends directly on a careful review by all concerned
individuals and their feedback to the CAS.
6.3 Time Lines
The time lines in this document were constructed from the base-
line reference missions documents developed by the MPAD.
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BASELINE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST
The following definitions apply to the data contained within this
appendix.
I. Number (eight characters).
Ist and 2nd	 - Subsystem number
3rd and 4th	 - Component number
5th
	
- Zero indicates a d.c. component, and a





8th	 - Not used
2. Component title - Title of component (s)
3. No. equipment (two characters)
Ist	 - Number included in that ID number
2nd	 - Plumber used
4. AC/DC	 - AC indicates an a.c. component;







2nd	 Main bus identifiers
I = mF.in
 U.c, bus A
2 = Fain d.c. bus 3
3 = main d.c. bus C




F ='forward local d.c. bus
M = midbody local d.c. bus
A-4
A = aft local d.c. bus
E = essential d.c. bus
D = DFI d.c. bus
L = LH A&C panel
R = RH D&C panel
P = payload specialist panel
S = mission specialist station
W = payload bus
G = general (any other direct loads)
4th	 Load classification
1 -=direct  to ground
2 = return to ground
3 = inverter or a.c.
4 = payload
5 = other
5th	 a.c. phase description
A or B or C = 1 phase
For 20 or 3,? loads, letters consecutive
6. 28-volt power (watts) - The power consumed by a single component
of that type at 28 volts d.c.
7. PF - Power factor
8. Cool code - Method by which that component is cooled.
AC	 -	 Cabin air cooled
Al	 -	 Avionics air bay #1
A2	 -	 Avionics air bay #2
A3	 -	 Avionics air bay #3
FA	 -	 Coldplate freon outside aft freon bays
FM	 -	 Coldplate freon midsection
F4	 -	 Coldplate freon bay #4
F5	 Coldplate freon bay #5
I	 F6	 -	 Coldplate freon bay #6
.1
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TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL ECUIPMENT LIST
	
(JAN. 1975)
SYSTEM- GUICANCE, NAVIGATION, AND FLIGHT CONTROLS
NO. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER COMPONENT TITLE EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
01010100 IMV =1 OPERATE 1/ 1	 DC D1FZ,D2F2 180.00 1.00 WC
01010110 IMU =1 STANDBY 1/ 1	 DC DIF2,02F2 75.00 1.00 wC
01010200 IMU =2 OPERATE 1/ 1	 DC D2FZvD3F2 180.00 1.00 WC
01010210 IMU =2 STANDBY 1/ 1	 DC 02F2,03F2 75.00 1.00 WC
01010300 IMU =3 OPERATE 1/ 1	 DC D3F2 , DLF2 180.00 1.00 WC
01010310 IMU =3 STANDBY 1/ 1	 uC D3F2901F2 75.00 1.00 wC
01030100 STAR TRKER + LT SHLD = 1 1/ 1	 DC D1R2 23.00 1.0C OT
01030200 STAR TRKER + LT SHLD =2 1/ 1	 DC OZR2 23.00 1.00 OT
01030300 STAR TRKER + LT SHLD =3 1/ 1	 DC D3R2 23.00 1.00 OT
01040100 AIR DATA XDCR ASSY =1 1/ 1	 DC D1R2 54.00 1.00 Al	 ni
01040200 AIR DATA XDCR ASSY =2 1/ 1	 DC D2R2 54.00 1.00 A2
01040300 AIR DATA XDCR ASSY =3 1/ 1	 DC D3R2 54.00 1.00 Al
01040400 AIR DATA XDCR ASSY =4 1/ 1	 OC D3R2 54.00 1.00 A2
01050100 RATE GYRO ASSY - AFT =1 1/ 1	 DC DVA2 23.00 1.0C FA
01050200 RATE GYRO ASSY - AFT =2 1/ 1	 DC DZA2 23.00 1.00 FA
01050300 RATE GYRO ASSY -- AFT =3 11 1	 OC D3A2 23.00 1.00 FA
01080100 ASCENT TVC DRVR =1 - AFT 1/ 1	 0C D1A2 , D2A2 94.50 1.00 F4
01080200 ASCENT TVC DRVR =2 - AFT 1/ 1	 DC D2A2,D3A2 94.50 1.00 F5
_	 01080300 ASCENT TVC DRVR =3 - AFT 1/ 1	 DC D3A2,DLA2 94.50 1.00 F6
01090100 AERO SRF SRV AMP =1-AFT 1/ 1	 DC D1A2,DZA2 116.00 1.00 F4
01090200 AERO SRF SRV AMP =2-AFT l/ 1	 DC D2A2,03A2 116.00 1.00 F5
01090300 AERO SRF SRV AM =3+4-AFT 2/ 2	 DC D3A29D1A2 116.00 1.00 F6
01110100 REACTION JET DRVR =1 F%qD l/ 1	 DC DLF2,DZF2 54x50 1.00 W1
0111.0200 REACTION JET DRVR =2 FWD 1/ 1	 OC D3F2,D1F2 54.50 1.00 w2
01120100 REACT JET OMS DRVR=1-AFT 1/ 1	 DC D1A2,02A2 146.60 1,00 F4
01120200 REACT JET OMS DRVR=2-AFT 1/ 1	 DC D3A2,DLA2 146.60 1.00 F6
01140100 ACCELEROMETER ASSY-FWD=1 1/ 1	 DC D1R2 2.70 1.00 Al
01140200 ACCELEROMETER ASSY-FWD=2 1/ 1	 DC DZR2 2.70 1.00 A2




•„	 TABLE A—I. — EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST (,JAN. 1975) — CONTINUED
i	 SYSTEM-- GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND FLIGHT CONTROLS
;a NO. 
NUMBER COMPONENT TITLE EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION
01160100 TRANS HAND CONTROL—RH 1/ 1	 DC C1R2,D2R2,C3R2
01160200 TRANS HAND CONTROL— LH I/ 1	 DC D1L27D2L2,n3L2
01170100 ROT HAND CONTROL--RH 1/ 1	 DC QIR2,D2R2,D3R2
01170200 ROT HAND CONTROL—LH 1/ 1	 CC D1L2,D2L2,D3L2
01170300 ROT HAND CONTROL—PSS 1/ 1	 QG D152,0252,Q352
01180100 RUDDER PEDAL XDCR ASY—RH 1/ 1	 DC D1R2,D2RZ,D3R2
" 01180200 RUDDER PEDAL XDCR ASY— LH 1/ 1	 DC DIL2,C2L2,D3L2
01190100 SPEED BRK THRLST CNTL—RH I/ 1	 DG D1R2,D2R2,D3R2















'..f TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LEST	 (JAN,	 1975) - CC;TINUED
i SYSTEM- CCMMUNICATIONS
j.i N0. 28V PWR COOL




B + W TV MONITOR =1















02020000 TV REMOTE CONTRCL I/ 1 DC D2S2 5.00 1.00 AC
02030000 TV CAMERA COLOR + MCNITR i/ 1 DC D2S2 20.00 1000 AC
02040100 TV CAMERA B+W =1 1/ 1 DC D1S2 12.50 1.00 OT
02040200 TV CAMERA B +W =2 1/ 1 DC D1S2 12.50 1.00 OT
02040300 TV CAMERA B+W =3 1/ 1 CC D2S2 12.50 1.00 OT
02040400 TV CAMERA B+W =4	 KIT 1/ 1 DC 02S2 12.50 1.00 OT
02050100 PAN TILT ASSY =1 i/ 1 DC D1P2 19.25 1.00 OT
02050200 PAN TILT ASSY =2 1/ 1 DC D2S2 19.25 1.00 OT	 n
020700+00 VIDEO SWITCHING NETWORK 1/ 1 DC DIP2 5.00 1.00 AC
02080100 NETWORK SIG PROCESSOR =1 11 1 DC D2S2 24.00 1.00 W3
02080200 NETWORK SIG PROCESSOR =2 1/ 1 oc D3S2 24.00 L.00 W3
02100100 CNTRL CNTL UNIT AUDIO Z/ 1 DC D1R2 34.00 1.00 W1
02110100 S--BAND FM XMITR =1 1/ 1 DC D1R2 128.00 1.00 W3
02110200 S-BAND FM XMITR =2 1/ 1 DC D2R2 128.00 1.00 W3
02120040 5-BAND FM SIGNAL PROC 1/ 1 DC D1R2,DZR2 10.00 1.00 A3
02130100 S-BAND TRANSPONDER =1 1/ 1 DC 02R2 15.00 1.0C W3
02130200 S-BAND TRANSPONDER =2 1/ 1 DC 0292 15.00 1000 W3
02140000 S- BAND POWER AMP ASSY It l DC 02F2 400.00 1.00 W3
02150000 S-BAND PRE AMP ASSY 1/ 1 DC 02R2 25.00 1.00 W3
02160000 S-BAND ANT SW ASSY 1/ 1 DC D2R2,03R2 .60 1,00 A3
02170100 TACAN =1 1/ 1 AC A1F3C 150.00 Al
02170200 TACAN =2 1/ 1 AC A2F3C 150.00 A2
02170300 TACAN =3 l/ 1 AC A3F3C 150.00 A3
02180000 S-BAND SWITCH	 COAXIAL 1/ i AC A2F3A .60 A2
02190100 MSBLS DECODER ASSMBLY =1 1/ 1 DC D1R2 78.00 1000 Al
02190200 MSBLS DECODER ASSMBLY =2 1/ 1 DC D2R2 78400 1.00 A2









NO.	 28V PNR	 COOL
NUMBER	 COMPONENT TITLE
	 EQUIP AC/DC BUS IDENTIFICATION (WATTS)
	
PF	 CODE
02200100 MSBLS RF ASSY =1 1/ 1	 DC DIR2 22.00 1.00 Al
02200200 MSBLS RF ASSY =2 I/ 1	 DC D2R2 22.00 1000 A2
02200300 MSBLS RF ASSY =3 1/ 1	 DC D3R2 22.00 1.00 A2
02210100 RADAR ALTIMETER =1 1/ 1	 DC DIR2 37.50 1100 wl
02210200 RADAR ALTIMETER =2 1/ i	 DC 02R2 37.50 I.OG W2
02280100 COMSEC UNIT	 AF	 =1 1/ 1	 DC DIP2 35,00 1.00 W2
02280200 COMSEC UNIT	 AF	 =2 1/ 1	 DC D3PZ 35.00 1.00 W2
02280300 COMSEC UNIT	 AF	 =3 + =4 2/ 2	 DC D3P2 35.00 1.0C W3
02300100 P/L INTERG- AF+NASA	 =1 1/ 1	 DC 02P2 30.00 1.00 W2
02300200 P/L
	
INTERG-- AF+NASA	 =2 1/ I	 DC D3P2 30.00 1.00 W2
02310100 PAYLOAD SIG PROCESSOR =1 I/ I	 DC D2P2 17.00 1.00 W2	 co
(	
€72310200 PAYLOAD SIG PROCESSOR =2 1/ 1	 DC 03P2 17.00 1.00 W2
- i	 02390100 DOPPLER EXTRACTOR =1 1/ 1	 DC D2R2 10.00 1.00 A3
02390200 DOPPLER EXTRACTOR =2 1/ I	 DC D3R2 10."rl 1.00 A3
02420100 AUDIO TERM UNIT - PILOT 1/ I	 DC DIR2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420200 AUDIO TERM UNIT -- CMDR 1/ I	 DC DIR2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420300 AUDIOS TERM LNIT - MSS I/ 1	 DC D1S2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420400 AUDIO PERM UNIT - PSS i/ 1	 DC D1S2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420500 AUDIO TERM UNIT - EVA 1/ 1	 DC D3S2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420600 AUDIO TERM UNIT - P/L 1/ I	 DC D2S2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420700 AUDIO TERM UNIT -- MID =1 1/ I	 DC DZS2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420800 AUDIO TERM UNIT - MID =2 1/ 1	 DC 03S2 5.00 1.00 AC
02420900 AUDIO TERM UNIT - AIRLCK 1/ 1	 DC D3S2 5.00 1.00 AC
02470100 SPEAKER MIKE ASSY - =1 1/ 1	 DC DIR2 4.00 1.00 AC
02470200 SPEAKER MIKE ASSY - =2 1/ 1	 DC D2R2 4.00 1.00 AC
02501100 KU-BD RDk/COM A EL ASY=1 I/ 1	 DC D2R2 80.00 1000 W3
02502200 KU-BD RDR/COM A EL ASY=2 I/ 1	 DC 03R2 80.00 1.00 W3
02502100 KU-BD RDR/COM A EL ASY=I 1/ 1	 AC A3F3C 10.00 W3






TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- COMMUNICATIONS



















02511100 KU-BD COMM B ELEC ASY =1 I/ 1	 DG D2R2 50.00 1.0C W4
02511200 KU-BD COMM B ELEC ASY =2 1/ 1	 DC D3R2 50.00 1.00 W4
025121GO KU-$D COMM B ELEC ASY =1 I/ 1	 AC A3F3C 10.00 W4
02512200 KU-BD COMM B ELEC ASY =2 1/ 1	 AC A2F3C 10 .00 W4
OZ521000 KU-BD RDR/COMM A DPY ASY 1/ 1	 DC 02RI 50.00 1.00 OT
02522000 KU-BD RDR/COMM A DPY ASY 1/ i	 AC A2F3C 395.00 OT
02531000 KU-BC COMM B DPLY ASSY 1/ I	 DC 03PI 85.00 1.00 OT
02532000 KU-BD COMM B DPLY ASSY 1/ 1	 AC AZF3C 235.00 OT
02540000 KU-BND SIG PROCESSOR 1/ 1	 DC C3R2 15.00 1.00 W3
02560000 EVA/ATC TRANSCEIVER -EVA 1/ I	 DC DIMl 150.00 1.00 W1














i •	 TABLE A-I.-- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS
NO. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER COMPONENT TITLE EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
03010100 ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD RH 1/ 1	 DC D2R2,C3R2 14.60 1.0C AC
03010200 ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD LH 1/ I	 DC r,2L2,D3L2 14.60 1.00 AC
03010300 ATTITUDE DIR	 IND-AFT MSS 1/ 1	 DC D3S2,D2S2 14.60 1. 00 AC
03020100 HQRIZ	 SITUATION IND =1 1/ 1	 DC D3L2 35000 1000 AC
03020200 HORIZ SITUATION IND =2 it 1	 DC 01R2 35.00 1.00 AC
03030100 AS/MACH INDICATOR =1 1/ 1	 DC 03L2 20.00 1.0C AC
03030200 AS/MACH INDICATOR =2 1/ 1	 DC D1R2 20.00 1.00 AC
03040100 AS/MACH ELEC UNIT =1 1/ 1	 DC 03L2 20.00 1.00 HX
03040200 AS/MACH ELEC LNIT =2 11 1	 DC D1R2 20.00 1.00 HX
03050100 ALT VERT VEL IND =1 1/ 1	 DC 03L2 20.00 1.00 AC
03050200 ALT VERT VEL IND =2 1/ 1	 DC D1R2 20.00 1.00 AC
03060100 ALT VER VEL ELEC UNIT =1 1/ 1	 OC D3L2 20.00 1.00 HX
03060200 ALT VER VEL ELEC UNIT =2 it I.	 DC D1R2 20.00 1.00 HX
03070100 TAPE METER	 ASC-ENT I./ 1	 DC D1R2 6.00 1.00 AC
03070200 TAPE METER	 ASC 2/ 2	 DC D1L2 6.00 1.00 AC
03070300 TAPE METERS	 ASC-ENT 3/ 3	 DC DIRZ 9000 1.00 AC
03070400 TAPE METER	 ASC it 1	 DC OIL2 9.00 1.00 AC
03070500 TAPE METER	 ASC it 1	 DC D1L2 12.00 1.00 AC
03120000 CROSS POINTER	 INDICATOR 1/ 1	 UC 0112 2.00 1.00 AC
03130000 SURF POSITION IND 1/ 1	 DC D3L2 19.00 1.00 AC
03140000 OMS/RCS PROP QTY IND 1/ 1	 DC DLR2 6.00 1.00 AC
03150000 CAUT + WARNING UNIT 1/ 1	 DC DLE2,D2E2 30.00 1.00 A3
03170100 MISSION TIMER =1 I/ 1	 DC D1L2 4.00 1.00 AC
03170200 MISSION TIMER =2 1/ i	 DC 02P2 4.00 1.00 AC
03180100 EVENT TIMER =1 I/ I	 DC D1L2 4.00 1.00 AC
03180200 EVENT TIMER =2 1/ 1	 DC D3P2 4.00 1.00 AC
03220100 DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW FWD=1 1/ I	 DC 02L2 D3L2 120.00 1.00 HX
03220200 DISP DRVR UNIT--CRW FWD=2 1/ 1	 DC DZR29D3R2 120.00 1.00 HX
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TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST	 (JAN.	 1975) - CONTINUED
;^	 l= SYSTEM- DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS
NO. 28V PWP COOL








03250100 MANIP HAND CNTLLER =1 1/ 1 DC 03P2 8.00 1.0C AC
s 03250200 MANIP HAND CNTLLER =2 KT 1/ 1 DC 03P2 6.00 1600 AC
F 03260000 PUSHBUTTON	 SW MSTR ALARN 4/ 4 DC DIR2 2.00 1.0C AC
03270100 CRT DISPLAY UNIT =1 1/ 1 DC DIL2 90.00 1.00 HX
03270200 CRT DISPLAY UNIT =2 11 1 DC D2R2 90.00 1.00 HX
03270300 CRT DISPLAY UNIT =3 I/ 1 DC D3L2 90.00 1.00 HX
03270400 CRT DISPLAY UNIT =4 1/ 1 DC 0352 90.00 L.00 HX
03280100 DISPLAY ELECT UNIT =1 1/ 1 DC D1L2 207.30 1.00 HX
03280200 DISPLAY ELECT UNIT =2 1/ 1 DC 0282 207.30 1.00 HX
03280300 DISPLAY ELECT UNIT =3 1/ 1 DL 031L2 207.30 1.00 HX	 1>
03280400 DISPLAY ELECT UNIT =4 1/ 1 DC 03S2 207.30 1.00 HX
03310100 INTEGRAL LIGHTS-LEFT/CTR 1/ 1 AC AlF3B 170.43 AC
03310200 INTEGRAL LIGHTS-OVHD 1/ 1 AC A-F3B 170.43 AC
03310300 INTEGRAL LIGHTS-RIGHT 1/ 1 AC A3F38 170.43 AG
03310400 INTEGRAL LIGHTS-REAR 11 1 AC A3F3C 170.43 AC
03350100 MID DECK FLOOD LT-=1.5,8 3/ 3 DC DIR2 15.00 1.00 AC
03350200 MID DECK FLOOD LT-=2,3,6 3/ 3 DC DIR2 15.00 1.00 AC
03350300 MID DECK FLOOD LT-=497,9 3/ 3 DC 02R2 15.00 1.00 AC
03360000 MID DECK SLEEP STA LIGHT 4/ 4 DC D3R2 15.00 1.00 AC
03370100 MID HECK FLOOD LT --PANEL 1/ 1 DC O1R2 6.00 1.00 AC
03370200 MID DECK FLOOD LT -PANEL I/ 1 DC 02RZ 6.00 1.00 AC
03380000 MID DECK WASTE MGMT LTS 2/ 2 0C 02R2 15.00 1.00 AC
03410000 AIRLOCK LIGHTS 3/ 3 DC 0382 133.33 1.00 AC
03420100 CABIN FLOOD LIGHTS AFT 2/ 2 DC DIR2 30.00 1.00 AC
03420200 GLARESHIELD FLDLTS -LEFT it I DC DIE2 30.00 1.00 AC
03420300 GLARESHIELD FLDLTS -RGHT 1/ I DC 03E2 30.00 1.00 AC
_ 03420400 CENTER CONSOLE FLOODLT I/ i DC DIR2 15.00 1.00 AC
03420500 CENTER CONSOLE FLOODLT 1/ 1 DC DIR2 15.00 1.00 AC
03420600 PILOT CONSOLE FLDLT -LFT 1/ 1 DC D3R2 15.00 1.00 AC
S
x
TABLE A-I.- FPS BATA BASE FLFCTRICAL EQUIPMEN LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS
NU. 28V PWR COOL
i
NUMBER CrMPONENT T ITLE EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATIDN (WATTS) PF CODE
03420700 PILrT CCNSOLL FLCLT - R t9T it 1	 DC 02RZ 15.00 1.00 AC
03430000 RFAR	 STA	 LTS -	 PSS / HISS 21 2	 JG r3ttZ 30.00 1100 AG
03490000 PAYLOAD BAY FLiOC LTS b/ 6	 DC D3SZ 200.00 1100 OT
03500100 MANIPULATOR SPOT L T 1/ 1	 Dc 0 352 100.00 1000 OT
03500200 MANIPULATC P SP9T L T KIT 11 1	 DC 03S2 100.00 1.00 OT
U3510000 RENOE ZVOUS	 LIGHT 1/ 1	 rC O1S2 i30.00 1.00 OT
t 03540000 DOCKING SPnT LIrNTS 21 Z	 DU t31S2 100.00 1.00 OT
03550000 C+W	 STATUS ?D ISPLAY 1/ 1	 Dc D2EZ 20.00 1100 AC
03560000 C+W ANNUNCItTOR ASSY-OPR 1/ 1	 Oc JLE2 24.00 1.00 AC
03560010 C+W ANNUN ASSY - G}UTESC T 1/ 1	 QC D2E2 2.00 1000 AC	 >
03720000 C(IMPU T ER STATUS	 IND '_TS 1/ 1	 oc D2E2 5.00 1.00 AC
03730100 ANNUNCIATOP	 LTS--LEFT/CTR 1/ 1	 AC AiF3A 53.13 AC	 N
03730200 ANNUNCIATOP LTS-OVERHEAD L/ 1	 AC 43F3E? 53.13 AC
03730300 ANNUNCIATOR LTS-RIGHT 1/ 1	 AC A2F3C 53s13 AG
03730400 ANNUNCIATOR LTS-RF4R it 1	 AG A3F3C 53.13 AC
...	 ... ........
TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA 13ASE	 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT	 LIST (JAN *	 19751 CONTINUEn
SYSTEM- OPERATIONAL FLIGHT	 INST1%,im-ENTATIC"i
NO * 28V PWR COOL
NUMRFP COMPONJFNT TITLF FwUlP AC/0C BUS	 IDEN T IFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
-------- ------------------------ -----
----------------- ------- ----- ----
34030100 PCM	 M ASTER
	 UNI T	DAC'tlU =1 I/ 1 0 c DIF2,DZF2 75.00 1.00 W2
04030200 PCM MASTER UNTT DACRU =2 I/ I DC 03F2tDIF2 75.00 1.00 W3
04040000 MAINTFNANCE	 RECORDE D 1 DC OIL2 40.00 1.00 W2
04050100 SIG COND UNTT-F4D =1 I DC DIL2,D2L2 35.00 1.00 wl
04050200 SIG COND UNIT-FWD =2 1/ 1 DC 02L29D3L2 35.00 1000 W2
04050300 SIG COND UNIT-FWD =3 1/ 1 oc 1)3LZ,DlL2 35.00 1.00 W3
04060100 SIG CrN0 UNIT =L
	 - LFr I/ I &C DIA202A2 35.00 1.03 F4
J4963200 SIG cnNo U"!IT =2 - AFT Ll I 01c D2A2,03A2 35.00 1100 F5
04060300 SIG CCNO UNIT =3 - AFT I/ I Dr 03A2tDIA2 35.00 1.00 F6
04G70000 LOOP RECCROER I/ I Dc DlL2 40.00 1.00 W2
04090000 MASTER TIMING UNIT-Wm.JP I/ I c1c DlEZ 40.00 LoOO wi	 >
04090010 MASTER	 TIM] ECG UNIT-OPq I/ I Dc UlE2 26,00 1.00 wi
04110000 PAYLCAO DA T A TN T ERLEAVE q 1/ 1 Dc D3LZ,DIL2 30.00 1.00 W2
04120100 SIG COND UNIT-OMS/RCS =1 I/ I DC D1A2,D2A2 35.00 1.00 OT
04120200 SIG COND UNIT-OMS/RCS =2 I/ I Dc D2A2,D3A2 35.00 1.00 OT
04130000 SIG CCND UNIT - MID FUS I/ I c1c DIM202M2 35.00 1.00 OT
04140000 S-IG COND UNIT-FWD RCS 1/ 1 DC D2L2tD3L2 35.00 1.00 OT
04160000 WIDE BAND SIG COND BAY4 4/ 4 DC DIA2 .60 1.00 OT
04170000 WTOF AAKI D SIG COND	 BAY5 21 2 oc 02AZ .60 1.00 OT
TABLE P-T	 FP S DA TA P ISS  ELEC rRI CAL
	 EU,J I PMENT	 L IST 	 I J AN.	 1 19751 CONTINUED
SYSTEM- ELECT R ICAL
	 P , AEP DISTPIBUTION AND CCjNT P JL













06010100 INV E RTE4S	 IPH9750VA,S3( 3/ 3	 LC DlF2 .00 1.00 wl
0601020U,5 'INVFRTPRS lPH 1 75QVA,80( 3/ 3	 oc D2 F2 .00 1401 W2
060103 INVERTERS IPH * 750VA,B0( 3/ 3	 PC 03F2 .00 1.00 W3
0602. 
00
PYRO FVFKT CNTL P -FWD =1 I/ I	 DC DIR2tD2R2 25000 1.00 wl





F VNT CNTLk-,6F2 T=l 1/ 1	 0 c 13 L kZ t 02 Q 2 25.00 1100 F4
MA S Tr 1)	 r_ VEMT CNTLR-AFT=2 1/ 1	 uc D2R2,03P2 25.00 1100 F5
06040100 LOAD (%TLP.	 AS r Y-FWD =1 1/ 1	 r-r DL F2 90.00 1.03 wi
06040200 L OAD  C NT Lk	 ASSY-FWD =z I/ 1	 ADC U2F2 90.00 1.00 W2
06040300 LOAD ('MTLR ASSY-FWD =3 1/ 1	 Dc 03F2 90000 1.00 W3
06050100 LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT =1 1/ I	 DC DIA2 90000 1.00 F4
06050200 LOA D C NTLR  ASSY-AF T =2 I/ I	 Qc 02AZ 90.00 1000 F5
06050300 LOA T) CNTLP	 A SSY-A r T =3 1/ 1	 1)C 03A2 90.00 1.30 F6
06060100 DC	 P WR CNTLR ASSY-FWD =1 L / t	 DC 91F2 260.00 1..00 wl
06060200 DC	 PWR CNTLP ASSY-F4D =2 I/ I	 tic '71r- 2 260.00 1.00 W2
06060300 DC	 P WR CN TLR  ASSY-FWD =3 1/ I.	 Dc 03F2 260*00 1.00 143
06070100 DC
	
PWR CNTLP ASSY-AFT =1 I / I	 D c rllA2 123.00 1100 F4
06070200 DC	 PWR CNTLR ASSY-AFT =2 I/ I
	 DC DZA2 123.00 1.00 F5
06070300 DC	 PWR CN T LR  tSSY-AFT =3 1/ 1	 DC D3A2 123.00 1.00 F6
06080100 MAIN DC 01ST+CNTL ASSY=l I/ I	 DC DIM2 100.00 1.00 FM
06080200 MAIN K DIST+(NTL ASSY=2 1/ 1	 Dc D2M2 100.00 1.00 Fm
06080300 MAIN DC DIST+CNTL ASSY=3 if I	 Dc 03M2 100*00 1.00 Fm
06101130 INV DIST +	 CNTL	 ASSY =1 I/ I	 Dc ULE2 5.00 1.00 wi
06101200 INV DIST + CNTL ASSY =2 L/ 1	 DC 02E2 5.00 1.00 W2
06101300 INV DIST + CN T L ASSY = 3 1/ 1	 DC D3E2 5*00 1.00 143
06102100 INV DIST + CNTL ASSY =1 if 1	 AC A1F3AvA1F3BvAlF3C 3*00 wt
06102200 INV OTST + CNTL ASSY = 2 I/ I	 AC A2F3A,A2F38,A2F3C 3.00 W2
06102300 INV DIST + CNTL ASSY =3 if 1	 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 3.00 W3




TABLE A-I.- r p [ nATA RASE FLFCTRI f.AL EGUIPMFNT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- ELECTRICAL POWE R OIST Q IRUT ION AND WNTROL
No. 28V PWR Cont.
^NUMBER CCMPO'4FNT TITL P EQUIP AC/ '3C BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (viATTS) PF C00E
061ZOZ00 DC	 PWR CNTL ASSY-MIC =2 1% 1	 Dc 02M2 20.00 1.00 FM
06120300 DC PWk CNTL. ASSY-141 F) =3 1/ 1	 DC D3MZ 45.00 1.00 FM
061b0000 FVLSS PWR ")UPPLY/Rtt r CHG 1/ L	 DC n35 45.00 1100 W3
06190100 H2/`12 CRYO CNTL ASSY =1 1/ 1	 3C UIM20242 30.00 1100 FM
06190200 HZ/C,2 lCRYC CNTL ASSY =2 1/ 1	 iC +)lM2gD2MZ 30.00 1.00 FM
06190330 H2/^2 CRYC. CN T L	 ASSY KI T 1/ 1	 DC 011-2,02M2 30.00 1400 FM
06200100 PROXI M ITY Shl 'C11	 ELFC =1 1/ 1	 A A3F3A 8.00 AZ
06200200 PR9Xl y ? TY S1+IT(' w	ELFC =2 1/ 1	 AC A2F3A 5.00 A3
06210100 NOTF)R CNTL ASSY -FWD =1 1/ 1	 JC D1F2 110600 1600 AL
06210200 MOTfiR CNTL ASSY -FW r) =2 1/ 1	 DC J2FZ 120.00 1.00 Al
06210300 M(3T1,R CNTL ASSY -FWn =3 L/ 1	 DC D3F2 110.00 1.00 A2
06220100 M17TnR CNTL ASSY -MID =1 1/ 1	 DC DIM2 330.00 1.00 Fm
06220200 MOTOP CNTL ASSY -MID =2 1/ 1	 Dc D2M2 325.00 1.00 FM
06220300 MOT9 1Z CNTL ASSY -Mir =3 1/ 1	 DC D3MZ 330.00 1.GO FM
0623 )100 MO T OR CNTL ASSY -AF T =1 if 1	 Uc 0162 245.00 1.00 F4
06230200 MOT9R CNTL ASSY -AF T =2 1/ 1	 CFC DZA2 265.00 1.00 F5





iTABLE A.-T.- FPS BATA BASE ELECTa[C4L EQUIPMENT LIST	 (JAN.	 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- DATA PPnCESSIAG
NU. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER COMPONrNT TITLE EWUIN AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
07010100 COMPUT r R =1 i/ I CC ULF202F203F2 650.00 1.00 Al
07010200 COMPUTr ? =2 1/ 1 Dc 01F2,132F2,03F2 650.00 1.00 A2
07010300 C OM PUTF k =3 1/ I DC 131 F2, 02F2, D 3F2 650.00 1000 A3
07010400 CCM P UTC R =4 I/ I JC 01F2,D2F2,D3F2 650.00 1.00 Al
07010500 COMPUTER =5 L/ L DC U1 F2, 02F2,D3F2 650.00 1	 00 A2
]7033130 MD M FFI 1/ 1 D(. DLF202F2 40.00 1.00 W1
07030200 MDM FF2 1/ 1 `)C D2F2,D3F2 40.00 1.00 W2
07030300 MDM FF3 1/ I oC D3F2,01F2 40.00 1.00 W3
07030400 MPM FF4 L/ 1 0C 02F2,T)3F2 40900 1000 W2
07040100 MOM FAI 1/ 1 DC D1A2,D2AZ 40.00 1.00 F4
07040200 MDM F42 1/ 1 DG D2A2,D3A2 40.00 1.00 F5
'	 07040300 MDM FA3 t FA4 Z/ 2 DC 03A2,D1AZ 40.00 1000 F6
07090100 MASS NEM=1	 'APE	 OPFR L/ 1 DC DLR2 53.00 1.00 W1
07090110 MASS	 MPtil =1 	 TAPE	 STRY L/ i tic 011 R2 8..00 1.03 W1
07090200 MASS MFM=Z	 'APP'	 OPFR 1/ 1 CC D2R2 53.00 1.00 W2
07090210 MASS ^"E M=Z	 TAPE	 ST3Y it I UC D2RZ 8000 1.00 W2
07100100 MDM OF I	 1 1/ I UC D1L2, D2L 2 40.00 1.00 WL
07103200 MDM CFI	 2 1/ 1 DC D1L2,D2L2 40.00 1.00 412
07100300 MDM OFT	 3 1/ 1 DC D2L2,D3L2 40.00 1000 413
07100400 MDM OFT 4 1/ .1 DC D2L29D3L2 40.00 1.00 WC
07110100 MDM OAI--I 1/ 1 OC D1A2,D2A2 40.00 1.00 Fir
07110200 MDM CAI-2 1/ 1 DC D2A29D3A2 40.00 1.00 F5
07110300 MDM CAI-3 1/ 1 DC D3A2,D1A2 40.00 1.00 F6
07123000 MDM LF-I
	 ;SE L/ 1 uC JLGZ,D2r2 40000 1000 wi
07130000 MDM LA-1	 GSE 1/ 1 Dc 1)1G2,D2G2 40.00 1.00 F6
07150100 ENG	 INTERFACE UNIT =1 1/ 1 Dc DIA29DZA2 50.60 1.00 F4
071517200 ENG	 INTERFACE UNIT =2 1/ 1 DC U2A203A2 50.60 1000 F5
07150300 ENG	 INTERFACE UNIT =3 1/ I !7C 93A2,DLAZ 50.60 1.00 F6
07160100 DATA BUS I St AMP =1	 GSE 1/ I DC D1G2 24.00 1.00 F4
D
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TABLE A-I.- E R S DATA BASF ELECTRICAL EOIJIPMFNT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- DATA PRKESSIAG
NU.	 2$V PWR	 COOL
:NUMBER	 CCMPf)NFNT TITLE
	 FGUIP AC / EX 5US IDENTIFICATI9N (WATTS)
	
PF	 CODE
C7160110 DATA BUS ISi: AMP =1 ORB
	 1/ 1	 DC	 D1A1
	 20.00	 1.00	 F4




	 24.00	 1.00	 F5










' TABLF A-T.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EWIPMENT LIST (JAN.
	 1975) - CONTINUED
" SYSTEM- PAYLOAD MA PAGFWNT

















08010100 MD4 PF	 1 1/ I DC DZF2,03F2 40 .00 1.00 w3
08010200 MDM PF 2 1/ 1 i7C DIF2tU2F2 40.00 1.00 W2	 1
08020000 WIDE	 RAND R FCC Q DER MSS 1/ 1 !)C G3P2 175.00 1.00 w1	 !
08030000 PCM RFCORDEP	 'ASS 1/ 1 OC D3P2 40.00 1.00 W1
0,9040000 P/L - ASCENT/FNTRY L/ 1 Dc D3M2 961.50 L.00 OTOB040100 P/L -	 S.IRTI F 1/ 1 Viic 13142 5769.24 1000 OT
08050000 AUX C+W UNIT	 MSS I/ 1 DC 3K.2 10.00 1.00 AC
08060000 AUX C+W AN-NUN ASSY
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iTABLE 4-I.- E Q S DATA BASE E LECTRICAL EQUIPMFNT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- SOLID ROCKET 300STER
Nei. 28V PWR COAL
NUMB E R CCMFCWFNT TITLE ECUIP AC/DC BUS
	 IDENTIFICATION {WATTS) PF CODE
16010100 RATE GYRO ASSY 3/	 3 oc DzA1 42.00 1000 OT
16010200 RAT'-- GYRC ASSY 3/	 3 Dc ID3A1 42.00 1.00 OT
16020100 MDM - SET 1 2/	 2 UC 02A1 15.00 1000 OT
16020200 MOM --	 SET 2 2/	 2 U(: D3A1 15.00 1.00 OT
16050100 PIC IGNITION - SET 1 3/	 3 UC D2A1 .00 1.00 OT
16050200 PIC IGNITInk - SFT ? 31 3 UC 03AL .00 1.00 OT
16060100 PIC SE D ARA T ION-SET
	
1 21/21 DC 02A1 .00 1.00 OT
16060200 PIC SFPARA T IO-N--SET	 2 21121 DC D3AL 000 1.00 OT
16070100 SIG COND - SET 1 2/	 2 OC JLA1 20.00 1.00 OT
1607x]200 SIG CCNn - SET 2 2/ 2 DC 03A1 20.00 1.00 OT	 D
16083000 TVC HYDR RECIRC SYS 4/ 4 0C U2A1 206.00 1.00 OT	 .fl
16090000 SAFE f ARM DEVICE 4/ 4 DC D3A1 75.00 1.00 OT
TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA 64SF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM-- MAIN PRCPULSICN SYSTEM
V9. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER CCMPCNFNT TITL` EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTSI PF CODE
20010100 MAIN L NG CnATP'?LLE P -1 1/ I	 AC AIF3At 41F3BIA1FX 750.00 1003 OT
i	 20010200 MAIN L NG C g NTPOLLE P. -2 1/ 1	 AC Ali 3At A2F38, A2F3C 750.00 1.00 OT
20010300 MAT 11, FNG CONT W ILLE P -3 1/ L	 AC A3F3A9A3F35,A3F3C 750.00 1.00 OT
20023100 MAIN F^IG HTR =1 1/ 1	 DC a1A1 300.00 1.00 OT
20020200 MAT 	 FNG [AT V	=2 1/ 1	 0C 7201 300.00 1.00 CT
200211300 M 41'i F ,IG H Tt	 =3 1/ 1	 UC :33A1 300.00 1.00 OT
20033130 Lf?2	 PRF VALVE	 SOLFNCI D =1 21 1	 DC D1A102A l 42.00 1.00 OT




	 SOLENOTO =3 Z/ 1	 C 03A1,01A1 42.00 1.00 OT
2004010`) LH2 P RFVALVF sOLFNOIO =1 21 1	 0C DLALsO2A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20040200 LH2	 PRFVALVE SOLENOID =2 21 1	 DC D2Al,D3A1 42.00 1.00 OT	 N
20040300 LH2 PREVALVF SOLFNrTD =3 21 1	 DC OJAI,DZA1,D3A1 42.00 1.00 OT	 o
20053000 L02 F+9 VLV =1 0/9	 SOL 21 1	 Dc JZAl 42.00 1.00 OT
20060000 L02 F+D	 VLV =2 L/R	 SJL 21 1	 3JC 02A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20070100 LH2	 F+r]	 VLV =1	 O/B	 SOL 1/ 1	 0C DIA1 42.00 1.00 OT
20070200 LH2 F+O	 VLV =1	 9/B	 SUL L/ 1	 UC DiAI 42.00 1.00 OT
20080100 LH2 F+D VLV =2 n/8	 SOL 1/ 1	 OC OIAI 42.00 1.00 OT
20080200 LH2 F+h VLV =2 0/8	 SOL L/ I	 DC DIAL 42.00 1.00 OT
-	 20090300 LH2	 Tn PP I Nr,	 VLV OP r N S rIL 1/ 1	 JC OIAl 42000 1.00 OT
20100100 LH2 RECRC VLV OPEN SnL = 1 1/ 1	 OC O1Gi 42.00 1.00 OT
20100200 LH2 RECRC VLV OPEN SUL=2 1/ 1	 DC DZG1 42.00 1.03 OT
20100300 LH2 RECRC VLV OPEN SOL=3 1/ 1	 DC D3GI. 42.00 1.00 OT
20110100 FT/'3R g LOZ FEFD	 DISC 5 V 1/ 1	 DC D1A102Ai 42.00 1.00 OT
20110200 ET/ORH LCZ	 FEED DISC S V 1/ 1	 DC DlAliPD2AI 42.00 1.03 OT
20120100 ET/nRB LH2
	
FEFD DISC 5 V L/ 1	 DC DiA102A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20120200 ET/ORES	 LH2 FEED DISC 5	 V i/ 1	 DC DLAL,02A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20130100 ET/ORR	 RECIRC DISC S V It 1	 DC 03Ai 42.00 I..OD OT
20130200 ET/ORB RECIRC DTSC S V 1/ 1	 DC D3A1 42.00 1.00 OT




TABLF A-x.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL. EwUIPMENT LIST (JAN. L975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- MAIN PRO.PULSTCN SYSTFN
NO. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER CCVPCf%lrNT	 TITI F EQUIP AC/DC RUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
20150000 LH2 F FFDLh	 PELF:	SHUTOFF 1/ L	 uC D3A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20160000 LH2 PRESS I N DISC BYPASS 1/ 1	 Oc D3AL 42.00 1.00 OT
20170000 ET VFNT VLV ISn SLL VLV Z/ T_	 JC 0141 42.00 1.00 OT
20180100 t92 FFFDLN PE OQE55 VLV=1 It I	 DC 03A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20180200 L02 FEEDLN REPRESS VLV=2 1/ I	 Dc :J3A1 42.00 1.100 OT
20190100 LH2 FE C DLN REPRESS VLV=1 1/ 1	 JC I]3A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20199200 LH2 FFFnLN Q FPRFSS VLV=2 1/ L	 GC 0AL 42.00 1.00 OT
20200100 HF CROSSCVF P VLV =1 L/ I	 CC OLA1 42,00 1.00 OT
20200200 HE CRCSSCVF D VLV =2 L/ 1	 Dc 0241 42.00 1.00 OT
20200300 HE CROSSCVc P VLV =3 L/ 1	 DC 03A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20210100 ENG HE	 SUPPLY ISC SOL = 1 Z/ 2	 DC DIAL 42.00 1.00 OT
20210200 ENG HE SUPPLY ISG SOL =2 2/ 2	 DC OZA1 42.00 1.00 OT
20210300 ENG HF	 SL,PPLY ISO SCL =3 Z/ 2	 DC 03A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20120100 VEH HF	 SUPPLY [SO SOL=i 1/ 1	 OC DiAI 42.00 1.00 OT
20220200 VEH HF	 SUPPLY ISO S qL=2 1/ 1	 Oc DZA1 42400 1000 LIT
20230100 HE BLOwDR	 SCL VLV =1 1/ 1	 DC 7ZA1 42,00 L,OU OT
20230?_00 HE RLOWOR SCL VLV =2 L/ 1	 0G OZAL 42.00 1.03 OT
20240100 L02 PRESS O N FL, CNTL SVL L/ 1	 Dc OLA1 42.00 1100 OT
20240200 L02 PRESS IN FL CNTL SVZ L/ 1	 DC DZA1 42.00 L.00 OT
20240300 L r12 PRFSS I N FL CNTL SV3 1/ 1	 L]L 03A1 42.00 1.00 OT
20250100 LHZ PRGSS 4 N FL CNTL SVL I./ 1	 LA, DLA1 42.00 1,00 OT
20250200 LH2 PRFSS'N FL CNTL SV2 1/ 1	 oc 02A1 42.00 1000 qT
20250300 LH2 PRF SS I N FL CNTL SV3 L/ L	 DC 03AL 42-00 1.00 OT
20270100 ET ULLAGE SIG CND PKG =1 I/ 1	 DC DIAL 33.33 1000 F5
20279200 FT ULLAGE SIG CND PKG =2 1/ 1	 u D2AI 33933 1400 F6
20270300 FT ULLAGE SIG CND PKG =3 1/ 1	 UC 03A1 33,33 1.00 F6
20280000 POINT SENSOP ELECTRONICS 1/ 1	 DC UlA1,D2A1,D3A1 115.00 1.00 F5
20317000 MPs nELTA P	 GSF 1/ 1	 AC A1F3A 14.00 F6
20320100 POGO SUPPRFSSION SYS =1 1/ 1	 D% 1)IA1 150.00 1000 OT
iN
tTABLE
	 A-I.-- EPS DATA BASE
	 LECTRICAE. E UIPMENT LIST	 (JAN.	 1975) -	 CONTINUED
SYSTEM- MAIN PROPULSI CN SYSTEM
NO. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER	 CQMPONFNT TITLE EQUIP AC/uC	 BUS IDENTIFICATION
	 (WATTS) PF CODF
20320200
	
POGO SUPPRrSSTON SYS =2 1/	 1 UC	 04'A1 150100 1100 OT






TABLE	 A- T.- FPS DATA BASE	 ELECTRICAL FQOIP µF ,VT 	 LIST	 (JAN.	 19751 - CONTINUED
SYSTFM	 ORBITAL M4NFIJVERING SYSTEM
1+1U. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER CCVPCRirNT TITL P EwilIP A(IUC +SUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
21020000 OX HF/VAPC P 	I SD VL-=l	 LP 21 2 UC f,LA1,02A1 24.00 1.00 OT
21030000 FUEL H r-/VAPOR ISO -=2	 LP 21 2 UC 03AI,01A1 24.00 1000 OT
S;1
t.: 21040000 OX H P /VAPf,-u ISn VL-=1	 kP Z/ 2 -]C OIAL,D2Al 24.00 1100 OT
21050000 FUEL HF/VAPCR TSO -=2	 RP 21 2 0C U2A1,D3AI 24.00 1.09 OT
21069000 nx HF/VA P f7R	 ISn VL-= 1PL R 2/ 2 OC 91A I.02A1 24.00 1.00 OT
21070000 FIfEI-	 HF/V4P''P.	 TSC	 -=2nLP 1/ 2 :1C 02A1,03A1 24.00 1.00 OT
21080100 FNG GVRL ACT PITCH =i-LP I/ I DC UTAI L34.50 1.00 OT
11083290 FNG GPOL ACT PITCH =1-R P 1/ 1 11 f- 11141 L34.50 1.00 OT
(1080300 FNG	 (;MTiL AC T PITCH	 =2-L P L/ 1 DC. D 2 A 1 134450 1.00 OT
21060400 FNG	 GfA liL ACT PITCH =2-RD !/ 1 Dl. i}3A1 134.53 1.00 OT b
21090130 FNG G MBL ACT YAW =1 -LV L/ 1 DC UTAI 134.50 1.00 OT i
21090200 EEG GMHL ACT YAW = 1 -RP 1/ 1 UC DLAI 134.50 1.00 OT W
21090300 FNG GM9L ACT YAW =2 -LP I/ i C1C D2AL I34.50 1.00 QT
21050430 FNG GMRL ACT YAW =2 -RP 1/ 1 nC 03A1 L34.50 1.00 OT
21100100 TANK	 ISO VLV =I-LEFT	 P`1D 21 2 AC 41F3A,A1F3B,ALF3C 60.00 OT
21100200 TANK	 ISO VLV =2-LEFT	 P()T; 21 2 AC A2 F3 AtA2F3B,A	 '!C 60.00 OT
211LO100 TANK ISO VLV =1-RGH T. 	POD 21 2 AC A1F34,ALF38,A_r3C 60000 OT
21110200 TANK ISO VLV =2-RGH T P]D 21 2 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 OT
2112010(? CRf1';SFFF f )	 VL = 1-LEFT	 POD 2/ 2 AC 42F3A, A2r-3B, A2F3C 60.00 OT
2LIZO200 CROSSFFED VL =2--LEFT	 P In 2/ 2 AC A3F3A,A3f=3B.A3F3C 60.00 OT
2LI30100 CROSSFFE D VL = 1-RGHT KID 21 2 AC AlF3A,AlF3B•AiF3C 60.00 QT
21130200 CROSSFFFD VL =2-RGHT POD 21 2 AC A3 F3 At A3F30vA3F3C 60.00 OT
21140100 THERMAL CNTL HTR =1 1/ 1 DC 0141 700.00 1.00 QT
21140200 THFR QAL CNTL HT4 =2 I/ I 0C D/-Al 700.00 1.00 OT
21160000 THFRML CN TL HTRS-AUX KIT 1/ 1 DC DZA1 700.00 1.00 OT
21190000 CROSSFEED LINE HTRS I/ 1 nC DZA1 50.00 1000 OT_
21200100 ENGINE =1 HFATFR I/ L OC DIAL 50.00 1.00 OT
21209200 ENGINE =2 HFATFR 1/ 1 DC 02A1 50.00 1.00 OT
I
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TABLE 4-I.- E D S
 DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- ORBITAL ' A AKEUVERING SYSTEM
NO,	 26V PWR	 COOL
NUMBER	 CCMPONFNT TITLE	 EQUIP AC/ DC BUS IDENTIFICATION (WATTS)
	 PF	 CDDE
21220000 VALVE POS InD-AUX KIT 8/ 8 DC DIAL .40 1.00 OT
21230100 PRnP LOW LEVEL SENSOR =1 1/ i OG DIA1 11.25 1.00 OT
21230200 PRO D LOW LEVEL SENSnR =2 L/ 1 DC D2A1 11.25 1.00 OT
21240100 QUANTITY GAGING	 PROBE =1 1/ I Dc DIAL 67.00 1.00 OT
21240200 QUANTITY GAGING	 PROSE =2 L/ 1 OC DIAL 67.00 1.00 OT
21240300 QUANT GAGING PROBE =3 +4 2/ 2 UC OJAI 67.00 1.00 (IT
21250100 ENG	 ARMING VLV COIL = 1LP 1/ 1 DC DiAI 24.00 1.00 OT
21250200 ENG ARMING VLV CCIL =2LP 1/ 1 DC D2A1 24.00 1.00 OT
21260100 ENG ARMING VLV COIL = LRP 1/ 1 [7C DLA 1 2400 1.00 OT
21260200 ENG ARMING VLV COIL =2RP 1/ 1 DC U3A1 24.00 1.00 OT
21270100 ENG CTL VL =1 CCIL =1 LP 1/ I DC D1A1 24.00 1.00 OT
21270200 ENG CTL VL =1 COIL =2 LP 1/ 1 DC DZAI 24.00 1.00 OT
21280100 ENG CTL VL =2 C f1IL =1 LP 1/ I DC OJA1 24.00 1.00 OT
21260200 t:NG C T L VL =2 COIL =2 LP L/ 1 DC DZA1 24.00 1.00 ITT
21290100 ENG CTL VL = 1 COIL =1 RP 1/ 1 DC OlAl .24.00 1000 OT
21290200 ENG CTL VL =1 COIL =2 RP 1/ 1 DC D3A1 24.00 1.00 OT
21300100 ENG CTL VL =2 COIL =1 RP 1/ 1 DC DIAL 24.00 1.00 OT
21330200 ENG CTL VL =2 C 0 1 L =2 RP 1/ 1 DC 03AI. 24.00 1.00 OT
21310100 TANK ISO VLV =1-A PLB 21 2 AC AlF3A, A1F3B,ALF3C 60.00 OT
21310200 TANK I SLI VLV =1-B	 PLB 21 •2 AC A2F3A, A2F3B, A2F3C 60.00 OT
21320100 TANK ISO VLV =2-A PL 3 2/ 2 AC A2F3A9 A2F3B, A2F3C 60.00 OT
2132-0200 TANK ISO VLV =2-B PLB 21 2 AC A3 F3 A,A3F33,A3F3C 60000 OT
D
1	 ^	 ^
TABLE A-I.-- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
NO. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER COMPONENT TITLE ECRU IP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
22010100 THRUSTER -FWD =1--8 8/ 8 DC DZF1 56.00 1.00 OT
22010200 THRUSTER --FWD =9-12 4/ 4 DC DIF1 56.00 1.00 OT
22010300 THRUSTER -FWD =13-14 2/ 2 DC 03F1 56.00 1.00 OT
22020100 THRUSTER -AFT =1-6 6/ 6 DC DZAI 56.00 1.0C OT
22020200 THRUSTER -AFT =7--18 12/12 DC D1A1 56,00 1.00 OT
22020300 THRUSTER -AFT =19°-24 6/ 6 UC 03AI 56.00 1.00 OJT
22030000 THRUSTER--VERNIER 	 FWD 2/ 2 DC D3F1 15.00 1.00 OT
22040100 THRUSTER VERN - AFT =1-2 2/ 2 DC C1A1 15.00 1.00 OT
22040200 THRUSTER VERN - AFT =3 i/ I DC D2AI 15.00 1.00 OT
22040300 THRUSTER VERN - AFT =4 1/ 1 DC 03A1 15.00 1. 00 OT
22060100 HE ISOL VLV =1 - FWD 21 2 DC D1FL,D2F1 84.00 1.00 OT
22060200 HE ISOL VLV =2 - FWD 21 2 DC DZF1,03Fi 84.00 1.00 OT
22070100 HE ISOL VLV =1 -LEFT AFT 21 2 DC D1A1,02A1 84.00 1.00 OT
22070200 HE ISOL VLV =2 -LEFT AFT 2/ 2 DC D3AI,DLA1 84.00 1.00 OT
22080100 HE ISDL VLV =1 --RGHT AFT 21 2 DC 0lA1,D2A1 84.00 1.00 OT
22080200 HE ISOL VLV =2 -RGHT AFT 21 2 DC CZA1,D3A1 84,00 1.00 OT
22090100 TNK	 ISO VL = 1/= 3	 -FWD 21 2 AC A3F3A,A3F3B * A3F3C 60.00 OT
22090200 TNK	 ISO VL =2/=4/ =5 -FWD 21 2 AC A1F3A,AlF3B,AIF3C 60.00 OT
22100100 TNK	 ISO VL = 1/=2-LFT AFT 21 2 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 60.00 OT
22100200 TNK ISO VL =3/=4/=5/A-LA 2/ 2 AC AIF3A4AIF3B4A1F3C 60.00 OT
22100300 TNK ISO VL =3/=4/=5/B-LA 21 2 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 OT
22110100 TNK ISO VL =1/ =2-RHT AFT 2/ 2 AC AZF3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 60.00 OT
22110200 TNK ISO VL =3/=4/=5/A-RA 21 2 AC A1F3A,AIF3B,AiF3C 60.00 nT
22110300 TNK ISO VL =3/=4/=5/B-RA 2/ 2 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 OT
22120100 MANIFOLD = 1 ISO VL -FWD 21 2 AC ALF3AjAlF3BvAlF3C 60.00 OT
22120200 MANIFOLD =2+3 ISO VL-FWD 4/ 4 AC A2F3A,A2F3B 9 A2F3C 60.00 OT
22120300 MANIFOLD =4 ISO VL -FWD 2/ 2 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 OT
22130100 MANIFOLD = 1+4 ISO VL-LAF 4/ 4 AC A1F3A,AlF3B,AlF3C 60.00 OT











TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EWUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 19751 - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- REACTICN CCNTROL SYSTEM
NO. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER COMPONFNT TITLF FQUIP AC/DC 3US
	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
22130300 MANIFOLD =3 ISO VL-LT AF 21 2	 AC A3F3AiA3F3B*A3F3C 60.00 OT
22140100 MANIFOLD =1t4 ISO VL-RAF 4/ ti	 IC A1F3A,A1F3B,A1F3C 60.00 OT
22140200 MANIFOLD =2 ISr VL-RT	 AF 21 2	 fic AZF3A9A2F3B,A2F3C 60.00 OT
22140300 MANIFOLD =3 ISO VL-PT AF 21 2	 AC A3F3A9A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 OT
22150000 TANK HEATERS-AFT LEFT 4/ 4	 DC D1A1,D2A€ 55900 1.00 OT
22160000 TANK HF4TE R S-AF T RIGHT 4/ 4	 DC DZA1903A1 55.00 1000 OT
22170100 MAIN FNG HTPS-F.gD = 1-8 r1/ 8	 DC D2F1 10.00 1.00 OT
22170200 MAIN FNG HTRS-FWD =9-1L 4/ 4	 OC DLF1 10.00 1.00 nT
22170300 M1AIN ENG HTRS-FWO =13--14 21 2	 DC 03F1 10.00 1.00 OT
22180100 MAIN FNG HTRS--AFT =1-6 6/ 6	 DC D2A1 10.00 1.00 OT
22180200 MAIN ENG HTPS-AFT =7-18 12/12 DC D1A1 10.00 1.00 OT
22180300 MAIN ENG H T RS-AFT =19-24 6/ 6	 DC D3A1 10000 1.00 OT
22190000 PROP FEED LINF HTRS-AFT 8/ 8	 PC D1L2,D2L2,D3L2 16.00 1000 OT
22200000 PRF,SS PANEL HEATERS 4/ 4	 UC U1L2,D2L2,D3L2 20.00 1.00 UT
22210000 FEED	 SYS HTRS - FWD 4/ 4	 OC D1F1,D2FL,D3F1 160.00 1.00 OT
22220000 VERNIER ENG HTRS-FWD 2/ 2	 DC D3F1 5.00 1.03 OT
22230100 VERNIER ENG HTRS--AFT =i i/ 1	 DC DIAL 5.00 1.00 OT
22230200 VERNIER ENG H TR S-4F T=2/3 21 2	 DC D2A2 5.00 1.00 OT
22230300 VERNIER FNG HTRS-AFT =4 i/ 1	 DC 03A1 5.00 1000 OT
22250100 INTERCnN VLV =1/=2-LT AF 21 -2	 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 60.00 OT
22250200 INTFRCON VL =3/=4/=5-LA 2/ 2	 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 OT
22260100 INTERCO N VLV =1/=2-RT	 AF 21 2	 AC A1F3A,A1F38,A1F3C 60.00 OT
22260200 INTFRCON Vt. =31=4/=5--RA 21 2	 AC A2F3A,A2F36,A2F3C 60.00 OT
22270100 MANIFOLD ISC VLV - FWD Z/ 2	 DC 03F2,D1F2 84.00 1100 OT
22270200 MANIFOLD ISG VLV -LET AF 21 2	 DC OLA2,D2A2 84.00 1.00 nT






TABLE A-I.- FPS DATA BASE FLECTRTCAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 19751 - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- POWER GENERATIGN SYSTEM
NU. 28V PWR COOT.
NUMBER CCMPOMFNT TITLF EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
30010100 G02 PURGE VENT HTR =1 1/ 1	 DC DLM1 33.00 1.00 OT
30010200 G02 PURGE VEN T HTR =Z I/ I	 Dc D2M1 33.00 1000 OT
30020100 GH2 PURGE VFNT HTR =1 1/ 1	 .)C 0IM1 41.00 1000 fIT
30020200 GH2 PURGE VFNT HTR =2 1/ 1	 DC 02M1 61.00 1.00 OT
30030100 H2O RFLTFF	 VEN T HTR =1 1/ 1	 DC DLF1 16.00 1.09.? OT
30030230 H2O RELIEF	 VEP4T	 HTR =2 I/ I	 oc DzFI 16.00 1000 OT
:_- 30040100 FCP =1 CNTLS + FLOW V E T RS i/ 1	 Dc L)LFZ 15.00 1.00 OT
30040200 FCP =2
	
CKTLS +	 FLGW m F-TRS 1/ 1	 DC 02F1 15.00 1.00 OT
30040300 FCP =3 CNTL; + FLOW u ETkS I/ I	 JC 03E2 15.00 1100 OT
30050100 FCP = 1	 PUMP + 1120 SENSOR 1/ 1	 4C A1F3A,A1F3B,AIF3C 150.00 -.50 OT	 n
30050200 FCP =2	 PLMP + H?C' SENSOR 1/ 1	 AC A2F3A,A2F38,A2F3C 150.00 -.50 OT	 N
30050300 FCP =3	 PUMP +. H2O SFNSOA 1/ I	 AC A3F3A,A3F38,A3F3C 150.00 -.50 OT
30060100 FCP =1 GC2
	 PURGE VALVE i/ I	 OC DiMi 33.00 1.00 OT
30060200 FCP =2 G02	 PURGE VALVE 1/ 1	 DC JZMi 33.00 1.00 OT
30060300 FCP =3 GQ2
	
PURGE VALVE I/ 1	 L,tr 03M1 33.00 1.00 OT
30070100 FCP = 1 GH2
	
PURGF VALVE 1/ 1	 DC DIM1 10.00 1.00 OT
' 30070200 FCP =2 GH2 P U R GF VALVE 1/ 1	 DC OZP41 10.00 1.00 OT
30070300 FCP =3 GHZ PURGE VALVE 1/ 1	 7C D3Mi 10.00 1.00 OT
30080100 FCP =1	 START +	 SUST HTR I/ 1	 Oc DIG2 6000.00 1.00 OT
30080200 FCP =2 START + SUST HTR I/ '1	 OC D2G2 6700.00 1.70 r-
30080300 FCP =3 START + SUST HTR 1/ 1	 DC D3G2 6004.00 1.00 (1T
30150100 H2O LINE HEATER-FCP WI 1/ I	 DC 02F1 15.00 1.00 OT
30150200 H2O LTNF "FATF R -FCP =2 I/ i	 DC D3F1 15.00 1.00 (IT
30150300 H2n LIVE riFATFR-FCP =3 I/ 1	 DC DiFI 15.00 1.00 OT
30170100 FCP =1 THERNAL CNTL HTR 1/ 1	 OC D2NI 150.00 1000 OT
30170200 FCP =2 THERMAL CNTL HTR 1/ 1	 DC 03 M. 150.00 1.00 OT




























VAC-ION PHP -SU P L GSE =1
VAC--ION PwR SUPL GSF =2
VAC-InN PwR SUPL GS" =3
VAC-I0N PwR SL1PL GSF =4
SIS CCWD ;QTY =1
SIG f ONU QTY =c
SIG COND Q TY =3 + =4
SOLFINCI F} VLV FC P =1
SOL c NnID VLV FCP =2
SOLENOI D VLV FCP =3
SOLENOID VALVE ECLSS =1
SOLENOID VALVE ECLSS =2
SOL VLV NANIFQLn -1 + =4
SOL VLV m '1*1IF0L`) =2
SOL VLV PANIFLIL0 =3
HEATERS 0XYGt=M SET I
HEATERS OXYGFN SET 2
HEATERS OXYGFN SFT 3
HEATERS HYPROGFN SET 1
HEATERS HYDROGEN SET 2
HEATERS HYDROGEN SET 3
a•
TABLE A-1.- E P S DATA BASE ELECTRICAL_ EQdIPMENT LIST WAN. 1975] - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- CRYOGENICS SYSTEM
y0. 28V PWR
FDUIP ACIDC 6U5	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS)
1/ 1	 AC A1G3A 10.00
1/ I	 L%C AZG3A 10.00
1/ 1	 AC A3G3A 10.00
1/ I	 Ac A3F-)A 10.00
1/ 1	 OC OLKi 4.30
1/ 1	 JL GLR1 4.00
21 2	 oc D3K1 4.00
2/ 2	 F1C DIE1 123.00
21 2	 JC D2E 1 123.00
L/ 2	 DC 133E L 123.00
1/ 1	 UC DLM1 11.3.00
1/ 1	 DC 02M1 123.00
L/ 2	 7C DLFi 123.00
1/ 1	 DC ULEL 123.00
1/ L	 nc 03E L L23.00
21 2	 nC D2141 393.00
2/ 2	 Jc D3M1 393.00
Z/ 2	 DC D3M1 393.00
21 2	 tC 'JLMI 82.50
Z/ 12	 0c 03M1 82.50






























































TABLE A-1 .- E n S DATA BASE ELECTRI CAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- AUXILIARY P014FR UNIT
NO 28V PWR COM
NUMBER CCMPCNENT TITLE E(;UfP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
32020100 FUr-L ISOLATION VALVE =1 L/ L	 DC D1AL,D2Al 40.00 1600 0T
32020200 FUEL ISOLATION VALVE =2 1/ 1	 7C D2Al,D3A1 40.00 1.00 OT
32020300 FLIE L I SELA T ION VALVE =3 L/ 1	 DC 03A1,D1A 1 40.00 1.00 OT
32030100 APU =1 CCNTPOLLER 1/ I	 GL DLA2,D2A2 150.00 1.00 X4
32030200 APU =2	 CCN.TP rLLFR L/ 1	 DC G2A2 9 D3A2 150.00 1.00 F5
32030300 APU =3	 CCN TP CLLER 1/ I	 ;)C 03A20142 150.00 1.00 F6
32340100 TANK HTR =1A - LH SIDJ- l/ 1	 0C 71AZ 50.14 1.00 OT
32040200 TANK HTP =2A - LH SIDE L/ 1	 OC 02A2 50.00 1.00 OT
32040300 TANK HTR =3A - RH SIDE 1/ I	 DC 33A1 =0.00 1.01 OT
32050100 TANK HTP =1 B - LH SIDE 1/ I	 DC D2A2 50.00 1000 OT
32050200 TANK H TR =2$ - LH SIDE 1/ 1	 DC D3AZ 50.00 1.00 OT
32050300 TANK HTR =3P - RH STOE 1/ 1	 DC DIAL 50.00 1400 £1T
32060100 APU LINE HFATFP	 =1A 1/ 1	 DC OIA1 50.00 1.00 OT
32060200 APU LINE HEATER	 = 2A 1/ 1	 DC D2AI 50.00 1.00 OT
32060300 APU LINF HFATER	 =3A I/ L	 JC D3A1 50.00 1.00 OT
32070100 APU LINE HFATER	 = 1B L/ 1	 DC D2A1 50.00 1.00 OT
32070200 APU LINE HEATER	 = 243 1/ 1	 UC D3A2 50.00 1.00 OT
32070300 APU LINE HEATER	 =39 1/ I	 DC DIAL 50.00 1.00 OT
32080100 F1lF.I. QUANTITY G4GE =1 1/ 1	 DC 0 1A1,D2A1,D3A1 1.00 1.00 OT
32080200 FUEL QUANTITY GAGE =2 1/ It	 DC DLAL,DZAl,03AI 1.00 1.00 OT
32080300 FUEL QUANTITY GAGE =3 1/ 1	 DC DlAltD2A1,D3A1 1.00 1.00 OT
32099100 APU OIL LINF HFATER =1A L/ 1	 DC DLA1 100.00 1.00 OT
32090200 APU OIL	 LINE HEATER =2A L/ 1	 DC D2AI 100.00 1.00 OT
32090300 APU nTL	 LINEHEATER =3A L/ i	 DC u341 100.03 1.00 OT
32090400 APU OIL	 LINF HFATER = lB 1/ 1	 JC D2AI 100.00 1.00 OT
32090500 APU OIL LTNE HEATER =26 L/ 1	 Dc D3A1 100.00 1.00 OT
32090600 APU OIL LINE HFATER =3B L/ 1	 DC DIAL 100.00 1.00 OT
32100100 APU TURB VLV HTR =1A 1/ 1	 DC MA1 68.30 1.00 OT







TABLE A—I. — EPS DATA Bt1SE FLFCTRICAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) — CtONTINUED
SYSTEM— AUXILIARY PnwFR UNIT
No. Z8V PHR COOL
NUMBER CCMPCNFNT TITLF EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
32100300 APO TURK VLV- HT4 =3A I/ I	 Oc 03A1 68.30 1.00 OT
32130400 APO TUg B VLV HTR =1B 11 1	 DG D2A1 68.30 1000 OT
32100500 APO TLR B VLV HTR =2P 1/ 1	 Dc 03Ai 68.30 1.00 OT
32100600 APO TURB VLV HTR =3r3 1/ 1	 DC DIA1 68.30 1.00 OT
32110100 APU =IA TU 4 GAS GEN HTR it 1	 DC D1A1 68.30 1.00 OT
32110200 APU =7. A TU p GAS GFN HTR L/ 1	 DC DZA1 68.30 1.00 OT
32110300 APU =3A TUR GAS GFN HTR it I	 DL 03A1 68.30 1.00 OT
32110400 APU = 1B TUR GAS GEN HTR 11 1	 ESC DZAL 68.30 1.00 OT
32110500 APO =Zti TUR GAS GEN HTR I/ 1	 0L 03A1 68.30 1.00 OT
321103600 APU =3B TUR GAS GEN HTR l/ s	 OC DIAL 68.30 1.0:) OT
32120100 SERVICF LINE HEATER =1 21 1	 DC DLA1 50.00 1.00 OT
32120200 SERVICE LI NF HEATER =2 21 1	 oc 02A1 50.00 1.00 OT





TABLE A-I.- E P S DATA BASE E LECTRICAL EOUIPAPNT LIST fJAN. 19751 - CONTINUED
SYSTEM-- ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT
NCI.	 28V PWR	 COOL
NUMBER	 CCMPONFNT TITL E	EOUIQ AC/DC BUS IDENTIFICAT13N (WATTS)	 PF	 CODE
40010100 CABIN FAN =I 1/ 1 AC ALF3A,A1F3B,AiF:" 500 .00 - . 75 HX
40010210 CABIN FAN =2 L/ 1 Ai: AZF3A,A2F3B,AZFX 500.00 -.75 14'(
40010310 CABIN FAN =3 1/ 1 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 500.00 -.75 HX
40020100 WATE R	 PUMP	 PKG PPI	 A 1/ 1 AC Alf-3A,AIF3B,AZF3C 270.00 -.67 WC
j	 40020210 WATFR PUMP PKG PRI	 R I/ I AC AZF3A^,A2F3B,AZF3C 270.00 -.67 WC
40020330 M%ATFR	 PU M P	 PACKAGE	 SEC 1/ 1 AC A3F3A,43F3B,A3F3C 270,00 -.67 WC
40030000 CABIN PRESS CNTL SYSTEM 1/ L DC 01F2 84.00 1.00 AC
40030010 CAB	 PRFSS CNTL--AIRLK SP 1/ 1 DC J1F2 30.60 1.00 AC
40033020 CAB	 PRESS CNTL-FMEF<G kl DF it 1 UC DIF2 23.00 1.00 AC
47050100 AVIONICS FANS-BAY 1 	 A 1/ 1 AC A1F3A,AIF3B,A1F3C 180.00 -.75 Al	 D
40050210 AVIONICS FANS-BAY 1 	 6 1/ 1 AC A2 F3 A,A2F3B,A2F3C 180.00 -.75 Al W40050300 AVIONICS FANS-BAY 2	 A I/ 1 AC AZF3A,A2F3BrA2F3C 180.00 -.75 A2
40050410 AVIONICS FANS-BAY 2 	 R it 1 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A,3F3C 180.00 -.75 A2
40050500 AVIONICS FANS-64LY 3 	 A 1/ i AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 180.00 -.75 A3
40050610 AVIONICS F4NS-BAY 3 	 b L/ 1 AC A1F3A,AIF3B,A1F3C ? °0.00 -.75 A3
40060100 H2O SEPARATCR	 ARS	 - =1 it 1 AC ALF3A,ALF3B,A1F3C 40.00 -.30 AC
40060210 H2O SEPARATCR	 ARS	 - =2 L/ 1 AC A2F3A, A2F3B,A2F3C 40.00 -.30 AC
40060310 HZrl	 SEPARATCR	 ARS	 - =3 1/ 1 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 40.00 -.30 AC
40070100 CABIN HEATE D =1 1/ 1 DC DIF2 333.33 1.00 AC
40070200 CABIN HEATER =2 1/ •1 DC D2F2 333.33 1.00 AC
40070300 CABIN HEATED =3 1/ 1 DC D3F2 333.33 1.00 AC
4GO80000 INSTR + CONTROLS	 -.'.S 1/ 1 AC A1F3C 47.00 HX
I	 40090100 I MU HX ASSEMBLY FAN =1 1/ 1 AC ALF3A,A1F3B,A1F3C 70.00 -.60 WC
40090210 IMU HX ASSFNBLY FAN =1 1/ 1 AC ALF3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 70.00 -.60 we
40090310 IMU HX ASSFNBLY FAN =3 1/ 1 AC A3F3A,A3F3B9A3F3C 55.00 -.60 WE
40100100 OVEN HFATER =I 1/ I DC DIF2 150.00 1.00 AC
401.00210 OVEN HEATER =2 L/ I DC 03F2 150.00 1.00 AC
401€1100 INST/CNTLS-PVEN FANS =1 21 1 DC D2L2 5900 1.00 AC















































TABLE A-I.- EPS DATA BASE ELECTRICAL EQJIPMF-.NT LIST WAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT
"40.	 28V PWR	 COOL
NUMBER	 CCMPCNFNT TITLE
	 EQUIP AC/DC BUS IDENTIFICATION (WATTS)
	
PF	 CODE
40112100 INST/CNTLS-CiIFN FANS =1 21 1 AC A2F3C 95.00
40112210 INST/CNTLS-OVEN FANS =2 21 L AC A3F3C 95.00
40120100 WATF P HEATF P =1 1/ 1 DC D1FI 1950000
417120210 WATER HFATEP =2 1/ 1 X D2F1 1850.00
40130000 DUMP NOZZLE - WATER 1/ 1 DC 02L2 €0.00
40141000 INSTR t CCN T ROLS	 6ATER i/ I. ()C -)IL2 10.00
40142000 INSTR + CON ? RnLS	 WATER 1/ 1 AC AIF30 12.00
40160000 SOLIDS CGLLFCTICN SLINGR L/ 1 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 120.00
40173000 WATER SEP -LIFF	 SUPPORT 1/ I AC A3F3A,A3P3B,A3F3C 10000
40180000 DUMP NOZZLE-URINE L/ I DC 03L2 10.00
40190000 INSTR f CCNTROLS WASTE 1/ L Dc D2L2 10.00
40200100 SMOKE DET SENSR -FLT/MID 21 2 DC D3RZ,D1R2 5.00
40200200 SMOKE DET SENS'JR-BAY Al 2/ 2 DG D2R2,D3R2 5.00
40200300 SMOKE DET SENSOR-BAY A2 21 2 DC D3P20IP2 5.00
40200400 SMOKE DET SFNSfI R-BAY A3 Z/ 2 DC D1R29DZR2 5.00
40210000 SMOKE DETECTOR ALAR M L/ 1 DC 01R2 .50
40270100 FLASH EVAPORATOR HTR =1 1/ 1 DC 101F2 310.00
40270200 FLASH EVAPORATOR HTR =2 1/ 1 DC 02F2 310.00
40280100 FLASH EVAPOPATOR EL =1 L/ 1 DC DLL2 8.00
40280200 FLASH E VAPOPATOR EL =2 1/ • 1 DC D2L2 8.00
40290100 FREON PUMP LOOP 1-A ASC 1/ 1 AC A1F3A,AIF3B,A1F3C 500.00
40290120 FREON PUMP	 LOOP 1--A 6	 PL 1/ 1 AC ALF3A,A1F3B,ALF3C 420.00
40290130 FREON PUMP LOOP 1-A B	 PL 1/ € AC A1F3A,A1F3B,A1F3C 460.00
40290210 FREON PUPP LOnP 1-B ASC 1/ 1 AG A3F3A,A3F3B9,A3F3C 500.00
40290220 FREON PUNP LOOP 1-B 6 PL 11 1 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 420.00
40290230 FREON PUMP	 LOOP 1--B 8	 PL 1/ 1 AC A3F3A, A3F3B, A3F3C 460.00
40290300 FRE ON PUNP LOOP 2--A ASC 1/ 1 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2_F3C 500.00
40290320 FREON PUNP LOOP 2-A 6 PL 1/ 1 AC A2F3 A t A2F3B I A2F3C 420.00
40290330 FREON PUMP L09P 2-A 8	 RL 1/ 1 AC A2F3A,A2F3B9A2F3C 460.00
TABLE	 A-1	 E PS DATA BASE r- LFCTRI CAL EUf-1 IPMENT	 LIST	 (JAN.
	 1975) CONTINUED
SYSTEM- ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPURT
NO. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER COMPCNFNT TITLE EQUIP AC/9C BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
40290410 FREON PU M P LanP 2-B ASC 1/ 1 4c A3F3AtA3F3B,A3F-3C 500,00 OT
40290420 FREQN PUMP
	 LOOP 2-6 6	 PL 1/ 1 AC A3F3Aq A3F3Bq A3F3C 420.00 OT
IF 40290430 FRFON PUMP LOOP 2-8 8 PL I/ I AC A 3 F3 A t A 3 F3B, A3F3C 460.00 OT40300100 SP4CF RADIATOR SYSTEM =1 I/ I DC DlLl 10.00 1.00 OT
40300200 SPACE RADIATOR SYSTFM =2 I/ I Oc DZLI 10.00 1100 OT
40310100 AMMONIA	 BOILER SYST=M =1 1/ 1 DC DlL2 30.00 1.00 OT
40310200 AMMON14 BOILER SYSTEM =2 1/ 1 DC 02L2 30.00 1.00 OT
40340100 LCG COOLANT PUMP =1 I/ I DC DIF2 o00 1.00 OT
40340200 LCG COOLANT PUMP =2 1/ 1 DC D2F2 .00 1.00 OT
40350100 FRECN PROPOR VALVE =1 L/ 1 DC D3LZ 67.00 1.00 OT
40350200 FREON PROPOR VALVE =2 1/ 1 DC D2L2 67.00 1.00 OT
is
}
TABLE A-T.- EPS DATA BASE FLECTRICAL EWIPMENT LIST (JAN. 19751 - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- HYDRAULICS P(11AER. SYSTEM
NJ. 2AV PWR COOL
NUMBER CCMPGNF4T T ITLE EQUIP AC/ DC BITS	 IDENTIFICATION IWATTSI PF CODE
50OLOODO LG F)(TEND	 VAl_VF 1/ IDC 01F2 20.00 1..00 OT
50020100 MAIN LDG GEAR UPLK VL = 1 L/ L	 DC DZF2 20.00 1600 OT
50020200 MAIN LDG GEAR UPLK VL =2 i/ L	 DC D2F2 20.00 1.00 OT
50OZO300 MAIN LDG GR UPLK VL =3t4 2/ 2	 DC D3FZ. 20000 1.00 OT
50030100 LDG GEAR DU M P VLV =1 I/ L	 DL D3F2 20.00 1000 LIT
50030200 LDG GEAR DUPP VLV =2 1/ 1	 DC U2F2 20.00 1.00 OT
50040000 LG D ETRAC T CIRC VLV 1/ I	 DC DLFZiD2F2 20000 1400 OT
50050000 RFD UNDAN7	 SHUTOFF VALVE 1/ 1	 7C 01F2 20000 1.00 OT
50060100 MAIN PUMP =1 DEPRES VLV I/ 1	 DC DLA2 02A2 26.00 1.00 OT
50060200 MAT 	 PUMP =2 DEPRES VLV 1/ 1	 DC DZA2,D3A2 26.00 1.00 OT
50060300 MAIN PUMP =3 DEPRES VLV 1/ 1	 DC D3A2,D1A2 26.00 1.00 OT	 Di
50070100 CIRC MOTOR PUMP =1 1/ 1	 DC DIAL 1944.00 1.00 OT	 U350070200 CIRC MOTCR PUMP =2 L/ 1	 DC DZA1 1944.00 1.00 OT
50070330 CIRC MOTOR PUMP =3 1/ 1	 DC D3A1 1944.00 1.00 OT
50080100 RESVOI R =1	 VOLUME SFNSO'z 1/ 1	 AC AIF38 8100 -.80 LIT
50080200 RESV4I R =2 VOLUME SENSOR 1/ 1	 AC AZF36 8.00 -.80 OT
50080300 RESVOTR =3 VOLUPE SENSOR 1/ 1	 AC A3F3B 8.u0 --.80 OT
50090100 SSME = 1	 SYS S/O VALVE I/ 1	 DC D1A1 20.00 1.00 OT
50090200 SSM ;:	=2	 SYS S/D VALVE I/ 1	 OC D2AL 20.00 1.00 OT
50090300 SSMF =3
	
SYS S/0 VALVE 1/ 11	 DC D3AL 20.00 1100 OT
50100100 LI ELEVON HTR B KT =1/=2 2/ I	 DC D Al 50.00 1.00 OT
50100200 LO ELFVCN HTR BKT =11=2 Z/ 1	 DC u2A? 50.00 1.30 OT
50100300 RI ELEVGR HTR 3KT =11=2 Z/ 1	 UC 03AI 50.00 1.00 OT
50100400 RO ELFVON HTR nKT = 1 /=2 Z/ 1	 JC 01. i 50.00 1.00 OT
50110100 H2O BOILER =1 STN S/0 VL it 1	 AC AIF3^- 20000 -08.0 OT
50110200 H2O BOILER =2 STN S/0 VL I/ 1	 AC A2F3A 20.00 -.80 OT
50110300 H2O BOILER =3 STN S/O VL 1/ L	 AC A3F3A 20000 -080 OT
50120100 H2O BOILER =1 XFER VLV L/ 1	 DC DIAL 50.00 1.00 OT





Ir TABLE A-I.- F P S DATA BASE ELEC T RICAL EQUIPMENT LIST	 (JAN.	 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- HYDRAULICS POWER SYSTFM
N7. 28V PWR COOL
NUMBER CCMPCNFNT TITLF EQUIP AC/0C BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WA TTS) PF CODE
x 50120300 H2O BOILER =3 XFEP VLV 1/ L DL 03A1 50.00 1000 OT
j 50130100 H2O 80LR =1 THRM CNTL VL 1/ 1 AC ALF3C 20000 -.80 OT
50130200 H2O BOLR =7 THRN CNTL VL 1/ 1 AC AZF3C 20.00 -.80 OT
50130300 H2O BOLR =3 THR M CNT L VL 1/ 1 AC A3F3C 20.00 -.80 OT
50140100 H2O BOILER = 1 F LECT CONT 1/ 1 AC A1F3A 7.00 1.00 OT
50140200 H2O BOILFP	 =2 ELECT Cf ► NT 1/ i Ac A2F34 7.03 1.03 OT
E 50040300 H2O 9 7:iI LER	 =3	 ELECT CONT 1/ L AC A3F3A 7.00 1.00 OT
50150100 H2+l	 POILER	 =1 HFATE A 1/ 1 DC DLA1 100.00 1.00 OT
50150200 H2O BOILER =2 HFAT FP I/ 1 7G 02A1 100.00 1.00 OT
50150300 HZO BlILER =3 HEATFR I/ 1 DC 03AL 100.00 1100 OT
50160100 H2O	 BOILER =1	 OTY GAl2'E 1/ 1 4C A1F3C 5.00 nOT
50160200 H2O BOILER =2 OTY GAGE 1/ 1 AC AZF3C 5.00 OT	 UT
50150300 H2O P.OILEP	 =3 OTY G4GE 1/ 1 AC A3F3C 5000 OT
_ 50170000 ELEVON ACT	 SW VLV PrS 8/ P DC Dif.L 1.00 1.00 OT
50180100 RUD/SPPBRK ACT VL PrS =1 1/ L DC 0ZK1 1.00 1.00 OT
50180200 RUD/SPDBRK ACT VL POS =2 L/ I DC 03Ri 1.00 1.00 OT
50190000 TVC ACT Sw VLV PCS 12112 DC DIR1 1000 1.00 OT
50220100 BODYFLAP MTP 1 HTR = 11 = 2 2/ 1 fiC OIAI 50.09 1.00 OT
50220200 BODYFL4P MTP 2 HTR =11=2 L/ 1 Dc JZAI :0.00 1.00 OT
50220300 BnDYFLAP MTn 3 HTR =11=2 2/ .1 Oc 03A1 50.00 1000 OT
- 50240100 MAIN PUMP =1 HTR - = 11=2 2/ 1 DC DIAL 25.00 1.00 OT
_ 50240200 MAIN PUMP =2 HTR - = 11=2 2/ 1 DC DZAL 25.00 1000 OT
50240300 MAIN PUMP =3 HTR -- =11=2 21 1 DC f33A1 25.00 11 00 OT
50250100 RUDDER SPBK MTR =1+4 HTR 4/ 2 DC D1A1 50.00 1.33 OT
50250200 RUDDFR SPBK MT R =2+5 HTR 4/ 2 DC 02A1 50.00 1.00 OT
50250300 RUDDER. SPBK MTR =3+6 HTR 4/ 2 DC 33A1 50.00 1.00 OT
50267100 SSME	 =1 HYDP	 ISOL VALVE L/ I DC D1A1 80.00 1.00 OT
50260200 SSMF =2 HYDP ISOL VALVE 1/ I DC DZA1 80.00 1.00 OT
50260300 SSME	 =3 HYDP ISOL VALVE 1/ 1 DC D3AI 80.00 1.00 OT
TABLE A-I.-- EPS PATA BASE ELECTRICAL EI^UIPMFNT LIST IJAN *
 19751 - CONTINUFD
SYSTEM- HYDRAULICS POWER SYSTEM
50270100 LDG GFAR IS r:, L VLV SYS =1
50270200 LDG GEAR ISCL VLV SYS =2
50270300 LOG GE I R ISCL VLV SYS =3
NO. 28V PWR COOL
EG,UIP AC / DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION ( wATTS) PF CODE
1/	 L DC OlAl 80.00 1.00 OT
1/	 1 DC D2A1 80.00 1100 OT







TABLF A--I.-- E D'S CATA Q AS€_ FLECTRICAL FQUIPMENT LIST IJAN. 19751 - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- DOCKING AND CAPGO HANDLING
NC}. 28V PIER COOL
NUMBER CVMPONENT TITLE EQUIP AC/DC BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF CODE
51010000 RANI PULATOR - 11 1	 OC DIM2 1600.00 1.00 OT
51010200 MANIPULATOR	 KIT it 1	 DC 02M2 1600.00 L.OU OT
51020100 MANIA DEPLOY DRIVE SET A 2/ 2	 AC A1F3A9A1F3B,AIF3L: 150.00 -.70 OT
51020200 MANIP DEPLOY DRIVE SET 8 31 3	 4C A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 150.00 --.70 OT
51020300 MANIP DEPLnY nRIVE SET C 31 3	 AC A3 F3 A, A3F3B, A3F3C 150.00 -.70 OT
51030100 MANIP PET LTCH DR SET A 21 2	 AC A1F3A, AlF3B. ALF3C 60.00 -.70 OT
5L030200 MANIP RET LCH DR SET	 B 21 2	 K A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 60.00 -.70 OT
51030300 MANIP PET ITCH DR SET	 C 2/ 2	 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 -.70 OT
51043'1,40 MANIP C NTL = NTFCE UNI T	 1 L/ 1	 DC D1M2 11.00 11(30 AC
5L040200 MANIP CNTL INTFCE UNIT 2 L/ 1	 0C DLM2 11.00 i.00 AC
51050100 P/L RFTENTICN LCH DR =1 10/ 2	 AC A1F3A,ALF3B,A1F3C 60.00 -.70 QT
510502e1 0 P/L RETENTI CN LCH DR =2 LO/ 2	 AC A2F3A, A2F35 P A2F3C 60.00 -.70 0T
51050300 P/L RFTENTICN LCH O R =3 1J/ 2	 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 -.70 OT
51060IC0 XFE R TUNNEL EXT/RET DR I 1/ L	 AC A1F3A,AlF3B,AlF3C 200.00 -.70 OT
51060E00 XFER TUNNEL EXT/RET DR 2 1/ I	 AC A2F3A,AZF38,A2F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
51070100 XFER TUNNEL LTCH DRVE =1 L/ 1	 AC AZF3 A, A2F3B, A2F3C 140.00 -.70 OT
51070200 XFER TUNNEL LTCH DRVE =2 1/ 1	 AC A3F3A,A3F3BsA3F3C 140.00 -.70 OT
51120100 RENDZ SENSnR DEPL DR =1 1/ 1	 AC AIF3A,A1F3B,A1F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
51120200 REND Z SEASnR DTPL 0 0 =2 1/ L	 AL A3 F3 A, A3F3B, A3F3C 200.00 -o70 OT
511501.10 E/T UM B	 LH	 DOOR DR =1 1/ 1	 4C ALF3A,AlF3B,ALF3C 200.00 -.70 OT
5LI50200 E/T UMB	 LH	 DDCR D R =2 1/ 1	 AC AZF3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
51160100 E/T UMB	 LH	 DOOR LCH =1 it 1	 AC 4IF3A,AlF3B,A1F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
51160200 E/T UMB	 LH	 DOOR LCH =2 1/ 1	 AC AZF3A,A2F3B,AZF3C 200.00 -.70 OT
51170100 E/T UMB	 RH	 onCR DP=1 It 1	 AC 4lF3AtALF3t3,AlF3(; 20,0. 0 -.70 OT
51170200 E/T UMB	 RH	 DOOR OR =2 1/ L	 AC AZF3 A, A2F3B, AZF3C 200.00 -.70 OT
51180100 E/T UMB	 RH	 D90R LCH =1 L/ 1	 AC AlF3A,A1F3B9 ALF3C 200.00 -.70 OT




TABLE '-I.- EPS DATA BAS" FLECIR;CAL EQUIPMENT LIST (JAN. 1975) - CONTINUED
SYSTEM- MECHANICAL S Y STEMS AND LANDING
NO.	 28V PWR	 COOL
CONPC`dFNT TITLE	 E601P AC/ DC 3US IDEITIFICATION (WATTS)	 PF	 CODE
52010000 RUD/SP()	 E3RKE` S/V	 RUD l/ 2 DC D141 15.00 1.00 OT
52020100 RUDOFR/SPEFD BRK S/V=1+4 21 2 DC JIAI 15.00 1000 OT
52020200 RUn')ER/SPEFP. 9QK S/V =2 1/ 1 DC 02A1 15.00 1.00 OT
52040300 RUDDFR/SFEED B R K S/V =3 1/ I DC D3A1 15.00 1000 OT
52040100 START+RACKER DnOR DR =L I/ 1 AC A1F3A9A1F36,A1F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
52040200 STARTRACKE P DOOR DR =2 1/ 1 1%c A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
52050100 RCS TCP DGOR ACT =1 I/ 1 AC AIF3A,AIF3B,AIF3C 200..00 -.70 OT
5ZJ50200 RCS TnP DnOP ACT =2 L/ 1 Al. 42F3A,A2F361A2F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
52060100 RCS LH SID; DOOR ACT =1 L/ 1 AC AIF3A,A1F38,A1F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
52060200 RCS	 1_H SIDE DOOR ACT =2 I/ 1 AC A2F3A,AZF3B,A2F3C 200.00 -.70 ©T
52070100 R ;S RH SIDE DOOR ACT =1 I/ L AC A I F3A, A1F3S, A lF3C 200.00 -.70 OT	 W
52070200 RCS RH SIDE DOOR AC T =2 1/ 1 AC A2F3A9A2F38,A2F3C 200.00 --.70 OT	 co
52080100 LNCH UMB C1 q"R DR	 LH	 =1 1/ 1 AC ALF3A,AIF3B,AlF3C 200.00 -.70 OT
52083200 LNCH UM3 D q rR OR	 LH	 =2 L/ L AC A2F3A,AZF3B,A2F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
52090100 LNCH UMB UOCR DR	 RH	 =1 L/ I AC A1F3A,A1F3B,AIF3C 200.00 -.70 OT
57040200 LNCH Jjmg JnCR D R	 H	 =2 1/ 1 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 200.00 -.70 OT
52160130 P/L BAY DOOR DR	 LH	 =1 I/ l AC 4LF3A,AIF3B,AIF3C 400.00 -.70 OT
52160200 P/L RAY DOOR DR	 LH	 =2 I/ I AC AZF3A,A2F3B9A2F3C 400.00 -.70 OT
52171100 P/L BAY DOOR {)R	 RH	 =1 1/ 1 AC AIF3A,41F3B,A1F3C 400.00 -.70 OT
52170230 P/L BAY DOOR OR	 RH	 =2 L/ . 1 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 400.00 -.70 OT
52180100 G+NC PP06E	 ACT LH-A-T =1 1/ 1 AC ALF3B 5.00 --.70 OT
52180200 G+NC	 PROBE=	 ACT LH--A-T =2 1/ 1 4C AZF3B 5.00 -.70 OT
52200100 r,+NC	 PRCBE	 :ACT RH -A-T =1 L/ 1 AC A2F3C 5.00 -.70 OT
52200200 G+NC	 PP OBE ACT RH-A-T =2 1/ 1 AC A2 F3 C 5.00 -.70 OT
52260000 NOSE	 WHEEL	 STEERING UNI T 1/ 1 DC D1R1 10.00 1.00 A3
52279100 BRAKE/SKID	 POWFR UNIT =1 I/ I DC DLF2,D2FZ,D3F2 70.00 1.00 Al
52270200 BRAKE/SKID	 POWER UNIT =2 1/ l 7C DIF202F2903F2 70400 1.00 A2
52300100 G+`VC	 PROBE:	 HEATr-RS-LEFT i/ I 0C DLF1 1100.00 1103 OT
52300200 G+NC	 P R OBE HEATERS-?IGiAT 1/ 1 _)C 0ZF1 1100.00 1.00 OT
TABLE A — I., — EPS DATA RASE FLECTRI CAL E6j'.1IPMENT LIST (JAN. 19751 — CONCLUDED
SYSTEM— MECHANICAL SYSTEMS AND LANDING
NU. 28V PWR "tJOL
NUMBER CCMPCNFNT TITL P EQUIP AC/9C BUS	 IDENTIFICATION (WATTS) PF (ODE
`123211100 VENT OffCR M CTO R S SF T 1 2/ 2	 44 A1F3A, A1F3B,A1F3C 10.00 OT
52320200 VENT DOC1R	 "A CTORS	 SFT	 2 21 2	 AC A2F3A,AZF3B,A2F3C 10.00 OT
52330100 VEN T nnL)R	 'A CTn R S 	 S r-T	 1 2/ 2	 AC aiF3AtA1F3B,A1F3C 100.00 OT
52330200 VFNT nf!nR	 OCTi'1R S	 SET 2 21 2	 AC A2F3A, A2F3B, A2F3C 100.00 OT
52340100 VF'vi ..,.:' I R	 O'C'T0RS	 SF T 	1 21 2	 AC A1F3A,AIF38vAIF3C 20000 OT
52343200 VFNT DV9,1.	 MCTnZS	 SF T 	2 21 2	 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 20.00 DT
52350100 VFNT DOOR M T R PLE WNG 1 2/ 2	 AC AlF3A,A1F3BcA1F3C 100.00 OT
52350200 VFNT 09OR	 'TR PLB WNG 2 21 2	 AC 42F3A, A2F38, A2F3C 100.00 OT
523b0100 PBD CIRCU M LCH ORV =1 4/ 2	 AG A1F'3A,A1F3B,A1F3C 140.00 — .70 OT
5236+3200 PSD CIRCUk LCH IkV =2 4/ 2	 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 140.00 —.70 OT
52370100 PRD CNTR	 LINE	 LTCH OR =1 4/ 2	 AC ALF3A,A1F3B,ALF3C 220.00 —.70 OT
52370200 PB7 CNTR LINE LTCH OR =2 4/ 2	 AC A2F3A,A2F3B,A2F3C 22000 — .70 OT
52380100 RAD RET	 LATCH DRIVE =1 21 2	 AC 41F34,AiF3B,A1F3C 60.00 — .70 OT
52380200 RAD PET	 LATCH DRIVE =2 3/ 3	 AC A2F3A,A2F38,A2F3C 60.,00 — .70 OT
52380300 RAD PET LATCH DRIVE =3 21 2	 AC A3F3A,A3F3B,A3F3C 60.00 —.70 OT
52390100 RADIATOR DFPLOY DRIVE = 1 2/ 2	 AC ALF3A,A1F3B,A1F3C 15.00 — .70 OT











APPENDIX Bt. 1	 t
ACTIVITY BLOCKS - DEFINITION AND USE
For purposes of organization and ease of identification, activity
blocks are numbered as follows.
100 series - common blocks
200 series - ascent blocks
300 series - maneuvering blocks
400 series - on-orbit blocks
500 series - descent
j 600 series - heater blocks
700 series - payload/mission peculiar blocks
800 series - unassigned








TABLE B-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCK DEFINITIONS
Number Title Definitions
101 Mission Common (GSE-GSE) Equipment that is used for all
missions and which remains
on from power transfer internal -
to power transfer external. e'
t
102 Ascent (GSE-Insertion) Equipment used, excluding
,..r mission common equipment, which
remains on from lift-off to
insertion.	 Equipment-on time_
may be any time from power
transfer internal to lift-off.
103 Orbital Common l Equipment used, excluding mis-
(Insertion-Deorbit) sion common equipment, which
C
remains on from insertion to
deorbit,
r 104 Orbital Common 1	 (Orb Equipment used on-orbit, which
_=Y Config-deorbit Prep) changes status during orbital
configuration and/or deorbit
. preparation, and does not




105 Orbital Modes Equipment required to remain
in one mode of operation except
when specific activities are
being performed.
106 Descent (Deorbit-GSE) Equipment, excluding mission
common equipment, which remains
on from deorbit to power
transfer external.
+ 107 Descent (Deorbit-Stoproll) Equipment, excluding mission
,
common and descent (deorbit-
i GSE) equipment which remains
PRECEDRIqG
on from deorbit to stoproll.










TABLE B-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCK DEFINITIONS - Continued
Humber Title Definition
! 150 DEI Development flight instrumenta-
tion.
r
4 160 Orbital Common 2 (Insertion- Equipment which is recon-
Deorbit) figured on-orbit for long
duration flights, but which	 t
remains on for short duration
flights.
161 Orbital Common 2 Equipment used on-orbit, which
(Orb Config-Deorbit Prep) changes status during orbital
configuration and/or deorbit
preparation, and does not




201 Ascent (GSE-MECO) Equipment that is (a) on
at lift-off and turned off
prior to insertion or is
(b) off at lift-off and
turned on prior to MECO.
202 Ascent (MECO-Insertion) Equipment that is (a) on
at lift-off and turned off
after MECO but prior to
insertion or is (b) off at
lift-off, turned on prior
to insertion, and is on after	 ,h
MECO.
210 Prelaunch Equipment that is used only
between power transfer internal
and lift-off.












302 RCS (Automatic) Equipment required for
automatically controlled
RCS maneuvers.
303 RCS (Manual) Equipment required for
manually controlled RCS
maneuvers.'t
- 304 Postburn Equipment that is required ?^
for either an OHS or RCS
i maneuver and that is recon--
figured after the burn.
i
305 RCS (Attitude Control) Equipment required to main-
tain attitude control on-
orbit.
1
350 OMS (Insertion) Equipment specifically re-
quired for the Ot^iS insertion
burn.
E	 401 Orbital Configuration i Equipment which changes status
in going from ascent to on-
orbit and/or from on-orbit to
descent during long duration
flights.
I
402 Delta pay Equipment that is on contin-
uously when one, or more,
i
crewman is awake.
403 Stationkeeping Equipment required for station-
keeping, excluding ONIS and
RCS equipment.
404 IMU Alignment Equipment required for IMU
alignment,	 including the equip-
ment: that must be reconfigured.
405 Rendezvous Equipment required for rendez-










Equipment required during dock-
ing, excluding RCS equipment
(includes predccking and post-
docking). t
Equipment required during un-
docking, excluding RCS equip-
ment (includes preundocking
and postundocking).
Equipment required For intra-
vehicular • activity.





Crew television operations as
distinct From docking, undocking
and payload television.
Equipment utilization peculiar
to food preparation and eat
	 3
period.
413	 Taste Management 	 Equipment utilization peculiar
to waste management periods.
414
	
Sleep (Pre and Post)	 Equipment utilization peculiar
to presleep and postsleep periods.
415	 F'C Purge
	
Equipment usage related to fuel
cell purging.%
416	 Deorbit Prep 1	 Equipment which changes status
in going From on-orbit to descent











TABLE B-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCK DEFINITIONS - Continued
Number Title Definition	 '•
I
ti
417 PLB Doors (Open) Equipment utilization peculiar
to the opening of the payloadp	 9	 p ^	 ;
r. bay doors.
	 -
^^ 416 PLB Doors	 (Close) Equipment utilization peculiar
to the closing of the payload
-' bay doors.
r	 - 460 Orbital	 Configuration 2 Equipment which changes statuskr
in going from ascent to on-
orbit for short duration




461 Deorbit Prep 2 Equipment which changes status
in going fron on-orbit to
descent for short duration missions
(equipment used during descent
only).
501 APU (Ascent) Equipment directly related to
the auxiliary power unit as
used during ascent.
502 Descent (Deorbit- Equipment which is	 (a) on at
400,000 feet) deorbit and turned off prior to
stoproll, or is
	
(b) off at de-
orbit and turned on prior to
descent to 400,000 feet.
503 Descent (400,000 feet- Equipment which is (a) on at
Stoproil) deorbit and turned off after
des::ent to 400,000 feet, or is
(b) off at deorbit, turned on
prior to stoproll, and is on
after descent to 400,000 feet.
504 Postlanding (Stoproll-OSE) Equipment that is	 (a) most
,- easily relatable to stoproll
	 (i.e.,
touchdown, 200 knots, etc.) or
is (b) reconfigured after stop-




TABLE B-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCK DEFINITIONS - Continued
Number Title Definition
505 APU (Descent) Equipment directly related to
the auxiliary power unit as used
during on-orbit checkout
and/or descent.
601 Cabin Heaters Cabin heater usage.
602 Heaters I Baseline reference mission I
heater usage.'
603 Heaters 2 Baseline reference mission 2
heater usage.
604 Heaters 3A Baseline reference mission 3A
heater usage,
605 Heaters 3B Baseline reference mission 3B
heater usage.
650 Cryogenic Heaters 1/2 Cryogenic heater usage for
BRM's 1	 and 2.
651 Cryogenic Heaters 3A/3B Cryogenic heater usage for
BRA-Vs 3A and 3B.
701 Payload Interface Equipment that interfaces be-
tween the payload and the space
shuttle systems, the usage of
which is independent of payload
operations, payload deployment,
and payload retrieval.




vision, payload release, etc.).









TABLE B-I.- ACTIVITY BLOC: DEFINITIONS - Concluded
I
Number Title Definition •'




720 Payload Power Lump total of payload power.
c
^
730 Mission 3A Peculiar Equipment usage peculiar to
mission 3A.
740 Mission 3B Peculiar Equipment usage peculiar to
mission 3B.
750 Mission l	 Peculiar Equipment usage peculiar to
mission i. -


































TABLE B-II.- ACTIVITY BLOCK USAGE GUIDE
Number Title On Off Remarks
101 Mission Common (GSE-GSE) Lift-off Power transfer external
102 Ascent (GSE-Insertion) Lift-off Insertion
103 Orbital Common 1 Insertion Deorbit
(Insertion-Deorbit)
104 Orbital Common 1 Orbital configuration Deorbit preparation on Used with 401 and 416
(Orb. Config-Deorb. Prep) off for long duration
flights
106 Orbital Modes Orbital configuration Deorbit preparation an Used with 401 and 416
off for long duration
flights
106 Descent (Deorbit-GSE) Deorbit Power transfer external
107 Descent (Deorbit- Deorbit Stoproll
Stoproll)
160 DFI Lift-off Power transfer external Used for development
flights only
160 Orbital Common 2 Insertion Deorbit Used for snort
(Insertion -Deorbit)	 • duration flights only
161 Orbital Common 2 Orbital configuration Deorbit preparation on Used with 460 and 461
(Orb. Config-Deorb. Prep) off for short duration
flights
201 Ascent (GSE-MECO) Lift-off MECO
202 Ascent (MECO-Insertion) MECO Insertion
210 Prefatnch Lift-off Lift-off.+ 1 sec
w
r..1€.,y^	 r	 lr
TABLE B-II.- ACTIVITY BLOCK USAGF GUIDE - Ccontinued)
Number Title On Off Remarks
301 OMS Burn time as specified End of burn
in flight plan
302 RCS (Automatic) Burn time as specified End of burn
in flight plan
303 RCS (Manual) Burn time as specified in End of burn
flight plan




or End of first burn End of last burn Used for closely
+ 30 min spaced multiple
burns (refs. 301,
302, & 303)
305 RCS (Attitude Control) Insertion Deorbit
350 OMS (Insertion) Insertion burn time as Insertion
specified in flight plan
401 Orbital Configuration i Insertion Insertion + 60 min Used with 104 and
105 for long duration
flights
402 Delta Day Orbital configuration off Start of first sleep First mission day-
period as specified long missions only
in flight plan (used with 401)




TABLE B-II.- ACTIVITY BLOCK USAGE GUIDE - (continued)
Number Title On Off Remarks
or End of final sleep period Start of deorF , t Last mission day-
preparation long missions only
(used with 416)
403 Stationkeeping As specified in flight As specified in flight
plan plan
404 IMU Alignment IMU alignment time as On time plus 25 min
specified in flight plan
405 Rendezvous As specified in flight As specified in flight
plan plan
406 Docking Specified docking time Specified docking time Mission peculiar
minus 10 min plus 10 min
407 Undocking Specified undocking time Specified undocking Mission peculiar
minus 10 min time plus 10 min
408 IVA Prior to start of payload End of payload refur-
refurbishment izishment
409 EVA EVA start time EVA end time
410 Post EVA EVA end time On temp + 24 hr Or on for duration
(minimum) of battery recharge
411 TV (Crew) Start of crew television End of crew television
412 Eat Eat time as specified in End of specified eat
flight plan period
413 Waste Management Posteat and postsleep On time + 30 min
or Posteat On time + 5 min
w
Cn
TABLE B-II.- ACTIVITY BLOCK USAGE GUIDE - (continued)
Number Title On Off Remarks
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) Start of specified sleep Start of specified Presleep
period minus 30 min sleep period
or End of specified sleep End of specified Postsleep
period sleep period plus
30 min
415 PC Purge Fuel cell purge start On time + 7 min
time
416 Deorbit Prep, l Deorbit minus 60 min Deorbit Used with 104 and
105 for long dura-
tion flights
417 Payload Bay Doors (Open) payload bay doors open 4'26" (minimum)
time as specified in
flight plan
418 Payload Bay Doors (Close) Payload bay doors close 4'26" (minimum)
time as specified in
flight plan
460 Orbital Configuration 2 Insertion Insertion + 4 min Used with 161 for
(minimum) short duration
flights
461 Deorbit Prep 2 Deorbit minus 30 min Deorbit Used with 161 for
(minimum) short duration
flights
501 APU (Ascent) Lift-off MECO + 5 min
502 Descent (Deorbit-400K ft) Deorbit 400,000 ft
503	 1 Descent (40OK ft-Stoproll) 400,000 ft Stoproll
505 APU (Descent) Deorbit minus 17.5 min Deorbit minus 15.0 min On-orbit checkout
or 400,000 ft Stoproll f 1.0 min
601 Cabin Heaters Start of specified sleep End of specified sleep
period period
602 Heaters 1 Lift-off Descent to 400,000 ft BRM 1 only
603 Heaters 2 Lift-off Descent to 400,000 ft BRM 2 only
604 H esters 3A Lift-off Descent to 400,000 ft BRM 3A only
605 Heaters 3B Lif'.-off Descent to 400,000 ft BRf, 3B only
650 Cryogenic Heaters 1/2 Lift-off Power transfer external BRM 1 & BW1 2
651 Cryogenic Heaters 3A/3B Lift-off Power transfer external BRM 3A & BRM 3B
701 Payload Interface Lift-off Payload deployment or Used when monitoring
powerdown powerdown active payloads
or Payload retrieval or Power transfer external Used when monitoring
powerup active payloads
or Docking Undocking Used when monitoring
payloads during re-
furbishment operations
702 Payload Deployment As specified in flight As specified in flight
plan plan




TABLE B-II.- ACTIVITY BLOCK USAGE GUIDE - (concluded)
Number Title On Off Remarks
703 Payload Retrieval As specified in flight As specified in flight
plan plan
710 Payload Operations Start of payload check- End of payload checkout,
out, management, etc. management, etc.
720 Payload Power - - Presently undefined
730 Mission 3A Peculiar Lift-off Power transfer external BRM 3A only
740 Pission 3B Peculiar Liftoff Power transfer external BRM 3B only
750 Mission 1 Peculiar Lift-off Power transfer external BRM 1 only










ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION
The following guidelines should be used in interpreting the data
contained within this appendix.
1. On/off times not specified - The component.is on for the dura-
tion of the activity block.
2. On-time negative - The component is turned on at a specified
interval prior to activity-block-on time.
3. On-time positive - The component is turned on at a specified
interval after activity-block-on time.
4. Off-time negative - The component is turned off at a specified
interval prior to activity-block-on time.
5. Off-time positive - The component is turned off at a specified
interval after activity-block-on time.
a
G. Use factor equals 1.0 - The component draws rated power when
on.
7. Use factor less than 1.0 - The component draws less than rated
power when on, as specified (used for averaging power consumption over
extended intervals).
8. Period - The interval of time for a cyclic component to come
PA
P4 on, go off, and come back on again.
9. Decimal fraction on-time - The decimal fraction of the period
during which the component is on.
10. Number of components (X/Y) - X specifies the number of components
identified by the ID number. 	 Y specifies the number of those components























ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 101 - MISSION COMMON 1GSE=GSEI
01010'100
THU #1 OPERATE -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01050100
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT1k1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 1
02NO100
NETHORK SIG PROC #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02100100
CNTRL CNTL UNIT AUDIO --0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02160000
S-BAND ANT SR ASSY -0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02180000
S-BAND SWITCH	 (COAXIAL) -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02390100
DOPPLER EXTRACTOR #1 -0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02420100
AUDIO TERN UNIT -PILOT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02420200
AUDIO TERM UNIT-CMDR -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02420300
AUDIO TERM UNIT-MSS -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
Lri
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION -Continued
—^^ USAGE
TIME__
---^	 -USE DEC ?RAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPORENT NAME ( HHH11MSS)	 ( HHHNMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHNMSS)	 (0-1.0) COH2 EFF
	
REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 101__ MISSION _CO MMON_jGSE-GSE
02420400
AUDIO TERM UNIT-PSS -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03150000
CAUTION & WARNING UNIT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03170100
MISSION TIMER # 1 -000100`]	 -- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03170200 C7
MISSION TIMER #2 -0001000
	
- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7	 G•
i
03420100
CABIN FLOODLIGHTS-AFT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/1 4
03420400
CNTR CNSL FLDLT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03420500
PIT CNSL FLDLTS-LFT - 0001000
	
- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03420700
PLT CNSLL, LDLTS-RHT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
04030100
PCM MASTER UIIIT (DACHU) # i -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
04050100
SIG COND UNIT - FHD#1 - 0001000	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
}





COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVIT Y _W 'BAs	 101_	 MISSION_COMX2N_jGfg-SSE!
04050200
SIG COND UNIT - FHD # 2
f
-•000100x', 	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
04050300
SIG COND UNIT - FHD#3 -000 1 000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
04060100
SIG COND UNIT - AFT#1 - 0001000
	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
04060200 C7
SIG COND UNIT - AFT#2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4	 ^s
04060300
SIG COND UNIT - AFT#3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
04 070000
LOOP RECORDER -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
04090010
MASTER TIMING UNIT-OPR -0001040	 - 1.0 -	 _. 1/1 4
04120100
SIG COND UNIT-OMS/RCS#1 -0001000
	
- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
04120200
SIG COND UNIT-OMS/RCS#2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 -- 1/1 7
04130000
SIG COND UNIT-MID FUS -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
-^ TABLE
I
C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
----- — -
T	 ------






r--^--- USE DEC PRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1_0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 101 - MISSION COMMONGSE--GSE
04140000
SIG COND UNIT-FWD RCS -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06040100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD## -0001000	 - . 20 -	 - 1/1 7
06040200
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD#2 - 0001000	 - . 20 - 1/1 7
06040300
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD#3 -0001000	 - .20 -	 - 1/1 7
06050100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT 9 1 -0001000 . 20 -	 - 1/1 7
06050200
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT#2 -0001000	 - .20 -	 - 1/1 7
06050300
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT#3 - 0001000	 - .20 -	 - 1/1 7
06060100
DC PWR CNTLR ASS v -V-n 31	 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06060200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-FWD #2	 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06060300











ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHKIISS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK: 101__ MISSIONCCOMMON SGSE_GSEZ
06070100
DC PAR CNTLR ASSY-AFT #1 -000100}	 -
06070200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-AFT #2 -0001000 	 -
06070300
DC PRR CNTLR ASSY-AFT 93 -0001000	 -
06080100
MAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY#! -0001000	 -
06080200
MAIN DC DISTECNTL AS3Y#2 -0001000 	 -
06080300
MAIN DC DISTECHTL ASSY93 -0001000 	 -
06101100
INV DIST E CNTL ASST #1	 -0001000	 -
06101200
INV DIST	 CHTL ASSY a2	 -0001000	 -
06101300
INV DIST S CDTL ASSY #3	 -0001000	 -
06102100
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY #1	 -0001000	 -
.33	 - -	 1/1	 7
.33	 - -	 1/1
	
7
.33	 - -	 1/1	 7
.33	 - -	 1/1	 7
.33	 - -	 1/1	 7
.33	 - -	 1/1	 7
.50	 - -	 1/1	 7
.50	 - -	 1/1	 7
.50	 - --	 1/1	 7
.50	 - -	 1/1	 7
[7
Y
"	 n•. L.... :.^... 4 -_.-.n._.:_.. _._saw'-.-.^__.:..`»_!_^^::'.w.r^._._^_^^.^.^...-._.. .__. _- _.. _ ... .... ........._ _ -___.____._^_ _._ _— ._
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TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS




COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FZCTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHBMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.01 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EPP	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 101 __MISSION COMMON	 (GSEIGSEI
06102200
INV DIST E CHTL ASSY #2 -0001000	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06102300
INV DIST S CNTL ASSY #3 -0001000	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06120100
DC PKR CNTLR ASSY-HID # 1 -0001000	 - . 33 -	 - 1/1 7
06120200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-MID 42 -0001000	 - . 33 -	 - 1/1 7
E 06120300
1 DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-M7.D #3 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
07010100
COMPUTER # 1 -0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07010200
COMPUTER k2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
" 07030100
MDM FF1
-0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07030200
MDM FF2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07040100
MDM FA1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
C-)
Q







COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHi4MSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 101 MISSION COMMON IGSE_GSEZ
07u40300
MDM FA3 E FA4 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/1 4
07090110
MASS HEM #1	 (TAPE) STBY	 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07100100
MDR OFI 1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07100200 t7
MDM OFI 2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4	 '-
07100300
MDM OFI 3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07100400
MDM OFI 4 -0001000	 - 1.0 - 1/1 4
07110100
MDM OAI-1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07110200
MDM OAI-2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07110300
MDM OAI-3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
21210000
VALVE POSITION IND -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 16/16 7
vTABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS
---------------












.^.^—^__------ USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COHP EFF	 REMARKS




H2O RELIEF VENT HTR # 1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
300140100
FCP 41 CNTLS&FLOWNETERS - 0001000
	
- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
30040200
FCP #2 CNTLS SPLOAMETERS - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
30040300
FCP #3 CHTLSEFLOWNETERS - 0001000	- 1.0 -	 -- 1/1 4
30050100
FCP #1 PUMP E H2O SENSOR -0001000
	
- 1.0 --	 - 1/1 4
3-0050200
FCP 92 PUMP & H2O SENSOR -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
30050300
FCP *3 PUMP & B20 SENSOR -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
31030100
SIG COND QNTY #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
31030200
SIG COND QNTY #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
31030300




TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE
TIME T _^ _CYCLIC ___^
-^-^ __ USE -- —	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
g ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 101
	
MISSIO N _ COMMON__(GSE_GSEL
32080100
FUEL QNTY GAGE 41 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
32080200
FUEL QNTY GAGE #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 - 1/1 4
I
32080300
FUEL QNTY GAGE #3 --0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40010100 n
CABIN FAN #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7	 w
40020100
WATER POMP EKG PRI A -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40030000
CABIN PRESS CNTL SYSTEM -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40050100
AVIONIC FAN - BAY 1A -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40050300
AVIONIC FAN - BAY 2A -' 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40050500
AVIONIC FAN - BAY 3A -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40060100
WATER SEP - ARS #1 -000100'?	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
'	 k
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION 	 - Continued
-^- ------	 —_-----___. __--_ _-----y---^ ---------
USAGE-SAGE







—T -USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME N0. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIYITY BLOCK: 	 101 - MISSION CCOMMON_f SE_GSEZ
40080000
INSTR E CNTLS	 CARS) -0001000	 -- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40090100
IMO HX ASSEMBLY FAN #1 - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40130000
DUMP NOZZLE- -HATER -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40141000
INST E CNTLS - H2O -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40142000
INST E CNTLS - H2O -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40180000
DUMP NOZZLE-URINE -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40190000
INST & CNTLS	 (WASTE) -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40200100
SMOKE DST SNSR-FLT/MID -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4
40200200
SMOKE DET SNSR-BAY Al -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4
40200300





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued








COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME
	 NO. OF
i'.









SMOKE DET SNSR-BAY A3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 -	 2/2 4
50160100
H2O BOILER *1 QNTY GAGE -0001000	 - 1.0 4t -	 1/1-
50160200





H2O BOILER *3 QNTY GAGE -000100D	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4	
^n
50170000
ELEV ACT SW VLV PCS -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 -	 8/8 4
50180100
RUD/SPDBRK ACT VLV POS-1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50180200
RUD/SPDBRK ACT VLV POS -2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 1/1 4
50190000
TVC ACT SK VLV Pas -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 -	 12/12 7




COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIRE NO. OF
COMPONENT SAMEI, (HHHMMSS)	 (RHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHlEMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTI VITY BLOCK;	 102_= ASCENT (GSE-INSEREIO^
01010200
IMU#2 - OPERATE -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01010300
IMU#3 - OPERATE -0001000	 - 1.0 - 1/1 4
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-APT #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01050300
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT #3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01080100
ASCENT TVC DRVR 01 -AFT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
01080200
ASCENT TVC DRVR 42-AFT - 0001000	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
01080300
ASCENT TVC DRVR 93-AFT -0001000	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
01090100
AERO SRP SEV AMP # i-APT -• 0001000	- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01090200
AFRO SRP SEV AMP#2-AFT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01090300
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ACCEL ASSY-FWD #1 -0001000	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140200
ACCEL ASSY-FWD #2 - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140300
ACCEL ASSY-PAD # 3 -0001000	 - 1.0 --	 - 1/1 4
01170100 c1
ROT HAND CCNTLR-RR -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170200
ROT HAND CCNTLR-LH -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170300
ROT HAND CCNTLR-PSS -0001000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
01190100
RUD PDL XDUCER ASSY-RH -0001000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
01190200
BUD PDL XDUCER ASSY -LH -0001000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
01190100
SPD BRK THRST CNTLR-RH -0001000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
_	 01190200
SPD BRK THRST CNTLR-LH
i











----SINE--------- -----CYCLIC_USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0- 1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 102	 ASCENT (GSE=-XHSERYION)
02110100
S-BAND FM %MTR #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02120000
S-BAND FM SIGNAL PROC -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02130100
S-BAND TRANSPONDER 9 1 -0001000	 - 1.0i -	 - 1/1 7
02140000 C7
S-BAND POWER AMP ASSY -0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7	 ioa
02150000
S-BAND PRE AMP ASSY -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02170100
TACAN #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190100
MSBLS DECODER ASSY #1 - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02200100
MSBLS RF ASSY # 1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02210100
RADAR ALTIMETER # 1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02560020







\T f `may	 4.,-... -
i+







COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 102_, ASCENT iGSE^INSERTIONL
i. 03010100
ATT DIR IND-FWD RH -0001000
	
- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03010200
ATT DIR IND -FWD LH -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
e
4 03020100
HORIZ SIT IND #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
i
03030100 C^
AS/MACH INDICATOR tl -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03030200
AS/MACH INDICATOR # 2 -0001000	 - 1.0
03040100
AS/MACH ELECT UNIT 9 1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03040200
- AS/MACH ELECT UNIT #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03050100
ALT VER VEL IND #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03050200
I












STABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE
USE	 DEC FR&C
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ^N	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HBHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK; 	 102__ ASCENT_(GSE_INSERTION)
03060200
ALT VER VEL ELECT UNIT#2 -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03 070100
TAPE METER	 (ASC-EAT) -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 s
03070200
TAPE METER	 (ASC) -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 2/? 7
03070300
TAPE METER	 ( ASC-ENT) -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 3/* 7
03070400
TAPE METER	 ( ASC) -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
03070500
TAPE METER	 ( ASC) -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
03130000
SURF POSIT IUD -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03140000
OMS/RCS PROP QTY IND -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
03180100
EVENT TIMER # 1 -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/'1 7
03220100
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRH FWD1 -0001000	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
V	 j _.
/ USAGE
^ onu DEC rouc
coup omomz unMonn ON	 ocr Fucruo noaznn	 ON TIME NO. on




(0-1.0) comP uFr	 aomAoon
^
^
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 102 ASCENT	 E-INSERTI N
^ n^zzomoo
^ nzop nuno omzz-cno rwoz -00010uu	 - v'o -	 - 1/1 u
^ 03220300
^ nzse oonn nmzc-com nFTs -0001000	 - 1.0
^ naz7o10n
^
cur ozanLuz omzr #1 -0001r3^	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 u
^ 03270200 r^
^ noz nzSeLux n p zz xz^ -Vou,ono	 - 1.0 -	 - 1y1 o
^ nsamnaun
' caz ozoeLuu opzr ws -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 u
'
^ 03270400
` CRT uza pLuY npzT wu -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 r
^ 03280100
^ ozanzxY ELECT onzT 41 -0001000	 - 1,0 -	 - 1/1 u
'. 03280200 
DISPLAY ELECT onzT o2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
^ 	 | 03280300
'
'
ozogzxr ELECT nmzz wn -0001000	 - 1'0 -	 - ^^1 u
-
^ 0no$040V












_ --- ----- __---
- TIME CYCLIC
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHNMSS)	 (HHHKIISS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK:	 102_C ASCEHT_ GSE-INS ESTIONL
03310100
INT LTS-LEFT/CNTR -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310200
INT LTS-OVHD -00015100	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310300
INT LTS-RIGHT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310400
INT LTS - REAR -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03420100
CABIN FLOODLIGHTS--AFT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4
03420200
GLARESHIELD FLDLT-LEFT -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03420300
GLARESHIELD FLDLT-RIGHT - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03730100
ANNUN LTS	 LEFT/CNTR -0001001	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03730200
ANNUN LTS - OVHD -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03730300
ANNUN LTS - RIGHT -0001000	 - 1.0 - 1/1 7
n





COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMHSS) (0-1.0) HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLO CK:	 102 -	ASCENT. jGSE-IN SERTIONL
04040000
MAINT RECORDER -001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
06020100
PYRO EVENT CNTLR-FAD #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06020200
PYRO EVENT CNTLR-FWD #2 -0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06030100
MASTER EVENT CNTLR-AFT#1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06030200
MASTER EVENT CNTLR-AFT#2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06040100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD #1 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06040200
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD #2 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06040300
LOAD CHTLR ASSY-FWD #3 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
060,0100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-APT #1 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06050200









COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 102 - ASCENT {GSE-INSERTION)
06050300
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT #3 -0001000	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
060601 00
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-FFD 91 -0001000	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06060200
DC PAR CNTLR ASSY-FWD 92 -0001000	 - .50 -	 -- 1/1 7
06060300 n
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-FWD #3 -0001000	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06070100
DC PUB CNTLR ASSY-AFT #1 -0001000	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06070200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-AFT 92 -0001000	 - .50 --	 - 1/1 7
05070300
DC PAR CNTL1, ASSY-AFT #3 -0001000	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06080100
MAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY#1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06080200
MAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY#2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1
06080"300
RAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY#3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7





















ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 102=-ASCENT SGSg-INSE RTIONI
06101100
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY # 1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06101200
INV DIST 6 CNTL ASSY #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06101300
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY #3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06102100	 1
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY # 1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06102200
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY 92 -0001000	 - 1.0 --	 - 1/1 7
06102300
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY #3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06120100
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-MID #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06120200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-MID #P2 -0001000	 - 1.10 -	 - 1/1 7
06120300
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-MID #3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
07010300
COMPUTER





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
e










COMPONENT NUMBPR ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	 102__ ASCENT fGSECINSERTIONZ
07010400
COMPUTER #4




- 0001000	 - 1.0
-	 - 1/1 4
07030300
MDM FF3
-0001007	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07040200
MDM FA2 -0001001	 - 1.0 - 1/1 4
07040300
MDM FA3 E FA4
- 0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4
07090210
MASS MEM #2	 (TAPE)STBY -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 u
07150100
BUG INTERFACE UNIT #1 - 0001000	 - 1.0
-	 - 1/1 7
07150200
EKG INTERFACE UNIT #2 - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
0715.0300
ENG INTERFACE UNIT #3 - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20010100
RAIN ENG CNTLR #1 -0001000





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE
USE DEC^FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIDE NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMNSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 102= ASCENT 1GSE-TNSERTIDN}
t	 20010200
MAIN ENG CNTLR #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20010300
F	 MAIN ENG CHTLR 9,3
-0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20030100





L02 PRVLV SOL #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20030300
L02 PBVLV SOL #3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20040100
LH2 PRVLV SOL #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20040200
LH2 PRVLV SOL #2 - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20040300
LH2 PRVLV SOL #3 -0001000	 -- 1.0 -	 - 2,1 7
20050000
L02 FED VLV #1 (O/B) SOL	 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20060000
L02 F&0 VLV #2 (O/B) SOL	 -0001000	 -- 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
n
Nv
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COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
II
( BHHM?ISS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
^ 'f02___ASCENTACTIVITY BLOCK:	 _(GSR • INSERTION)
20070100
LH2 FED VLV #1	 ((11B)
	
SOL -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20080100
LH2 FED VLV 92	 (0/B)
	
SOL -0001000	 -- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20110100
ET/ORB L02 FEED DISC SOV -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20120200
ET/ORB LH2 FEED DISC SOV -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 171 7
20130100
ET/ORB RECIRC DISC SOV -0001000
	 - 1 . 0 -	 - -1/1 7
20210100
ENG HE SUPPLY ISO SOL#1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
20210200
ENG HE SUPPLY ISO SOL#2 - 0001000	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 2/2 7
202/0300
ENG HE SUPPLY ISO SOL#3 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
20220100
VEH HE SUPPLY ISO S0L#1 - 0001000	 -- 110 -	 - 1/1 7
20220200
VEH HE SUPPLY ISO SOL92 -0001000







TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS
- EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued














	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF




ET ULLAGE SIG CND PKG#i
-0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20270200
ET TILLAGE SIG CND PKG#2
-0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20270300
ET TILLAGE SIG CND PKG#3 -0001000	 - 1.0
-	 - 1/1 7
20280000 n
j POINT SENSOR ELECT
-0001000	 - 1.0
-	 - 1/1 7	 ry
21080100
j ENG GMBL ACT PITCH #1-LP
-0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21080200
ENG GMBL ACT PITCH #1-RP -0001000	 - 1.0
21080300
ENG GMBL ACT PITCH #2-LP -0001000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21080400
ENG GMBL ACT PITCH #2-RP -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21090100
ENG GMBL ACT YAW 41-LP -0001000
	
- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
j 21090200
ENG GMBL ACT YAW #1-RP -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
Ia
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS






- -^USE DEC FRAC
i	 COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF





ENG GMBL ACT YAW 12-LP -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21090400
ENG GMBL ACT YAW #2-RP -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21240100
QNTY GAGE PROBE 41 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21240200
QNTY GAGE PROBE L2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21240300
ARTY GAGE PROBE #3 S #4 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40290100
FREON PUMP LP1-A ASC -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40290300
,.	 FREON PUMP LP2-A ASC - 0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
C7
w0




COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON OFF	 FACTOR	 PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHMSS) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS




REAC JET OMS DRVR #1-AFT	 - -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
01120200
REAC JET OMS hRVR 42-AFT	 - -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
02110100
S --BAND FM XKTR	 #1	 - -	 .05	 -	 -- 1/1 7
02120000 n
S-BAND Fri SIGNAL PROC	 - -	 .05	 -	 - 1/1 7	 uy
02130100
S-BAND TRANSPONDER #1	 - -	 .05	 -	 - 1/1 7
02140000
S-RAND POKER AMP ASSY	 - -	 .05	 -	 - 1/1 7
02150000
S -BAND PRE AMP ASSY	 - -	 .05	 -	 - 1/1 7
02420700
AUDIO TERM UNIT-MID #1	 - -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
02420800
AUDIO TERM UNIT-KID #2	 - -	 1.0	 -	 - l/1 7
03120000





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE
CYCLIC__--^--
USE - DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (!iHHMMSSI (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK; iO3_A ORBITAL COMMON 1_j NSERTION.Z_DEORB2_TL
04040000
MAINT RECORDER	 -	 -	 .02	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
40280'90
FLASK EVAPORATOR ELEC Al
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ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME N0. OF
I
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
--- -	 ------ ----- - _------- - -- 	 ----------- __ _ ---------------	
_^ __ —_
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 104__ ORBITAL COHMON 1_10RB CONFIG_[lE102 PREPL
01010310
IMO #3 STANDBY	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01110100
REACTION JET DRVR #1 FWD
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
01110200
REACTION JET DRVR # 2 FWD	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
03010100
	 n
ATTITUDE DID IND-FWD RR
	 -	 -	 .05	 -	 -	 1/1	 4	 WW
03010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD I.H 	 -	 -	 .05
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
USE
	 DEC UIC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 UH	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIQD	 ON TIME
,^N 
	 N0. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMEiSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLACK: 105 — ORBITAL MODES
01010210
IMU #2 STANDBY	 —	 1.0	 —	 —	 1/1	 4
C^
swA
e .. i ts ,^./ ^ - f F"	+^Y,	 +	 -	 -	 y r







r-nM dnuFUT MFTMTlr.17	 nu	 nPR	 RAf'mnt OPUT on 	nu TTMF un nr:
ACTIVITY BLOC 	 106__ DESCENT_LECRM	 _GSEL
01010200
xMU #2 OPERATE
	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1;1 4
01010300
ZMU #3 OPERATE	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
0'1180100
HUD PDL XDUCER ASSY-RH 	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
01180200 C7
HUD PDL %DUCER ASSY-LH	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4	 w
tTT
01190100
SPD BRK THRST CNTLR-RH 	 -	 - 1 . 0	 - -	 1/1 4
01190200
SPD BHK THRST CNTLR-LH	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
02110100
S-BAND FM XMTR 4 1	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
02120000
S-BAND FM SIGHAL PROC	 -	 - 1 , 0	 - -	 1/1 7
02130100
S-BAND TRANSPONDER # 1	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
02140000
S-BAND POWER &MP ASSY	 -	 - 1 . 0	 - -	 1/1 7
1
4
z	 ` r ,A
I
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
-----
TIME
_ USE DEC FR AC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHMSS)	 (HHHMHSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1-0) COMP EPP	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 106= D ESCE NT_SD EORSIT -_GSEL
i
02150000
S-BAND PRE AMP ASSY	 -	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
02560020
EVA/ATC TRANS-KMIT	 - .39 - 1/1 7
03180100
EVENT TIBER#1	 -	 - 1.0 _	 - 1/1 7
03220100
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW FWD 1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4 L%y
C+
03220200
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRR FWD 2	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03220300
'	 DISP DRVR UNIT-CRR AFT 3 	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03270100
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03270200
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #2	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03270'300
4
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #3	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4 i
03270400
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #4 	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
i;
i
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-^ - USE	 _...DEC PRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER
	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMHSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 105 __ DESCENTr(DEORBITw GSE)
03280100
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #1	 -	 -
03280200
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #2 	 -
03280300
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #3	 -	 -
03280400
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #4 	 -	 -
03310100
TNT LTS - LEFT/CNTR	 -
03310200
INT LTS - OVHD	 -	 -
03310300
INT LTS - RIGHT	 -	 -
03310400





GLARESHIELD FLDLTS-LEFT 	 -	 -
1.0 -	 1/1	 4






1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
1.0	 - -	 2/2	 4
1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
n
W
ATABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
—	
------ ---_ 











------__^—__ CYCLIC -----. USE _—^rwr^rrDEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER
	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD
	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHRMMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EPF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	
106__ D ESCE NT_,(DEONBIT __GSEL
03420300
GLARESHIELD FLDLTS-RIGHT
	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03730100
ANNUN LTS — LEFT/CNTR	 —	 — 1.0 —	 — l/1 4
03730200
ANNUN LTS — OVHD
	 —	 — 1.0
03730300 n
ANNUN LTS - RIGHT
	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7 w
0
04040000
MAINT RECORDER	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
06020100
G	 PYRO EVENT CNTLR—FWD 41
	 —	 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 7
06020200
PYRO EVENT CNTLR—FWD #2	 —	 —
e
1.0
—	 — 1/1 7
06030100




MASTER EVENT CNTLR—AFT#2	 —	 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 7
0604 0100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY — FWD #1— 	 — .33 —	 — 1/1 7
-.a.w..u3-...e......	 vNk	 — _	 _	 auu	 _	 uv.L	 _	 iw	 -	 ......^_.... ,...,.. 	 ,.^..^.... 	 .. ...._.^.......	 .... ..	 ^	 _.^...... _.. f.....,.^.. yer. _.^^.. .Y	 .. _.Wm.m^., 	 a....^_ra !^	 - ^...-u..-__.n._.Stu.^..a,.r.sss......u.,..n... .t.n.....^.._........^t-..,.w-... r..Su.i..s.^6J4....











ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAHE
	 (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	 106_	 DESCENT__jDEORBIT - GSEJ
06040200
LOAD CNTLR ASSY - FWD #2 	 -	 - . 33 -	 - 1/1 7
06040300
- LOAD CNTLR ASSY - FWD #3 	 -	 - . 33 -	 - 1/1 7
06050100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY - AFT #1
	 -	 - .33
06050200 n
LOAD CNTLR ASSY - AFT #2	 -	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06050300
LOAD CNTLR ASSY	 AFT 93	 -	 - ,33 -	 - 1/1 7
06060100
DC PRE CNTLR ASSY-FWD #1	 -	 - . 50 -	 - 1/1 7
06060200
DC PRE CNTLR ASSY-FWD 42
	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06060300
DC PRE CNTLR ASSY-FUD $3 	 -	 - . 50 -	 - 1/1 7
06070100
DC PRE CNTLH ASSY-AFT #1 1/1 7
06070200
DC PUB CNTLR ASSY-AFT #2	 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
`t
` 	 ..	 _._-,-^--._.^-^....,:,.....-,--_.,,4r...-.,ter..*:-:::^:^.=... r...,:._::. 	 ._.	 .,	 ,,.__...... ...	 ._...	 ...,.	 ._ ...	 ....... .	 ..._ _.......f	 .,...	 ..	 ......._..-	 ...... ..	 .. ..,	 -	 -...
"i
,r














COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
u COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ti
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 106 - DESCENT_jDEORBIT__- GU)_
06070300






MAIN DC DISTECNTL ASSY#1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06080200
MAIN DC DISTECNTL ASSY#2 	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06080300
MAIN DC DISTECNTL ASSY#3	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06101100
THY DIST E CNTL ASSY #1	 -	 - .67 -	 - 1/1 7
Ii
06101200
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY # 2	 -	 - .67 -	 - 1/1 7
06101300
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY # 3	 -	 - .67 -	 - 1/1 7
06102100
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY # 1	 -	 - .67 -	 - 1/1 7
06102200
INV DIST D CNTL ASSY # 2	 -	 -	 .67	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06102300
INV DIST B CNTL ASSY # 3	 -	 -	 .67	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
s
I Y
TABLE C-I.-- ACTIVITY BLOCKS






.'	 < T USE ---^-	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) ( 0
-1.0) (HEiHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP Epp
	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	 106	 DESCENT (DEORBIT - GSEZ
06120100
DC PAR CNTL ASSY-MID #1 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7 ^.
06120200
DC PHR CNTL ASSY-MID #2 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
k
If 05120300
DC PWR CNTL ASSY-MID 43
-	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
07010300 n
I COMPUTER #3 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4 p-
07010400
COMPUTER #4 -	 - 1.0
-	 - 1/1 4
07010500
COMPUTER #5 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07030300
MDM FF3 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07030400
MDM FF4 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07040200
MDM FA2 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07040300
MDM FA3 & FA4 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4 j
1"








------ USE	 ----__ DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHMSS) (HHHHHSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 106 - DESCENT_(DEORBIT -_GSE)-
07090210













	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT-NAME	 ( EHHHMS5)	 ( HHHMMSS)
-
--A^ (0-1=0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0--1.0)- COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK;	 107	 _DESCENT-12EORBIT - STOPROLL)
01040100




AIR DATA XDCR ASSY 42	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01040300
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY #3 	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01040400 C7
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY 44	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4	 pw
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT 42
	 -	 - 1.0 --	 - 1/1 4
01050300
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT #3	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
{ 01040100
AERO SRF SRV AMP#1-AFT 	 -	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
i
01040200
ABRO SRF SAY AMP#2 - AFT	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01040300














COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMtlSS)	 (HHHMMSS)
	 (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1 ° 0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 107_-DESCENT _JDEORSIT _ STOPROL L^
01140200
ACCEL ASSY FAD #2 -	 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140300
ACCEL ASSY FWD $3 -	 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02170100
TACAN #1 -	 _	 1.0 -	 _ 1/1 4
j 02170200 C7




TACAN #3 -	 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190100
MSBLS DECODER ASSY #1 -	 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190200
MSBLS DECODER ASSY 12 -	 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190300
MSBLS DECODER ASSY #3 -	 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02200100
MSBLS RF ASSY #1 -	 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02200200
MSBLS RF ASSY #2 -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4




1	 TINE CYCLIC	 _
d USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME HO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 —	 ( BHHMMSS) 
_
^- ( HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) _ (HRHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP — EPP	 REMARKS ^-
z
ACTIVITY BLOC K: 	 107__ DESCENT_1DEORBZT_= STOPROL LI
02200300
MSBLS RF ASSY # 3	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02210100
RADAR ALTIMETER # 1	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02210200
RADL3 ALTIMETER # 2	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
I
j	 03010100 C7
i	 ATTITUDE DIR IND -FWD RH	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4 to
03010200
ATTITUDE DTR IND-FWD LH 	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03020100
HORIZ SIT IND #1	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03020200
HORIZ SIT IND #2	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/i 4
03030100
AS/MACH INDICATOR # 1	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03030200
AS/MACH INDICATOR # 2	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03040100
AS/MACH ELECT UNIT 41 	 - -	 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
LL/L-	-O•L-	-	z# anua am EIHO
OOzatzlz












fiLA-	-0'L-	-	Z# LIAR Ta IRA ERA I1V
OOZ090Eo
-	L# IIHO Ta 72A OaA 177
UOOL090EO
isLA-	-0'L-	-	Z# GHI IRA RHA Iiv
OOZOSM
0LA-	-O•L-	-	L#
 aNI u A ERA iiv
OOL05OE0
trLA-	-0•L-	-	Z# IIHO Iona nu/s@
OOZohO£0









ganUF'4UO3 - HOIZVZIIIZH INURdIDOZ- SHO079 3ZIAI13H -'I-3 919H1
z








	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHl1MSS) (0-1.0) (HHHHHSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF DEMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: Z07= D ESCE NT_jDEORBI T - STOPROL,LL
21240300
QNTY GAGE PROBE #3 E 04	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 2/2 7
40310100





AMMONIA BOILER SYS #2	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
50090100 C7
SSHE #1 SYS S/0 VALVE	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 7/1 7
^+J
50090200
SSME #2 SYS SIC VALVE
	 - -	 1 . 0	 - -	 1/1 7
50090300
SSHE #3 SYS S/'3 VALVE
	 - -	





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPHENT UTILIZATION - Continued
-----	 -----	






----^--_--------- ---------------CYCLIC ---USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHrMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 150- DEVELOPMENT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
02480000
S-BAND FM XMTR	 (DFI) -0001000	 - 1.0 1/1 5
05030100
PCM MASTER UNIT 91 - 0001000	 - 1.0 - 1/1 2
05040000
PCM RECORDER
-0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 2
05050100 C)
SIG COND UNIT-FWD #1 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 5 p00
05050200
- SIG COND UNIT-FWD #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 5
05050300
SIG COND UNIT-FWD #3
-0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 5
05050400
SIG COND UNIT -FWD #4 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 5
05060100
{
SIG COND UNIT-MID #1 -000100U	 - 'f -	 - 1/1 5
05060200
SIG COND UNIT-MID #2 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 5
_ 05060300
SIG COND UNIT-MID 93-8 -0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 6/6 2
i s.	 .,_....___,.._.-_.
Y






..-__._.	 __-i	 ........,..	 .._.	 ....	 _-.. _..^..-..	 ._._..
t
....^.... ..^^	 ,._	 ....	 _	
.r . 	 ._.,	 .. ___	 ..	 __..











	 -	 ^-DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) CORP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 150 - DEVE LOPMENT FLIG HT INSTRUMENTATION
05060400












WIDEBAND FDM UNIT-MID 0 1 -0001000 -	 1.0
	 - 1/1 5
05080200 [7
WIIDEBAND FDM UNIT -MID #2 -0001000 -	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1 5	 ^.
05090000
WIDEBAND RECORDER -0001000 -	 1.0
05120000
WEND SIG CND UNIT-FWD -0001000 -	 1.0	 - -	 40/40 5
05130100
WEND SIG CND UNIT -MID -0001000 -	 1.0	 - -	 82/82 5
05130200
WEND SIG CND UNIT-MID -0001000 -	 1.0	 - -	 83/83 5
05150000
STRN GAGE SIG CND FWD -0001000 -	 1.0	 - -	 5/5 5
05160100
STRN GAGE SIG CND MID -0001000 -	 1.0	 - -	 45/45 5
tTABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued







COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF	 s





STRN GAGE SIG CND MID 	 —0001000	 —	 1.0	 —	 —	 71/71	 5
07050100	 1
MDM DF1 (DFI —FWD)	 —0001000	 —	 1.0
07050200









MDM DM2 (DFI—HID)	 —0001000	 —	 1 . 0	 —	 —	 1/1	 5
07060300
MDH DM3 (DFI—MID)	 —0001000	 —	 1.0	 —	 —	 1/1	 2
I
07060400
MDM DMR (DFI— MIA)	 — 0001000	 —	 1.0	 —	 1/1	 2
I
07060500
MDM DM5 (DFI —MID)	 — 0001000	 —	 1.0	 —	 —	 1/1	 2
15010000
MDM DFI	 —0001000 +0000851 1.0 	 —	 —	 1/1	 2
16040100




TABLE C--I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
----	
--- USAGE w_
—_--TIME_—w-_	 _ . CYCLIC
USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER
	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 150








yea ^	 ^ ,-;
	 ^^ '•	 r ^`
-
y





" COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR	 PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHHMSS)	 (HHEMMSS) (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	
150 ORBITAL COMHON 2 {iNSEETION-DEORBIT)
01010200
THU #2 OPERATE -	 - 1.0
	 - 1/1 4
01010300
IMU #3 OPERATE -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
01050200




RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT #3 -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
01090100
.,:	 AERO SRF SRV AMP #1-AFT -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
01090200
AERO SRF SRV AMP #2-AFT -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
01090300
AERO SRF SRV AMP #3/4--AFT -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 2/2 4
01110100
REACT JET DRVR 9 1 FWD -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
01110200
REACT JET DRVR #2 FWD -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
01140100
ACCEL ASSY -FAD #1 -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
i







	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME




,IbO -_ ORBITAL COIAM2_N_2_lINSER_TION_D2ORBITL
01140200
ACCEL ASSY-FND #2 -	 -	 1.0	 - 1/1 4
01140300
ACCEL ASSY- FWD #3 -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
01170100
ROT HAND CONTLR-RH -	 -	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1 4
01170200 [^
ROT HAND CONTLR -LH -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4	 ti+
W
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR -PSS -	 -	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1 7
01180100
RUD PDL XDUCER ASSY RH -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
01180200
RUD PDL XDUCER ASSY LH -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
01190'100
`-	 SPD BRK THRST CONTLR RR -	 -	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1 4
0'1190200
i
SPD BRK THRST CONTLR LH -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
02170100
TACAN #1 -	 -	 1.0
	 - -	
1/1 4









	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
	 (RHHMLISS) (HHHHKSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 7fi0_=ORBITAL COMMON_2 (INSERTION- EORBIT)
02190100
MSBLS DCDR ASST #1
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
02200100
NSBI.S $F ASSY # 1 	- 	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
02210100
RADAR ALTIMETER # 1 	-	 -	 1.0




EVA/ATC TRANS-XMIT-	 -	 .39	 -	 -	 1/1	 7	 dn
.G^
03010100
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD RH
	 -	 -	 .05	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD LH	 -	 -	 .05	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03020100
HORIZ SIT IND #1	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03030100
AS/MACH INDICATOR # 1 	-	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03030200
AS/MACH INDICATOR #2	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03040100









:. TABLE C-I.- A
(




ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 160=_ ORBITAL _CC
03040240
AS/MACH ELEC UNIT #2
03050100
I i ALT VER VEL IND #1
03050200




ALT VER VEI ELEC UNIT 91
_
i 03060200









nuc ^nrc nnnn nma run










OFF	 FACTOR	 PERIOD	 ON TIRE NO. OF
M	 (HHHMHSS)	 (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
-2 1INSE IM- URBITL




-	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4 trs
-	 1.0	 - 1/1 4
-	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4 i
-	 1.4	 -	 - 3/3 7
-	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
_	 h	 n
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE
---










PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
	
(HHHMHSS)	 (HHHMNSS)	 (0-1.0)	 (HHHHMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK: 	 fjp_=_ORBITAL COMMON 2	 (INSERTION-UEORBITZ
03220100
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW FWD#1
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
03220200
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW FWD92
	 -	 -	 1.0	 - 1/1
03220300
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW AFT43
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
03270100 C7
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #1	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4	 do
03270200
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #2
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
_
03270300
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #3	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
03270400
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #4	 -	 -	 1.0
03280100
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #1	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
03280200
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #2	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
03280300
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #3	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
f





















TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
S-------- _	 _ _-- ----------- -- --- ---------- — ----------------------
-USAGE
—	 .^^— _	 _
^'ICis^_ __.._ CYCLIC_ ,
USE	 DEC PBAC
COMPONENT NUMBER
	 ON OFF FACTOR
	 PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAftE 	 (HHHMMSS) (HHRMMSS) (0-1.0)	 (HHHHMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 160 - ORBITAL COMMON 2_[INSERTION-2EO2BITL v
z} 03280400














- 1/1 4 tsz
03310400
INT LTS--REAR	 - - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 4
03350100
MID DECK FLDLTS- 1,5,8	 - - 1.0	 -	 - 3/2 7
03350300
MID DECK FLDLTS-4,7,9
	 - - 1.0	 -	 - 3/2 7
03420100






1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
03420300
GLARESHIELD FLDLTS-RIGHT




TABLE C--I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued







TIMEW----^-------^ CYCLIC---------^--------USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON OFF FACTOR	 PERIOD ON TIME	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
	
(HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0--1.0)	 (HHHHNSS) (0- -%.0)	 COMP EPP REMARKS





ANNUN ITS-LEFT/CNTR -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03730200
ANNUN LTS-OVHD - 1_0
	 - -	 1/1 7
03730300
AHHUN LTS--RIGHT -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
06020100 0
PYRO EVENT CNTLR-FWD 41 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7 36
- Co
06020200
PYRO EVENT CNTLR-FWD #2 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
06030100
MASTER EVENT CNTLR-APT#1 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
06030200
MASTER EVENT CNTLR-AFT#2 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
06040100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD #1 . 33	 - -	 1/1 7
06040200
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD 42 -	 - .33 -	 1/1 7
06040300
i






TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
-^
USAGE	 _--_-----_--_....w__M____--T^^^TIME CY CLIC
-T—r-Cy -FEACUSE	 DEC
COMPONENT NUMBER
	 ON OFF FACTOR	 PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHHMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 160- ORBITAL COMMON 2	 (INSERTION-DEORHIT)
06050100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT #1	 - - .33	 -	 - 1/1 7
06050200
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT #2	 - . 33	 -	 - 1/1 7
06050300
LOAD CNTT.E ASSY-AFT #3
	 - - .33	 -	 - 1/1 7
06060100 n
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-FWD #1	 - - . 50	 -	 - 1/1 7
.a
06060200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-FWD #2 	 - - . 50	 -	 - 1/1 7
06060300
DC PRE CNTLR ASSY-FWD 43 	 - - .50	 -	 - 1/1 7
06070100
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-- AFT #1	 - - . 50	 -	 - 1/1 7
06070200
DC PRE CNTLR ASSY-APT #2	 - - .50	 -	 - 1/1 7
05070300
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-AFT #3	 - - .50	 -	 - 1/1 7
06080100
MAIN DC DISTSCHTL ASSY# 1 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continned





COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF	 FACTOR
	
PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS)
	
IHHHMHSS)	 (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK;	 160__ ORBITAL CONEON_2	 (INSE RTIO N-DEOBIT)-
06080200
MAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY#2 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
i	 06080300
MAIN DC DISTEC°m r. ASSY#3
I
-	 -	 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
06101100
INV DIST 8 CNTL ASSY #1
f
-	 -	 .67	 -	 - 1/1 7
06101200
INV DIST S CNTL ASSY #2 -	 -	 .67	 -	 - 1/1 7
06101300
INV DIST E CNTL 'ASSY #3 -	 -	 . 67	 -	 - 1/1 7
06102100
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY #1 -	 -	 .67	 -	 - 1/1 7
06102200
INV DIST 6 CNTL ASSY # 2 -	 -	 .67	 -	 - 1/1 7
06102300
INV DIST 8 CNTL ASSY #3 -	 -	 .67	 - 1/1 7
06120100
DC PAR CNTLR ASSY-MID # 1 -	 -	 .50	 -	 - 1/1 7
_	 06120200





  DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMEISS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (BEHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK - 150_-_ORBITAL CO MDN_2 ,{INSERTION-OEO nITI
r 06120300
{ DC PF1R CNTLR ASSY-MID 43 -	 -	 . 50	 - -	 1/1 7
i
07 010300
COMPUTER 93 -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
'- 07010400
I COMPUTER 94 -	 -	 1.0	 - 1/1 4
07010500 n
COMPUTER #5 -	 -	 1.0
07030300
MDM FP3 1/1 4
0701024
MDM F42 -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
07040300
MDM FA3 E FA4 -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 2/2 4
21240100
4NTY GAGE PROBE # 1 -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
21240200
¢NTY GAGE PROBE #2 -	 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
s
21240300




TABLE C-i.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued








COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHHMSS)	 (0-1.0) CORP	 EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK :	 161_- ORBITAL _COMMON_2^ORB CO_NFIG^ p EORB PREPZ
07090210











USE	 - -^ ^ DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF









RATE GYRO ASSY - 0001000 +0000206 1.0	 - -	 3%3 7
16020100
MDR-SET 1 -0001000 +0000206 1.0
	 - -	 2/2 7
16020240 ci
MDM-SET 2 -0001000 +0000206 1.0	 - -	 2/2 7	 T
us
16070100
SIG CORD-SET 1 -0001000 +0000206 1 . 0	 - -	 2/2 7
16070200
SIG COND-SET 2 -0001000 +0000206 1.0	 - -	 2/2 7
16080000
TVC HYDR RCRC SYS -4001040 +0000206 1.0	 - -	 4/4 7
20140000
L02 FEEDLN RELF SHUTOFF -0001000 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
20150000
LH2 FEEDLN RELF SHUTOFF - 0001000 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
20170400











COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF




L02 PRESS = N FL CNTL SV1 -0000200 +0000600 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20240200
L02 PRESS I N FL CRTL SV2 -0000200 + 0000600 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20240300
L02 PRESS t N FL CNTL SV3 -0000200 +0000600 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20250100 n
LH2 PRESS * N FL CNTL SV1 -0000200 +0000600 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7	 rn
^	 3
20250200
LH2 PRESS * N FL CNTL SV2 -0000200 +0000600 1 .0 -	 - 1/1 7
20250300
LH2 PRESS* N FL CNTL SV3 -0000200 +0000600 1 .0 -	 - 1/1 7
52080100
LNCH UMB	 (LEE) DOOR DR#1 - +0000010 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52080200
INCH UMB	 (LHf DOOR DB#2 - +0000010 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52090100
LNCH UHB	 (RH) DOOR DR#1 - +0000010 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52090200






	^_	 ..^ e ^ s.t3
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION	 Continued
``










- ------^_--...------ USE	 -------DEC F R A C
^E COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS) ( HHHHMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
l ACTIVITY_ BLOCK:	 201= ASCENT fGSE-MECOZ
52320100
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 1 +000001« +0000018 1 .0 -	 - 2/2 7
52320200
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 2 +0000010 +0000018 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
52330100 f
VENT DOOR MOTORS— SET 1 +0000010 +0000018 1.0 —	 — 2/2 7
52330200 C7
VENT DOOR MOTORS — SET 2 +0000010 +0000018 1 .0 —	 — 2/2 7 41
52340100
VENT DOOR MOTORS—SET 1 +0000010 +0000018 1 . 0 —	 — 2/2 7
52340200









._.. _,.... .....	 .^.	 ..	 ..._,.._	 ......^._.	 .^^.,..., .^.,. .__,	 ..0 ._....	 i_._. .br is . ..
f•
li











COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR	 PERIOD	 ON TIRE NO. OF














ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 202 - ASCENT	 MECO-INS F.BTION
01110100
REAC JET DRVR #1 FWD -0000017	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
01110200
RRAC JET DRVR 92 FWD -0000017	 - 1.0
i	 01120100






REAC JET OHS DRVR #2AFT -0000017	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7 cr,
c3%
.	 01164100
TRANS HAND CONTLR RH -	 - 1.4	 -	 - 1/1 7
01160200
TRANS HAND CONTLR LH -	 - 1.0	 -	 - 1/1 7
20/70100
ET VENT ISO SOL VLV -	 +0040023 1.0	 -	 - 2/2 7
22010100
THRUSTER-FWD-SET 1	 (1-8) +0400420	 - . 01	 -	 - 8/2 7
22020100
THRUSTER-AFT-SET 1	 (1-6) +0000020	 - .01	 -	 - 6/4 7
40280100
FLASH EVAPORATOR ELEC #1 -	 - 1.4	 -	 - 1/1 7
tA
S










COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTO R PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK:	 20 .Z_C ASCENT_(MECO-IN5ERTION)
51150100
E/T UMB LH DOOR DRV #1 +0000023 + 0000053 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
51150200 i
E/T UMB LH DOOR DRY #2 +0000023 + 0000053 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
51160100
E/T UMB LH DOOR LATCH#1 +0000053 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
51160200 r^
E/T UMB LH DOOR LATCH#2 +0000053 +0000100 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
,	 51170100
E/T UMB RE DOOR DRV 41 +0000023 +0000053 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
51170200
E/T UMB RE DOOR DAY #2 + 0000023 +0000053 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
51180100
E/T UMB Rft DOOR LATCH#1 + 0000053 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
51180200
E/T UMB RE DOOR LATCH*2 +0000053 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52050100
RCS TOP DOOR ACT #1 - +0000020 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52050200














	 —^ — DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMHSS) ( 0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK: 202__ ASCENT_SMECO -ItiSERTIONL
52060100
RCS LH SIDE DOOR ACT S1	 -	 +0000020 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
52060200
RCS LH SIDE DOOR ACT #2	 -	 + 0000020 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
52070100
RCS RH SIDE DOOR ACT #1 	 -	 +0000020 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
52070200
RCS PH SIDE DOOR ACT #2
	 -	 +0000020 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
n
Go
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
-------- -- ----- — ------ — -------
	







COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME N0. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHMMSS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 210_= PRELAUNCH
07120000
MUM LF-1 (GSE)	 -0001000	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
07130000
HDM LA-1 (GSE)	 -0001000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
20090000
_ LH2 TOPPING VLV OPEN SOL -0001000 -0000200	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
20100100 C7
LH2 RECRC VLV OPEN SOL#i -0001000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
l	 20100200
LH2 RECRC VLV OPEN SOL#2 -0001000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
20100300
LH2 RECRC VLV OPEN SOL#3 -0001000 -	 1.0














COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD
	 ON TIME NO. OF




IMU 92 OPERATE	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT 02	 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140100
ACCEL ASSY-FWD #1
	 -0000500 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140200 C7
ACCEL ASSY-FWD #2





1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01160100
TRANS HAND CONTLR RH	 -0000030
	 -
i
1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
01150200
TRANS HAND CONTLR LH
	 -0000030	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
03010100
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD RH	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03010200
ATTITUDE DIE IND-FWD LH	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03010300
ATTITUDE DIE IND-AFT MSS 	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
.......... wr
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued




COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHNMSS) (0-1.0) JHHHMMSS) 1 0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS r
ACTIVITY-BLOCK: 301__ aM5 12N ORBIL
03140000
OHS/RCS PROP QTY IND	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
03180100
EVENT TIMER #1	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
03220200
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRR FWD 2 -0000500
	
-	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03270200	 [^
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #2	 -0000500
	
-	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03270300
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #3	 -0000500
	
-	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
0328020 0




-	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03280300




-	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
0701 0500
COMPUTER 45	 -0000500	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
21020000
O% HE/VAPOR ISO VI #1LP	 _	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
21030000
FUEL HE/VAPOR ISO #2LP	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
4`
_	 1






COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK;	 301_	 DMS(ON ORBIT}
21040000
OX HE/VAPOR ISO VI #1RP -	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
21050000
FUEL HE/VAPOR ISO t 2RP -	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 2/2 7
21080100
ENG GMBL ACT PITCH #1-LP --0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21080200
ENG GMBL ACT PITCH #1-RP -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21080300
ENG GMBL ACT PITCH 92-LP -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21080400
ENG GMBL ACT PITCH #2-RP -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21090100
ENG GMBL ACT YAW #1 -LP -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21090200
ENG GMBL ACT YAW 41-RP -0000500
	
- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21090300
ENG GMBL ACT YAW 42-LP -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21090400










--------- ^----TIME — CYCLIC__
USE ---'}---^rrDEC FRAC


















QNTY GAGE PROBE #1 -0001506	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7	 i
21240200
QNTY GAGE PROBE #2 -0001500	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
212-10300
QNTY GAGE PROBE #3 E #4 -0001500	 - 1.0 -	 -	 2/2 7
21250100 C)
ENG ARMING VLV COIL #1LP -0000100	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
_ w
21250200
BUG ARMING VLV COIL #2LP -0000100	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
- 21260100
ENG ARMING VLV COIL #1RP -0000100	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
21260200
- ENG ARMING VLV COIL #2RP -0000100	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
21270100
ENG CTL VL *1 COIL #1LP -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
21270200
ENG CTL VL #1 COIL 02LP -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
21280100
i








































ACTIVITY BLOCK: 301__ OMS-(ON OR BIT)
21280200
ERG CTL VL # 2 COIL #2LP -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21290100
ENG CTL VL #1 COIL #1RP -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21290200
ENG CTL VL #1 COIL #2RP -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21300100
ENG CTL VL # 2 COIL 9 1RP -	 - ?.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21300200
ERG CTL VL # 2 COIL #2RP -	 - 1.0 - 1/1 7
C7
i
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
^_--------------
	




	 ------ —RTIilE CYCLTC^
05E -^_._._----DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 302-__ggf__j A_U2O)_
01010200
IMU #2 OPERATE -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY -AFT #2 - 0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140100
ACCEL ASSY -FWD #1 - 0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01'140200
ACCEL ASSY - FWD 42 -0000500
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140300
ACCEL ASSY-FWD #3 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 1;
03010100
ATTITUDE DIR IUD-FWD RH -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD LH -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03010300
ATTITUDE DIR IND-AFT M"' -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 1
03140000
OMS/RCS PROP QTY IND -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03180'100









COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF





DISP DRVP UNIT-CRR FWD 2 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03270200
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #2 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03270300
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #3 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03280200
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #2 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03280300
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT 43 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
070/0500
COMPUTER #5 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
21240100
QNTY GAGE PROBE #1 --0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21240200
QNTY GAGE PROBE 42 -0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21240300
QNTY GAGE PROBE #3 E #4 -0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
22010100










.--.•.;,... ^_,.—','rte'-_,.,.»..^c^	 .__.._ ,^:'—'".'"rr_""..1^+o 	
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# CONPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR	 PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF
y. COMPONENT NAME (HHHHMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP	 EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 302 -_RCS ^AUTOL
22020/00




TABLE C-• I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
__-- USAGE-------------------- —_-	 TIME ^	 CYCLIC
USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 OR TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
	
(HHHMMSS) (RHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 303__ RC5 fHANUALZ
01010200
INU 42 OPERATE	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT 92	 -0000500	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01140100
ACCEL ASSY -FWD #1 -0000500 -	 1.0 -	 1/1 4
01140200
ACCEL ASSY -FHD #2 -0000500 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
oQ
01140300
ACCEL ASSY-FWD 43 -0000500 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
01170100
ROT HAND CONTLR -RH -0000030 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR -LE -0000030 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR-PSS -0000030 -	 1.0	 - 1/1 7
03010100
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD RH 4
03010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD LH - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
)	 ^ a•	 _ ^ .^	 --	 ^. -	 µms-	 _- .:^^.
:; -	 ^•++•^v ••+	 -	 •+ •... Vl'C	 rft.lu6	 r6a1vm	 vp	 ► .A.AF, riu.	 ur
l COMPONENT VANE (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVIIY_BLOCK:
	 303w_ sCS_ ^AN[fAL^
03010300
ATTITUDE DI8 IND
—AFT MSS — —	 1-0
	 —	 — 1/1 7
a
03140000
011S/RCS PROP QTY IND — —	 1.0	 —	 — 1/1 7
li
03180100
EVENT TIMER #1 — —	 1.0	 —	 — 1J1 7
03220200 [)
DISP DRYR UNIT—CRA FWD 2
--0000500 —	 1.0	 —	 _ 1/1 4
.O	 a
03270200
CRT DISPLAY UNIT 42 —0000500 —	 1.0	 —	 — 1/1 4
03270300
CRT DISPLAY UNIT 43 —0000500 —	 1.0	 —	 — 1/1 4
03280200
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT # 2 —0000500 —	 1.0
	 —	 — 1/1 4
03280300
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT 93 —0000500 —	 1.0	 —	 — 1/1 4
07010500 i
COMPUTER M5 —0000500 —	 1.0	 —	 — 1/1 4
3
21240100
QNTY GAGE PROBE # 1 —0001500 —	 1.0	 —	 — 1/1 7
n 






.=i USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHHMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 303 RCS _(MAHUA LI
21240200
QHTY GAGE PROBE # 2 -0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
21240300
QNTY GAGE PROBE #3 E #4	 -4001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
22010100
THRUSTER-FWD-SET i (1-8)	 -	 - .50 -	 - 8/2 7
22020100 c7
THRUSTER -AFT-SET 1 ( 1-6)	 -	 - .50 -	 _ 6/4 7	 0
4' ^	 5








ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY 
-
BLOCK: 304 - POST BORt
01010200
IMU 92 OPERATE	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT 92
	 -	 -	
1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01140100
ACCEL ASSY -FAD #1	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
011 140200	 [7
ACCEL ASSY-FWD #2	 -	 - 1.4	 -	 -	 1/1	 4	 00
01140300
ACCEL ASSY-FWD f3	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01170100
POT HAND CONTLH-RH	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR -LH	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR-PSS	 -	 -	 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
03010100
ATTITUDE DIE IND-FWD RE 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD LH 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
1	 ^
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE
`----	 -------	 -
_ _TIM E  	CYCLIC
— —
	 ^- USE	 _ _ DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (RHNMMOa) (NNNMMSS) (0-1.0) (RBRMMSS) (U-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 304 POST BU RN
03140000
OHS/RCS PROP QTY IND
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1
	 7
03180'100
EVENT TIMER 4 1	 -	 -	 .2	 -	 1/1	 7
03220200
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW FWD 2
	 -	 -	 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03270200
	 C7
CRT DISPLAY UNIT 92
	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4	 00
03270300
CRT DISPLAY UNIT 93	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03280200
DISPLAY ELEC UNIT #2
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03280300
DISPLAY ELEC UNIT A3
	 -	 -	 1.0




COMPUTER 9 5	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
27240100
QNTY GAGE PROBE #1	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1
	 7
21240200
QNTY GAGE PROBE #2	 -	 -	 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7




	 ^ -^ ..
	
DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD
	
ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-9.0) COMP	 EFF RELARKS
ACTIVITY
-
BLOCK: 305 - RCS 8TT_CHTL)
21240300
ONTY GAGE PROBE #3 E #4	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
22010100




TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
._----	 ----------. _	 -_	
.^	
^_ US A G E	 ^-------- -
-TIRE	 -^^USAGE -^--	 _
.---______	
CYCLIC
USE	 ^-	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMNSS) (0-1.0) (HHHNMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY szocK;	 350_ _ONS	 (INSERTIOHI
21020000
0% HE/VAPOR ISO VL #1LP -	 - 1.0	 - -	 2/2 7
21030000
FUEL HE/VAPOR ISO # 2LP - -	 1.0	 - 2/2 7
21040000




FUEL HE/VAPOR ISO 920P - -	 1.0
	 - -	 2/2 7	 C
21250100
ENG ARMING VLV COIL #1LP -0000100	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
21250200
ENG ARMING VLV COIL #2LP -0000100	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
21260100
ENG ARMING VLV COIL 91UP -0000100	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
21260200
ENG ARMING VLV COIL #2RP -0000100	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
21270100
ENG CNTL VLV #1 COIL 91LP -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
21270200





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
I
^	 --- , T^II3E	 ^.-^------------CYCLIC
USE	 DEC FEAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0--1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 350 - OHS jjj!EAT IONI
2'1280100
ENG CNTL VLV #2 COIL #11P	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
21280200
ENG CNTL VLV 02 COIL #42LP	 --	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
21290100
ENG CNTL VLV # 1 COIL #1RP	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
21290200
	 [7
ENG CNTL VLV #1 COIL #2RP 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7	 Dv
21300100
ENG CNTL VLV #2 COIL #1RP	 -	 -	 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
21300200
ENG CNTL VLV 92 COIL #2RP 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7








ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	 401 - ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 1
01010200
IMU #2 OPERATE -	 +0003000 1.0
01010210
IHU 42 STANDBY +0003001	 - 1.0
01010300
IMU *3 OPERATE -	 +0003000 1.0
01010310
IMU #3 STANDBY +0003001	 - 1.0
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-APT 92 -	 +0003000 1.0
01050300
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT #3 -	 +0003000 1.0
01090'100
AERO SRF SRV AMP 91 AFT -	 +0003000 1.0
01090200
AFRO SRF SRV AMP #2 AFT -	 +0003000 1.0
01090300
AERO SRF SRV AMP43/4-AFT -	 +0003000 1.0
01110100






















_- --------IIEC FR AC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1_0) (HHHHMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVIT Y BLOCK;	 401 - ORBITAL CONFIGUR ATIO N
-1
01/10200
REACT JET DRVR #2 FWD -	 - 1.0
01140100
ACCEL ASSY FAD #1 -	 + 0003000 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140200
ACCEL ASSY FWD *2 -	 +0003000 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140300
ACCEL ASSY FHD #3 -	 +0003000 1.0 -	 _ 1/1 4
01170100
ROT HAND CONTLR -RH -	 +0001500 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR -LB -	 +0001500 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR-PSS -	 +0001500 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
01180100
BUD PDL XDUCER ASSY RH -	 +00001 OG 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01180200
RUD PDL XDUCER ASSY LH -	 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01190100







TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
— — ---- -- ----- ----- --------------- —_^
r....-
TiH$	 CYCLIC_____
USE	 DEC----------r— 	 FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHNHSS) (0--1.0) COMP	 Epp REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 401 - ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 1
01190200
SPD BRX THRST CNTLR LH -	 +0001500 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
02170100
TACAN #1 -	 +0000100 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
02190100
MSBLS DCDR ASSY #1 -	 +0000100 1 . 0	 - 1/1 4
02200/00 c
MSBLS RF ASSY #1 -	 +0000100 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
C6
02210100
RADAR ALTIMETER # 1 -	 +0000100 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
_ 02560020
EVA/ATC TRANS- %MIT -	 +0003000 . 39	 - -	 1/1 7
03010100
ATTITUDE DIR IND P4iD RH -	 - .05	 - -	 1/1 4
03010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND END LH -	 - .05	 - -	 7/1 4
` 03020100
P.ORIZ SIT IND #1 -	 +0001006 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03030100




_ ._ .- .^	
---	 ---
!-^.^.'_'.'^^'_`;.^_'^---.::^^=rarr.- - ....a----:a*«..t.,.^..^..+..,..,,.«,.,.....,-..-.. ................^-,. -.,........,..ne...,_,....._.-.:-...^-....»,,,..—.:..K,o-.,^.,m.-^.,a.,..^+..--,.^..^r^.r..^-r-x-em+•v.^.. .-:.,.a.^» ^x»-:_ ..:... ^.:.-:^--^..,.^....e._, ^^--^.,_.....,...-..-.. _.....w_ _. _ 	 . -..-	 ......__: 	 -
(	 1	 a
ii
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
i
TIDE_CYCLIC_—__





ON	 OFF	 FA^--TOR PERIOD
	
ON TIME NO. OF
j	 COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHMSS) (HHUMMSS) (0-1.n) (HHHUMSS) ( 0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
&CTIVITY BLOCK: A01. — ORBITAL CO NFIGURATION I
I
03030200
AS/MACH INDICATOR # 2	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03040100
AS/HACH ELECT UNIT #1	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1
03040200
AS/t1ACH ELECT UNIT # 2	 -	 +000 1 000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03050100	 n
ALT VER TEL IND #1	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 1:'	 4	 vo
03050200
ALT VER VEL IND #2	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03060100
ALT VER TEL ELEC UNIT #1 	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03060200
ALT VER VEL ELEC UNIT #2	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03070100
TAPE METER ( ASC-ENT)	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03070200
TAPE METER (ASC)	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 •-	 -	 2/2	 7
03070300
TAPE METER ( ASC-ENT)	 -	 +0001000 1.0	 -	 -	 3/3	 7
k
^I
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS





COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
. b.CTIVITY_BLOC K:	 401 _- ORBITAL C014FIGURATION_1
03070400
TAPE METER	 (ASC) -	 +0001000 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03070'00
TPP^ METER
	 (ASC) -	 t0001000 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
0313000)
SURF POSIT IND -	 +0001000 1.0
03140000 n
OMS/RCS PROP QTY IND -	 +0000500 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03180100
EVENT TIBER 1`1 -	 +00C300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03220100
DISP DRVR UNIT -CHR FWD 1	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03220200
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRR FWD 2	 -	 - 1.11 -	 - 1/1 4
03220300
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRR AFT 3	 -	 - 1.0
-	 - 1/1 7
03270100
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #1 -	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
03270200














	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP
	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 401 - ORBITAL CONFIGURATION -1
07270300
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #3 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03270400
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #4 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
03260100
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT # 1	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03200200 c7
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT $2	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03280300
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT 03	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03280400
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT t4	 -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
03310100
INT LTS--LEFT/CNTR -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
03310200
TNT LTS--OVHD -	 - 1.0
	 - -	 1/1 4
03310300
TNT LTS - RIGHT -	 - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
1	 P-
t^n







COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	 401 - ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 1
03350100
MID DECK FLDLTS - 1,5,8 +0001000 - 1.0 -	 - 3/2 7
03350300
MTD DECK FLDLTS-4,7,9 +0001000 - 1.0 -	 - 3/2 7
03420100
CABIN FLOODLIGHTS-AFT - - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4
03420200
GLARESSIELD FLDLTS-LEFT - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03420300
GLARESHIELD FLDLTS-RIGHT - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03730100
ANNUN LTS - LEFT/CNTR - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03730200
ANNUN LTS - 0VBD - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03730300
ANNUN ITS - RIGHT - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06 020100
PYRO EVENT CNTLR-FWD #1 - +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06020200







LLA-	-Os'-	-Z# aHd-ass@ H71HO Bad 3a
0OZO9090
'LLA-	-Os'-	-L# aha-ISSN H1SN3 Had 3a
OOL09090
LLA-	-EE'-	-£# lay-Issy HTINJ avaT
OOEOS090
LL/L-	-EE'-	-U Say-ASSV 91133 avOT
OOZOS090
LLA-EE'-	-it lay-ISsy ETZNO aV01
OOLOSD90
LL/L-	-EE'-	-U asa-xssv HTI.NO ay0z
OOEOA090
m
LLA-	-EE'-	-Z# aH3-Issv 971HO ayOT
s	UOOzOth090
f
LLA-EE'-	-LTV atla-asst' HURD CV07





























	 ------ CYCLIC_	 _
j	 USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF






BLOCK: 401 - ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 1
06060300
DC PHR CNTLR ASSY-FAD #3	 -	 -	 .SO	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06070100
DC PNR CNTLR ASSY-AFT ".1 	 -	 -	 .50	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06070200
DC PUB CNTLR ASSY-AFT #2
	 -	 -	 .50	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06070300
	 C?
DC PNR CNTLR ASSY-AFT #3 	 -	 -	 .50	 -	 -	 1/1	 7	 ^p
f
06080100
MAIN DC DISTSCONTL ASSY#1	 -	 -	 1.0




MAIN DC DISTECONTL ASSY#2 	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06060300
MAIN DC DISTECONTL ASSY93 	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06101100
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY #1	 -	 -	 .67	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06101200
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY #2 	 -	 -	 .67	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
06101300
INV DIST 6 CHTL ASSY #3 	 -	 -	 .67	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION	 Continued
----- — - — --- — - — ------------------ --- ---- -----------
USAGE
— ---




COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHHMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFL'	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 401	 ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 1
06102100
INV DIST & CNTL ASSY #1 .67 1/1 7
06102200
INV DIST & CNTL ASSY V2 .67 1/1 7
06102300
INV DIST	 CNTL ASSY #3 .67 1"1 7
06120100
DC PWR CHTLR ASSY-MID #1 .50 1/1 7
ki:
06120200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY - MID #2 . 50 1/1 7
06120300
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-MID #3 . 50 1/1 7
07010300
COMPUTER # 3	 +0003000 1.0 1/1 4
07010400 41
COMPUTER #4	 +0003000 1.0 1/1 4
07010500
COMPUTER # 5	 +0003000 1.0 1/1 4
07030300
MDM FF3	 +0003000 1.0 1/1 4




COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF





MDN FA2 -	 +0003000 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07040300
MDM FA3 & FA4 _	 +0003000 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4
07090210
MASS MEN #2 (TAPE) STBY -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07150100
ENG INTERFACE UNIT 91 -	 +0000330 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
07150200
ENG INTERFACE UNIT #2 -	 +0000330 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
07150300
ENG INTERFACE UNIT 93 -	 +0000330 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20010100
MAIN ENG CNTLR #1 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20010200
MAIN ENG CNTLR #2 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20010300
MAIN ERG CNTLR #3 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20030100








--- TIME--- --°-_ ---CYCLICUSE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPOHENT NAME
	
(HHHMMSs)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HRHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EPP	 REMARKS
CTIVITY BLOCK:	 401 _ ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 1
20030200






L02 PRVLV SOL-SET 3 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
i
20040100
LH2 PRVLV SOL-SET 1 _	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20040200 0
LH2 PRVLV SOL-SET 2 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20040300
LH2 PRVLV SOL-SET 3 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20050000
L02 F&D VLV 41
	
(O/B)SOL -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20060000
102 FEU VLV #k2	 (O/B) SOL -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 2/1 7
20070100
- T.H7	 PF.	 VT.V	 *1	 fn/RlRnT. -	 +nnnnun0 1_0 -	 - 1J1 7
nco
TABLE C-i.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - CoD ir,ued
_TIME CYCLIC
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0--1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK; 	 401_C_ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 1
20/20200
ET/ORS LH2 FEED DISC SOV -	 +0000400 1.0 - 1/1 7
20130100
ET/ORB RECIRC DISC SOV -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
201801 00
L02 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #1 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20':00200
L02 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #2 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1,/1 7
20190100
LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #1 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20190200
LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #2 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 _ 1/1 7
20200100
HE CROSSOVER VLV #1 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20200200
HE CROSSOVER VLV 12 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20200300
HE CROSSOVEF VLV #3 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20210100









USE DEC FN AC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME HO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HRUMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMHSS)	 (0-1.01 17OMP EFF	 HEHARKS
^' --	 ----- ----------- _ _^^
------	 --
ACTIVITY BLOCK., 401 -	OHHITAL .CONFIGURATION 1
20210200
ENG HE SOP ISO SOL 92 -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
E
20210300
ENG HE SUP ISO SOL #3 -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
20220100
VEH HE SUP ISO SOL 91 -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20220200 c^
VEH HE SOP ISO Sol # 2 -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7 m
20270100
ET TILLAGE SIG CND PKG # 1	 -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20270200
ET ULLAGE SIG CND PKG #2	 -	 +0000400 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20270300
ET TILLAGE SIG CND PKG # 3	 -	 +0000400 1,0 -	 - 1/1 7
20280000
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
----_--_^ -__--------^	 --------- -------------------





—_-""^----^--------	 --_...^-----------USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMNSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVjTY_BLOCK: 401 ;, ORBITGL_CONFIGURATION 1
21240300
QNTY GAGE PROBE #3 E 94 	 -	 +0000100 1.0









ii USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 nH TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REHARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	 402__ DELTA DAY
03220100
r
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW FWD 1	 -	 - 1.v -	 - 1/1 4
03220300
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW AFT 3	 _ 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03270100 w








CRT DISPLAY UNIT #4 _	 _ 1.0 _	 - 1/1 7
03280100
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT $ 1 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03280400
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #4 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
.. 03310100
INT tTS-t6PT/CNTR -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310200
INT LTS-OVHD -	 - 1.0 -	 _ 1/1 4
03310300
INT LTS-RIGHT -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310400
INT LTS-REAR -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
-TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
--- —w_





COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHM3SS)	 (HHHMNSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0^1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 402 - DELTA DAY
03350100
KID DECK FLDLTS-1,5,8 	 - 1.0 -	 - 3/2 7
03350300
MID DECK FLDLTS-4,7,9	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 3/2 7
03420100
CABIN FLOODLIGHTS-AFT 	 ^	 - 1.0 -	 ^ 2/2 4
03420200
GLARESHIELD FLDLTS-LEFT	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03420300
GLARESHIELD PLDLTS-RIGHT	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03730100
ANNUN LTS-LEFT/CUTR	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03730200
ANNUN LTS-OVHD	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03730300






TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued










	 FACTOR PERIOD	 OF TIME NO. OF




RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT #2




ROT HAND CONTLR - RH
	 -	 -	 .15	 -	 1/1	 4
01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR - LH
	 -	 -	 .15	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLB - PSS 	 -	
-.15	 -	 -	 1/1
	 7	 CDw
03010100
ATTITUDE DIE IND-FWD RH
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03 010200
ATTITUDE DIE IND-FAD LH
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
!	 03540004
DOCKING SPOT LIGHTS	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
x	 5	 r-
1
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
---	 -----^— USAGE -	 w ---
	
--	 -	 --
_- _ Ti[9E ^___ ------CYCLIC
	USE 	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHffMM SS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY MOCK: 404 - IMU ALIGN
01030100
STAR TRKER E LT SHLD S1 	 -0001500	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
01030200
STAR TRKER 6 LT SBLD #2 	 -0001500	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
01030300
STAR TRKER F> LT SHLD #3 	 -0001500	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
L'701170100	 !
ROT RAND CONTLR - RH	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR - LH	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR - PSS	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
	
I	 03010100
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD RH 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 1/1	 4
03010,200
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD LH 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
52040100
STARTRACKER DOOR DRIVE 1	 -	 +0000100 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
52040200
STARTRACKER DOOR DRIVE 2



























PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO.	 OFr,
COMPONENT NAME
	 (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 405__ RENDEZVOUS
01030100
STAR TRKER E LT SHLD #1
	
_	
- 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
02501100
KU-BD RDR/COPE A EL ASY#1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 3
02501200
KU-BD RDR/COM A EL ASY#2	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 3
02502100
KU-BD RDR/COM A EL ASY#1 	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 3
02502200
KU-BD RDR/COM A EL ASY#2 	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 3
02521000
KU-BD RDR/COMM A DPY ASY	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 3
02522000
KU-BD RDR/COMM A DD Y ASY	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1;i 3
03120000
CROSS POINTER IND	 -	 - 1.0 -	 --	 1/1 7
03160100
EVENT TIMER #1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
03180200
EVENT TIMER #2	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7





	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHHSS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMHSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK; 405- RENDEZVOUS
03510000
RNDZ LIGHT	 -	 -	 .05	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
52040100
STARTRACKER DOOR DRIVE 1














J COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF
V COMPONENT NAME	 (Hu°.+;n SS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCH:	 X406__-D OCKI NG
i
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-APT #2 	 - 0000500	 - 1.0 -	 1/1 4
^i t
0 117 0100
ROT I'AND CONTLR - RH	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 i/1 4
I 01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR - LH 	 -	 - 1.0
C7
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR - PSS	 -	 - 1 .0 -	 -	 1J1 7
02010100
BSW TV MONITOR * 1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
02030000
TV CAMERA COLOR S MON	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
J 03250100






REAR STA LTS--PSS/MSS	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 2/2 7
03500100
MANIP SPOT LIGHT	 -	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
i
03500200











ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD
	
ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP
	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 406 - DOCKING
03540000
DOCKING SPOT LTS	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
51010000
MANIPULATOR	 +0000022 +0001022 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
51020100
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET A
	 +0000010 +0000022 1.0
	 -	 2/2	 7
51020200
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET B	 +0000010 +0000022 1.0
	 -	 -	 3/3	 7
51020300
MANIP DEPLOY DRY-SET C	 +0000010 +0000022 1.0
	 -	 -	 3/3
	 7
51030100




MANIP BET LTCH DRV-SET B	 -	 +0000010 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
51030300
MANIP BET LTCH DRV-SET C	 -	 +0000010 1.0
	 -	 -	 2/2
	 7
51040100






TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
^'




i USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 GFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF






RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT 92 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
i
01170100
ROT HAND CONTLR - RH -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR - LH -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
[7
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR - PSS -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02010100
8611 TV 40NITOR # 1 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02030000
TV CAMERA COLOR E MON -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03250100
MANIP HAND CONTLR 0 1 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03430000
REAR STA LTS-PSS/MSS -	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
03500100
MANIP SPOT LIGHT -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03500200
MANIP SPOT LIGHT 	 (KIT) -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 8
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY OLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued





COMPONZNT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO.	 OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS) (IIHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
_ ^__ _--_---------- ---- ---------------__----------------------------------—__-----------
ACTIYITY BLr]CK: 	 407 - UNDOCKING
03540000
DOCKING SPOT ITS - - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
51010000
MANIPULATOR - + 0001000 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
51020100
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET A +0001000 +0001012 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
51020200 !
MANIP DEPLOY DRY-SET B +0001000 +0001012 1 . 0 -	 - 3/3 7	 3
9/020300
MANIP DEPLOY DRY-SET C + 0001000 +0001012 1.0 -	 - 3/3 7
51030100
MANIP BET LTCil DRV-SET A	 +0001012 +0001022 1.0 -	 -- 2/2 7
51030200
MANIP BET ITCH DRV-SET B	 +0001012 +0001022 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
51030300
MANIP RET LTCH DRY-SET C	 +0001012 +0001022 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
51040100
MANIP CNTL INTFCE UNIT 1	 - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
^	 5
w









---- TIME__------ ------CYCL IC 	
___
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT t^9MBER ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 OR TIME H0. OF
COMPONENT NAME (BHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
E='
ACTIVITY BLOCK; 	 40$ - IVA
02010100
BSH TV MONITOR # 1
fi
02030000F
TV CAMERA COLOR S MON
-	 -	 . 1 -	 - 1/1 7
{F
03180100






















ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) ( 0 , 1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EPP REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 409_ EVA
02010100
B&W TV MONITOR #1
	 -	 -	 110	 -	 -	 1/1
	 7
02010200
HEW TV MONITOR 9 2 	-	 -	 1.0
02020000
TV REMOTE CONTROL





TV CAMERA COLOR E MON	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7	 Al
02040100
TV CAMERA BEN 91	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1J1	 7
02040200
TV CAMERA BSW #k2





PAN TILT ASSY 91	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
02050200
PAN TILT ASSY 92
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
02070000




-0010000	 -	 .31	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
,j TABLE C-I.-- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE__
----- TIME __ _-----_ -__-- CYCLIC 	
- -----
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NC. OF
i COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK;	 409	 _EVA
03180100
EVENT TIMER Al -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03410000
AIRLOCK LIGHTS -0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 3/3 7
03540000
! DOCKING SPOT LIGHTS -	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
n 06160000
ri EVLSS PUB SUPPLY/EAT CHG °0020000	 -0410000 .0625 -	 - 1/1 7	 w
06160000
















TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continied
—_...---- 









FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 410 - POST EVA
02560000
?VA/ATC TRANSCEIVER -EVA	 -	 +0010000	 .31	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
03410000
AIRLOCK LIGHTS _ 	 	 + 0003000 1 . 0	 -	 -	 3/3	 7
06160000
EVLSS PNR SUPPLY/EAT CHG +0010000 +0240000	 .0625	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
C7
06160000
EVLSS PNR SUPPLY/EAT CHG	 -	 + 0010000 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7	 A




COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
L
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS)












BEp TV MONITOR # 1 —	 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1	 7
s
j 02030000
j TV CAMERA COLOR E MON
	 —	 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1	 7
C'7
W
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPHENT UTILIZATION - Continued
--__....__-.__--__^^------.^_._--------------
	 USAGE______
T I M E-------------- CYCLIC
-----
     	 -
__ ---	 ----------
	USE 	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP
	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 412	 EAT
40100100
OVEN HEATER # 1	 -0003000 + 0003000 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
40111100
INSTSCNTLS -OVEN FANS-DC1 - -0003000 + 0003000 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1
	 7
40112100
INSTSCNTLS -OVEN FANS-AC1 -0003000 +0003000 1.0




	 -	 +0003400 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 7	 ^.




	TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS	 EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION
	
Continued
--------- — -------- — ---- _ 
USAGE
-----------__ _-----_— -------------------------- ---
---- TIME 	 CYCLIC_—
j	 USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHMMSS) ( HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) ( 0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 413 - WASTE MANAGEMENT
03360000
MID DECK VASTE MGMT LTS 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
40,,60000
SOLIDS COLLECTION SLNGR 	 +000050 0 	-	 1.0	 -	 1/1	 7
40170000
WATER SEP-LIFE SUPPORT















ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT VANE	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EF? REMARKS
ACTIVITY_BLOCH: 4 14SLEEP_SPEtE.'^.
03360000
MID DECK SLEEP STA LTS 	 -	 -	 1.0
	 -	 -	 4/4	 7
03380000





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
USAGE
USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY -BLOCH: 415__ FUEL CELL PURGE
30010100
G02 PURGE VENT HTR #1	 -
30020100
GH2 PURGE VENT HTR #1	 -
30060100
PCP #1 G02 PURGE VLV	 -
30060200
FCP #2 G02 PURGE VLV	 -
30060300
FCP #3 G02 PURGE VLV
	 -
30070100
FCP #1 GH2 PURGE VLV
30070200
FCP #2 GH2 PURGE VLV 	 -
30070300
FCP #3 GH2 PURGE VLV	 -
-	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1	 7
-	 1.0








-	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
-	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1	 4
-	 1.0



















COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME N0. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( RHHMMSS) (HHHMHSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARK"
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 416 — DEORBIT PREP 1
01010200
IMU #2 OPERATE +0003001 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
01010210
IMU 92 STANDBY — +0003000 1 . 0 —	 — 1/1 4
01010300
IMU #3 OPERATE +0003001 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
01010310
INU #3 STANDBY — + 0003000 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
01040100
AIR DATA %DCR ASSY #1 + 0004500 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
01040200
AYR DATA XDCR ASSY $2 +0004500 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
01040300
AID DATA KDCR ASSY #3 +0004500 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
01040400
AIR DATA %DCR ASSY #4 +0004500 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY —AFT #2 +0005500 — 1 . 0 —	 — 1/1 4
01050300
RATE GYRO ASSY —AFT 4 3 +0005500 -- 1.0 —	 — 1/1 4
C7
aN




COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK;	 416_- DEORBIT_PR EP 1
01090100
AERO SRF SRV AMPA1-AFT +0005930	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01090200
AERO SR? SRV AMP#2-AFT +0005930	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01090300
AERO SRF SRV AMP#3/4-AFT +0005930	 - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 4
07110104
REAC JET DRVR #1 FWD -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
01110200
REAC JET DRVR #2 FWD -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
01140100
ACCEL ASSY FWD # +0005500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140200
ACCEL ASSY FWD #2 +0005500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140300
ACCEL ASSY FWD #3 +0005500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170100
ROT HAND CONTLR-R8 +0005930	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170200

















COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMNSS)	 (HHHliMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTI VITY BLOCK:	 41A _Z DEORBIT PREP i
01170300
ROT HAND CCUTLR-PSS +0005930	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
01180100
RUD PDL XDUCER ASSY-RH +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01180200
RUD PDL XDUCER ASSY-LH + 0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01190100
SPD BRK THRST CNTLR-RH + 0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01190200
SPD BRK THRST CNTLR-LH +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02170100
TACAN *1 +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02170200
`PACAN #2 +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 4/1 4
02170300
TLCAN #3 +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190100
MSBLS DCDR ASSY #1 +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190200







TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
l------- -------------










COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF





ACTIVITY_BLQCK: 416 __ DEORBIT_PREP 1
02191,300
! MSBLS DCDR ASSY 93 +0003000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1	 4
i{
ii 02200/00
MSBLS RV ASS V 81 +nnnAnnn	 - 1_ n
02200200
MSBLS RF ASSY #2 +0003000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
n
02200300
MSBLS RF ASSY #3 +0003000 -	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1 4	 ^)
02210100
RADAR ALTIMETER #1 +0003000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
02210200
RADAR ALTIMETER 1 2 +0003000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
02560020
EVA/ATC TRANS - XMIT + 0003007 -	 .39	 - -	 1/1 7
03010/00
ATTITUDE DIR IUD FWD RH +0003000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
113010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND FWD LR +0003000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
1	
- _
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued




TIM E 	 CYCLIC
USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF	 ;•
COMPONENT NAME
	
(HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP
	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 416 - DEORBIT PREP i
03020200
HORIZ SIT IND 42	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03030100
AS/MACH INPT.fATOR it	 +0003000
	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03030200
AS/MACH INDICATOR #2
	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03040100




AS/MACH ELEC UNIT #2 	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03050100
ALT VER VEL IND #i	 +0003000	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03050200
ALT VER VEL IND #2	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03060100
ALT VER VEL ELEC UNIT #1 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03060200
ALT VER VEL ELEC UNIT 42 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
03070100
TAPE METER (ASC-ENT)	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
niN
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD
	
ON TIME	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 416- DEORBIT PREP 1
03070300
TAPE METER	 (ASC-ENT) +0003000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
03130000
SURF POSITION IUD +0003000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
03140000
OMS/RCS PROP QTY IUD +0003000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
n03180100
EVENT TIMER #1 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7	
.st
03220100
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW FWD 1 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
03220200
DISP DRVR UNIT -CRW FWD 2 +0001000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
03220300
DISP DRVR UNIT-CRW AFT 3 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
03270100
CRT DISPLAY UNIT #1 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
03270200
CRT DISPLAY UNIT B2 +0001000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
03270300
CRT DISPLAY U51T 13 +0001000 -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
i
f








COMPONENT NUMBER 0::	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 ( HhiiMMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY $LOCH:	 416 PREP 1
03270400
CRT DISPLAY UNIT 04 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03280100
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #1 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1;'1 4
03280200
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #2 +0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03280300
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT #3 +0001000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03280400
DISPLAY ELECT UNIT 94 -	 - 1.0 -	 -- 1/1 7
03310100
INT LTS - LEFT/CNTR -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310200
INT LTS - OVF. D -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310300
INT LTS - RIGHT -	 -- 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03310400
TNT LTS - REAR -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03350100
KID DECK FLDLTS - 1,5,8 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 3/2 7
C7
tN
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
—_--- ------------- — .------ ------------ ------- ----- -- -------------
----------





COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHNMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 416_:: DEORBIT PREP 1
03350300
MID DECK FLDLTS - 4,7,9	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 3/2	 7
03420100
CABIN FLOODLIGHTS-AFT	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 2/2	 4
03420200
GLARESHIELD FLDLTS-LEFT	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
03420300
GLARESHIELD FLDLT. - -RIGHT	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
03730100
ANNUN LTS - LEFT/CNTR	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
03730200
ANNUN LTS - OVHD	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
03730300
ANNUN LTS - RIGHT	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
OE020100
PYRO EVENT CNTLR-FWD kl	 +0003000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
06020200
PYRO EVENT CNTLR-FWD t2	 +0003000 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 7
06030100







TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
---_ -- 






COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
	 (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	
416 - DEORBIT PR EP 1
06030200
MASTER EVENT CNTLR-AFT#2 	 +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
06040100
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FRD #1
	 -	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06040200
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD #2
	 -	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
}06040300
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-FWD #3
	 -	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7	 Nco
06050100 






LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT #2	 -	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06050300
LOAD CNTLR ASSY-AFT 83	 -	 - .33 -	 - 1/1 7
06060100
DC PWR CN'rLR ASSY-FAD #1	 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06060200
DC PAR CNTLR ASSY-FWD 92 	 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06060300




i= 4  r .
^1.
tf,




• USE DEC FRAC
r COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
- COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHHM SS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
s`<
p ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 4 16___DEORBIT_PREP T
06070100
is
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY -AFT #1	 -	 - . 50 -	 - 1/1 7
06070200
9 DC PWR CNTLR ASSY—AFT tit
	 —	 — .50 —	 — 1/1 7
i4
9 OAJ o'7 0300
s? DC PWR CNTLR ASSY—AFT t#3
	 —	 — .50 —	 — 1/1 7
s 06080100
MAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY # 1	 —	 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 7
'^a 06080200
d'. MAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY # 2	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
aj
#I 06080300
MAIN DC DISTSCNTL ASSY#3
	 —	 — 1.0 —	 — 1/1 7
06101100
INV GIST E CNTL ASSY # 1	 —	 — .67 —	 — 1/1 7
06101200
i- INV DIST S CNTL ASSY #2 	 —	 — .67 —	 — 1/1 7
t 06101300
INV DIST S CNTL ASSY tk3	 —	 — .67 —	 — 1/1 7
06102100
INV DIST E CNTL ASSY # 1	 —	 — .67 —	 — 1/1 7
6











COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME HO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 416 - UEORBIT PREP 1
06102200
INV DIST S CNTL ASSY #2 -	 - .67 -	 - 1/1 7
06102300
INV DIST C CNTL ASSY 03
-	 - .67 -	 - 1/1 7
06120100
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-MID #1 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06120200
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-BID #2 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
06120300
DC PWR CNTLR ASSY-HID #3 -	 - .50 -	 - 1/1 7
07010300
COMPUTER #3 +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07 01 0400
COMPUTER 94 +0003000	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07010500
COMPUTER #5 +0003000
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07030300
MUM FF3 +0003000 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
07030400






TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
!	
---------- °-----_ _— ---------- ------
	 ------------ ------	
--





T	 ------^ USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER
	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP
	 EFF REMARKS
—	 -	 -----^ ^_ --_------^ ^_^ _-----_._.---------
I	 ACTI VIT Y BLOCK: 416 - DEORBIT PREP 1
07040200
MDR F42
	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
07040300
MDM FA3 E FA4	 + 0003000	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 4
07090200
MASS MEM #2 (TAPE) OPER	 +0003000 +0003500 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
n
07090210	 1
MASS MEM #2 (TAPE) STBY	 +0003501	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
21240100
QNTY GAGE PROBE 91	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
21240200
QNTY GAGE PROBE #2	 +0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
21240300
QNTY GAGE PROBE 43 & # 4 	 -x0003000	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
40310100
AMMONIA BOILER SYS #1 	 +0003000	 -	 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
40310200	 -	 -	 -
AMMONIA BOILER SYS #2
	
+0003000	 1.0	 1/1	 4
i
50090100








—^—T— _CYCLIC----^I USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME - NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HH14HMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY_BLOCK:	 416	 PREP 1
50090200
SSME 92 SYS S/0 VALVE +0003000 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
50090300
SSME #3 SYS 5/0 VALVE +0003000 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52050100




RCS TOP DOOR ACT #2 +0005800 +0005820 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7 wN
52060100
RCS LH SIDE DOOR ACT #1 +0005800 + 8005820 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52060200
RCS LH SIDE DOOR ACT #2 +0005800 +0005820 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52070100
RCS RH SIDE DOOR ACT # 1 +0005800 + 0005820 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
52070200
RCS RH SIDE DOOR ACT #2 +0005800 +0005820 1.0 -	 c 1/1 7
3
^i
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued










COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHHNSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY-BLOCX:	 417__ PLB DOORS
_10PEN)
51120100
RNDZ SNSR OPLY DR #1 +0000100	 +0000120 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
51120200
RHDZ SNSR DPLY DR #2 +0000100	 +0000120 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52160100
P/L BAY DOOR DR	 (LH)	 #1 +0000012	 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1j1 7
52160200
P/L BAY DOOR DR
	 (LH)	 #2 +0000012	 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7 wW
52170100
P/L BAY DOOR DR	 (PH)	 #1 +0000012	 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
52170200
- P/L BAY DOOR DR	 (RH)	 #2 +0000012
	 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
`2360100
?BD CIRCUM LTCH DR #1
-	 +0000012 1.0 -	 - 4/2 7
52360200
- PBD CIRCUM LTCH DR #2 -	 +0000012 1.0 -	 - 4/2 7
52370100
PBD CNTR LTCH DR #1 -	 +0000012 1.0 -	 - 4/2 7
52370200
PBD CNTR LTCH DR 42 -	 +0000012 1.0 -	 - 4/2 7










COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON tINE NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
E
(HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMPISS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 417__ PLB DOORS_JOPENZ
52380100
RAD RET LTCH DR #1 •x0000100 +0000106 1 . 0 -	 - 2/2 7
5236020 0
HAD RET LTCH DR #2 +0000100 + 0000106 1 . 0 - 3/3 7
`.2380300
RAD RET LTCH DR #3 +0000100 +0000106 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
C7
52390100
HAD DPLOY DR #1 +0000106 +0000406 1 . 0 -	 - 2/2 7 w
.p,
52390200









USE	 ---_--	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON 	 -OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
Y	 COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) ( 0-1.0) CONP	 EFF REMARKS
-	 ACTIVIT Y BLOCK. 418__ PB_^OORS ^CLOSEL
51120900
RNDZ SNSR UPLY DR #1 	 —	 +0000020 1.0	 —	 —	 1/1	 7
u.;
51120200
RNO2 SNSR DPLY DR #2
	 —	 +0000020 1.0	 —	 —	 1/1	 7
5216 0100




P/L BAY DOOR DR (LH) #2	 +0000326 +0000414 1.0	 —	 1/1	 7 w
52170100
P/L BAY DOOR DR (RH) #1	 +0000326 +0000414 1 . 0	 —	 1/1	 7
52170200
P/L BAY DOOR DR (RH) # 2	 +0000326 +0000414 1.0	 —	 —	 1/1	 7
_	 52360100
PBD CIRCUM ITCH DR #1	 +0000414 +0000426 1.0	 —	 —	 4/2	 7
52360200
PBD CIRCOM LTCH DR #2 	 +0000414 +0000426 1.0	 —	 —	 4/2	 7
52370100
PBD CNTR LTCR DR #1
	
+0000414 +0000426 1.0	 —	 —	 4/2	 7
52370200
PBD CNTR LTCH DR 42	 +0000414 +0000426 1.0	 —	 —	 4/2	 7
r
p
^..__ .s^..d L.......... .^..J..._ _.._...............a w... _.,....^...w.... v_^..^_........^..> _^.k s......_.. ^, a4 ... 	 	 _.> ....	 .. _......	 -	 _ .._ .	 _ / ....	 .4. a. ..,......,w.... _. u.i^.....r. s^..... _. T_......^..., ^-.. ^n.r.^........ _.., _	 ...^. ^. ,,..... ^.... _i..a,._ ^..__.. r _....c. ..^.i......^M.IE^...




COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NC. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) ( 0 -1.0) (HHHNNSS)	 {0-1.0) CORP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVIT Y BLOCK:	 418=_PLB DOO25 j	 OSEZ
- 3 52380100
I HAD RET ITCH DR #1 +0000320 +0000326 1 . 0 -	 - 2/2 7
j 52380200
HAD RET LTCB DR $2 +0000320 +0000326 1 . 0 -	 - 3/3 7
52380300
HAD RET LTCH DR #3 +0000320 +0000326 1 . 0 -	 - 2/2 7
52390100 O
HAD DPLOY DR *1 +0000020 + 0000320 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7 W
0
52390200
f HAD DPLOY DR #2 +0000020 +0000320 1 . 0 -	 - 2/2 7
III-
^s
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
:::
---------------- _—_ __
_— _ ____----- -------
____ USAGE






COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAKE ( HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (ffHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS





(ASC) -	 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
03070400
TAPE METER




( ASC) -	 +0000100 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
07090210 i
MASS MEM #2




ERG INTERFACE UNIT #1 -	 +0000330 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
07150200
ENG INTERFACE UNIT #2 -	 +0000330 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
i
07150300
ENG INTERFACE UNIT 10 -	 +0000330 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
' 20010100
MAIN EN,,; CNTLR #1 -	 +0000300 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
20010200
4






MAIN ENG CNTLR #3 -	 +0000300 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
1
i








	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVI TY BLOCK: 460
-.
- ORBITAL CONFIGU RATION 2
20030100
L02 PRVLV SOL #1 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 2/1 7
20030200
L02 PRVLV SOL #2 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 2/1 7
-	 20030300
L02 PRVLV SOL #3 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 2/1 7
n
20OU0100 s
LH2 PRVLV SOL #1 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 2/1 7 w
20040200
LH2 PRVLV SOL #2 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 2/1 7
20 030300
LH2 PRVLV SOL #3 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 2/1 7
20050000
L02 FED VLV #1 (O/B) SOL -	 +0000400 1.G	 - -	 2/1 7 
20060000
L02 FED VLV 02 (0/B) SOL -	 +0000400 1.0	 - -	 2/1 7
20070100
LH2 FED VLV *1 (0/B) SOL -	 +0000400 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
-	 20080100
LH2 FED VLV #2 (0/B) SOL -	 +0000400 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
11
^I 	 .. _	 7 •	..	 _.	 ..	
,.--
—.,..,	 ...... m..	 _.	 _..
a
{{tt
i d,-n	 .. -_	 ., ...	 ._....	 _	 ..	 _.....	 <, _..—.. ..	 ..-.•.gym	 —
fTABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
^TIMECYCLI_C___
USE	 -___^------DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHIiMSS) (HHHIiMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHumms5) ( 0 -1.0) COi4P	 EFP REMARKS
ACTIVITY-BLOCK: 460_- ORBITAL CONFIGU RATIO N 2
20110100
ET/ORB L02 FEED DISC SOV 	 -	 +0000400 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
20120200
I ET/ORB LH2 FEED DISC SOV -	 +0000400 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7	 i
20130100
ET/ORB RECIRC DISC SOV -	 +0000400 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
C7
20180100 t
L02 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV # 1 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7	 w
20180200
L02 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #2 -	 +0000300 1.0
	 - 1/1 7
20190100
LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #1 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
20190200
i LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV # 2 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
20200100






HE CROSSOVER VLV #2 -	 +0000300 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
20200300
HE CROSSOVER VLV 43 -	 + 0000300 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
r-=
fir.----^
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued







_	 COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TTME NO. OF
COMPONENT
 NAME	 (HHIiMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 460 .- ORBITAL CONFIGURATION 2
20210100
ENG HE SUP ISO SOL #1	 -	 +0000400 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
20210200
ENG HE SUP I30 SOL #2
	
-	 +0000400 1.0
	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
20210300
ENG HE SUP ISO SOL #3
	 -	 +0000400 1 . 0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
C7
_	 20220100
VEH HE SUP ISO SOL #1	 -	 + 0000400 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
20220200
VEH HE SUP ISO SOL #2 	 -	 +0000400 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
_	 20270100
ET ULIAGE SIG-CND PKG #1	 -	 +0000400 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
20270200
ET TILLAGE SIG-CND PKG #2 	 -	 +0000400 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
20270300
ET ULLAGE SIG-CND PKG 93 	 -	 +0000400 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
20280100
POINT SENSOR ELECTRONICS 	 -	 + 0000400 1 . 0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
r	 i
"	 µ
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS







COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHNMSS)	 ( HHHMMSS ) - ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS ) - ( 0 1.0j ^^COMP REMARKS_EFFr




AIR DATA XDCR ASSY #1 +0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01040200
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY 42 +0001500 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01040300
AIR DATA RDCH ASSY 93 +0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01040400
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY #4 +0001500	 - 1.0
- 1/1 4	 1?
02170200
TACAH #2 +0001500	 - 1.0
0217300
TALAN # 3 +0001500	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190200
MSBLS DECODER ASSY #2 +0001500
	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190300
MSBLS DECODER ASSY #3 +0001500	 - 1.0 - 1/1 4
02200200
MSBLS RF ASSY #2 +0001500 1/1 4
02200300










COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP EFF	 REMARKS




+0001500 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
03020200
HORIZ SIT IND #2
	 +0001500 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
07030400
MDR FF4	 - - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
n
07090204
MASS HLO #2	 (TAPE)	 OPER	 - +0000500 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
07090210
MASS HEM #2	 (TAPE)	 STSY	 +0000501 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
40310100
AMMONIA BOILER SYS #1	 - - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
40310200
AMMONIA BOILER SYS #2 	 - - 1.4 -	 1/1 4
50090100
SSHE #1 SYS S/O VALVE 	 - - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
50090200
SSME #2 SYS S/O VALVE - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
50090300
SSHE #3 SYS S/O VALVE







COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF





461 — DEORBIT PREP 2
52050100
RCS TOP DOOR ACT #1 +0002800 +0002820 1.0 —	 — 1/1
	 7
52050200








RCS LH SIDE DOOR ACT 92 +0002800 +0002820 1.0 —	 —	 1/1 7	 w
52070100
RCS RH SIDE DOOR ACT #1 +0002800 +0002820 1.0 —	 1/1 7
52070200
1




TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
_














COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF





FUEL ISOLATION VALVE #1 -0000500 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
32020200
FUEL ISOLATION VALVE #2 -0000500 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
32020300
FUEL ISOLATION VALVE #3 -0000500 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
C"?
32030100
APU #1 CONTROLLER - 0001000 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4 MNa
320302001
APU #2 CONTROLLER -0001000 - 1.0 - 1/1 4
32030300
APU #3 CONT 21LLER -0001000 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
50060100
MN PMP #1 DEPRESS VLV •-0000600 -0000500 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
50060200
ME PMP #2 DEPRESS VLV -0000600 -0000500 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
' 50060300
HE PMP #3 DEPRESS VLV -0000600 -0000500 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
50110100
H2O BOILER #1 STM SOV -0000400 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
4TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued








	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF
" ;•-	 ^^ COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS)	 {HHHM(ISS} (0-1.0) (HHHi7MSS)	 ( 0-1.0)	 COiIP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITX BLOCK:	 501 -_APU (ASCENT)
50110200
H2O BOILER 42 STM SOV	 -0000400	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50110300
H2O BOILE? t3 STM SOV 	 - 0000400	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50130100
i
H2O BOLE #1 TERM CNTL VL	 +0000200	 y 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50130200 r
H2O BOLE fit THEN CNTL VL 	 +0000200	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50130300
(120 BOLE t3 TERM CNTL VL 	 +0000200	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50140100
820 BOILER & 1 ELECT CNTL	 -0000500	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50140200
i H2O BOILER #2 ELECT CNTL	 - 00005011	 - 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50140300









TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
--__^._.^—
...----------










COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TTME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHRMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 502 __ DESCENT-(DEORRIT =400.000 -FEET)
01120100
REACT JET OHS DRVS#1 - AFT -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
01120200
REACT JET OHS DRVR#2- AFT - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
01170100
ROT HAND CONTLR -RH -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170200
ROT HAND CONTLR-LH -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01170300
ROT HAND CONTLR -PSS -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
03140000
QNTY IND OMS/RCS -	 - 1.0 _	 - 1/1 7
22020100
THRUSTER-AFT #1-6 -	 - .01 -	 - 6/4 7
40280100
FLASH EVAPORATOR ELEC #1 -	 - 1.0 -	 -- 1/1 7
52320100
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 1 -0000108	 -0000100 1.0 -	 - 2/2 7
52320200




















COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF
	
FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TTHE NO. OF
COMPOHENT NAME	 (HHHNMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) ,HHHMIISS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK:
	 552 __ DESCENT (DEORBIT -; 400,000 FEET)_
52330100
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 1	 -0000108 -0000100 1.0	 - -	 4/4 7
52330200
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 2	 -0000108 -0000100 1.0	 - -	 4/4 7
52340100
VENT DOOR MOTORS—SET 1	 —0000108 —0000100 1.0	 — —	 2/2 7
52340200
VENT DOOR MOTORS—SET 2	 —0000108 —0000100 1.0	 — —	 2/2 7
i
s






T I14 E ------CYCLIC____—_-_	
---------- USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHHHSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMHSS)	 (0-1.0)	 CbMP Epp	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY_ BLOCK:	 503_-_DESCEBT__j400 L000 FEET__ STOPROLLL
01120100
REACT JET OHS DRVR #1-APT - +0002620 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
01120200
REACT JET OHS DRVR #2-AFT - +0002620 1.0 -	 1/1 7
20180100
L02 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #1 --0000200 +0002000 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
C7
20160200 =
L02 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV 42 -0000200 +0002000 1.0
20190100
LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #1 -0000200 +0002000 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
20190200
LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV 92 --0000200 +0002000 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
20200100
HE CROSSOVER VLV #1 -0000200 +0002000 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
20200200
HE CROSSOVER VLV #2 -0000200 -x0002000 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
20200300
HE CROSSOVER VLV #3 -0000200 +0002000 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
20210100











cnuponExc nooBoa ON OFF rAncno rnnzno	 ON TIME NO. or
cou po p oor nxno (nnnmwso) (nnemmoo) (0-1,0) (noouMsn)
	
{0-1.0} com p opp	 unmuoaa /
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 503- `
^
zn%1nzoo
omn on snr zsn suL wz -oonuzou +0002000 1.0 -	 - zya 7
`v	 20210300
omm HE ono zoo moL x3 -VVVnzoo +Vooanno 1 ' 0 -	 - z/z 7
20220100
vue HE sor zsn snL m -000020o +0002000 1.0 -	 - 1y1 ? j
I?	 130220200 ^^	 l
i	 voe HE soc zso| s pL w2 -noVVzVn +00$2000 1.0
-	 - 1/1 7 ^u
40280100
nLusu ovueooArou sLoc m - +00023*4 1,$ -	 - 1/1 7
52180100
ma&o p 000E ucc Lu-u-c w1 +0002517 +0002532 1,0 -	 - .,-1 7
52180200
:NF,c a0000 ACT Lo-u-r wz +0002517 +000zs yz 1.0 -	 - 1/1 r
52200100
mmsc en000 xcr ou-x-r w1 +0002517 +0002532 1 ' 0 -	 - 1/1 7
zz000uoo
nNoc pooao ucr ou-u-r wz +0002517 +0002532 1 ' 0 -	 - 1/1 7
52300100









TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
----__	 ---	 __---- ------_^ ---------------	 .----_ --------------.._~ __
`—^	 USAGE
CYCLIC
-	 USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF
	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME{HHHMMSS} (HHHMMSS) (4-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFP REMARKS
ACTIVITY-BLOCK; 503 DESCENT (400,000-FEET--STOPROLL)
52300200
GNC PROBE HTRS - MIGHT	 +0002517 +0002700 1.0
	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
52320100
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 1	 +0002540 +0002547 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
52320200
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 2 	 +0002540 +0002547 1.0
	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
n
52330100	 I
VENT DOOR MOTORS-SET 1	 +0002540 +0002547 1.0
	 -	 -	 4/4	 7
52330200
VENT DOOR NOTORS-SET 2	 +0002540 +0002547 1.0	 -	 -	 4/4	 7
52340100
VENT DOOR ROTORS-SET 1 	 +0002540 +0002547 1.0
	 -	 -	 2/2	 7-
52340200
VENT 0008 MOTORS-SET 2








TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS
..,_W_.`_-----^ - __°_------_-_----










COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)
	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)
	 COHP EFF REMARKS
14 ACTIVITY _BLOCK:	 504= P_§ L LADING (STOPROLL — GSE)
( 01040100
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY #1 —	 +0000630 1.0 —	 —	 1/1 4
_. 01049200
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY #2 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4 t
01040300
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY 43 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
n
01040400 w
AIR DATA XDCR ASSY #4 -	 1- 0000630 1 . 0 -	 -	 1/1 4 tin
01050200
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT #2 -	 +0000630 1.0
-	 -	 1/1 4
01050300
RATE GYRO ASSY-AFT #3 -	 +0000630 1.0
-	 -	 1/1 4
01090190






AERO SRF SRV AMP#2 — AFT —	 +0000630 1.0 —	 —	 1/1 4
01090300
AERO SRF SRV AMP#3/4-AFT -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 2/2 4
01140100
ACCEL ASSY FWD #1 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 1/1 4
r
.a.,«,........,.......-,u,.....u..s.>..,.,.........«.:..k,z_.,.:...c_.	 ^..ra..c„r.a.t.:.._.. .^....	 _.. ~._^--`_fir _...	 _._	 ,.	 .__._.._...	 _....	 ..	 _ .1 _.:,.	 ^ ..__..,w. _,^..,.._.^.	 ..^_,.. ..,.	 ^...	 .^.._..s,.,.^.__ ^...._.,^..—^ ..............`.^,.,_^_^,..r._......`..w _^.....:sk^c^l.,b.





---- TIM E -------- ------CYCLIC
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD
	
Oil TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) ( 0- 1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0 - 1.0) COME EFF
	
REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 504-_POST !AANDING SSTOPROLL Z_GSE)
01'140200
ACCEL ASSY FWD #2 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
01140300
ACCEL ASSY FWD #3 -
	 +0000630 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
02170100
TACAN #1 -	 +0000630 1_0 -	 -- 1/1 4
02170200
TACAN 92 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02170300
TACAN # 3 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190100
MSBLS DECODER ASSY tl -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190200
MSBLS DECODER ASSY #2 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02190300
HSBLS DECODER ASSY 13 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02200100
MSBLS RF ASSY #1 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02200200
MSBLS RF ASSY 12 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
n
N
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued








-, COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAKE (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHENSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS	 F
ACTIVI TY BLOCK:
	 504 __- POSTLANDIH G j TOPROLL =_GSEZ
02200300
KSBLS RP ASSY #3 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
02210100
h RADAR ALTIMETER #1 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
022/0200
RADAR ALTIMETER #2 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
n
03010100 a
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD RH -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4	 W
03010200
ATTITUDE DIR IND-FWD LH -	 +-0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03020100
HORIZ SIT IND #1 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03020200
HORIZ SIT IND #2 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03030100
AS/MACH INDICATOR #1 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03030200
AS/MACH INDICATOR #2 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
03040100
AS/MACH ELECT UNIT #1 -	 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
T	 -.
^	 b	 ,
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued









COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHMMSS) ( HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY_BLOCK:	 504	 POSTLANDING	 (STOPROLL ^_GSE)
03040200




(ASC-ENT) - + 0000630 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
03070300
TAPE METER	 ( ASC-ENT) - + 0000630 1.0 -	 - 3/3 7
03130000
SURF POSITION IND - +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
20180100
L02 FEEDL11 RPRSS VLV # 1 -0002000 -0000200 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20180200
L02 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV #2 -0002000 - 0000200 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20190100
LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV # 1 -0002000 - 0000200 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20190200
LH2 FEEDLN RPRSS VLV # 2 -0002000 -0000200 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
20200100
HE CROSSOVER VLV #1 -0002000 -0000200 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
20200200







TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS








COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) ( HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHH?IMSS)	 ( 0-1.0)	 CORP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 504 - POSTSANDING	 STOPRQLL - GSE
' 20200300
HE CROSSOVER VLV #3 -0002000 -0000200 1.0
20210100
ENG HE SUP ISO SOL # 1 -0002000 -0000200 1.0 -	 -	 2/2
20210200
ENG HE SUP ISO SOL 92 -0002000 -0000200 1.0 -	 -	 2/2 "f
20210300
ENG HE SUP ISO SOL #3 -0002000 -0000200 1.0 -	 -	 2/2 "t
20220100
VEH HE SOP ISO SOL 41 -0002000 -0000200 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
20220200
VEH HE SUP ISO SOL #2 -0002000 - 0000200 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 t
21240100
QNTY GAGE PROBE #1 - +0000630 1 . 0 -	 -	 1/1 7
21240200
'i
QNTY GAGE PROBE #2 - +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 -1
21240300
QNTY GAGE PROBE #3 6 94 - +0000630 1 . 0 -	 2/2 7
40310100













COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TINE	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHHHMSS) (HHHMHSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP EFF	 BEHARKS
' ACTIVITY 'BLOCK:	 504_ POSTLANDING_„(STOPROLL __GSEI
40310200
AMMONIA BOILER SYS #2 - +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50010000
LG EXTEND VALVE -0000329 +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50020/00
MLG UPLOCK VLV #1 -0000329 +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
C7
50020200 a
MLG UPLOCK VLV 92 -0000329 +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50020300
MLG UPLOCK VLV 93 E #4 -0000329 +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 2/2 4
50030100
LG DUMP VALVE #1 -0000329 +0000630 1.0 -	 1/1 4
50030200
LG DUMP VALVE #2 -0000329 +0000630 1 .0 -	 -	 1/1 4
50090100
SSME SYS S/0 VALVE 11 - +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
50090200
SSME SYS S/0 VALVE #2 - +0000630 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
50090300





TABLE C—I, — .ACTIVITY BLOCKS — EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION — Continued







COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME ( HHUMMSS) (HHHMMSS) ( 0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
^st--- -------- ---------- -----------__ -—_^_. -------- ---------------
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 504 — POSTLAN DING STOPROLL — GSE
s	 50270100
LDG GEAR ISOL VLY SYS#1 -0000220 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
50270200
LDG GEAR ISOL VLY SYS92 -0000220 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
50270300
LDG GEAR ISOL VLY SYS#3 -0000220 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
52260000 3
NOSE WHEEL STEERING UNIT -0000329 + 0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
52270100
BRAKE/SKID POWER UNIT # 1 -0000329 +0000630 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
s	 52270200
!	 BRAKE/SKID POWER UNIT 92 -- 0000329 +0000630 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
52300100
GHC PROBE HTRS - LEFT -0002000 -0000200 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
1
52300200








TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
---------------------------------------------------------------r---
---------------- USAGE--------------------------
____—P II M E _—______	 CYCLIC_--_
USE	 ----^-----DEC FRAC
ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
(HHHMMSS) (HHH'.ISS) (0-1.0) (HHRMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 505---APU-(DESCENT)
32020100
FUEL ISOLATION VALVE #1 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
32020200
FUEL ISOLATION VALVE 42 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
32020300
I	 FUEL ISOLATION VALVE # 3 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
32030100
APU #1 CONTROLLER -0000200 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
32030200
APU #2 CONTROLLER -0000200 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
320.30300
APO U CONTROLLER -0000200 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 4
50060130
N V. PMP #1	 DEPRESS VLV -0000100 + 0000005	 1 . 0	 - -	 1/1	 4
5006C20'0
nN PMP #2 DEPRESS VLV -0000100 +0000005	 1 . 0	 - -	 1/1	 4
50060300
nN PMP 93 DEPRESS VLV
cn -t -ininn




TABLE C-I.-- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
----	 --- -	





COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON 'FIRE NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COME	 EFF REMARKS
-	 I7
ACTIVIT Y BLOCK:	 505_=APU_{DESCENTZ
f
50110200






H2O BOILER #3 STM SOV	 +0000100 -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
50130100
H2O BOLR #1 THRB CNTL VL	 +0000200 -	 .25	 - -	 1/1 4
C7
50130200 ?
_	 H2O BOLR #2 THRM CNTL VL
	
+0000200 -	 .25	 - -	 1/1 4
50130300
I	 H2O BOLR #3 THRM CNTL VL	 +0000200 -	 .25	 - -	 1/1 4
50/40100
H2O BOILER 41 ELECT CNTL	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
50140200
I	 H2O BOILER 92 ELECT CNTL	 - -	 1.0	 - -	 1/1 4
50140300




TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS -- EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
:
-------------- -- ---------. --- -- --- --- ---------------------
_-------------USAGY--------TIME CYCLIC 
USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR	 PERIOD	 ON TIME	 NO. OF














 .,.	 e^.__..,..k_.,^..^u..	 ..r`..n..._J....^,.._..»......,._dti_....x....s,._...^..a.....^,..,..:.^..._..v.. ^._..^,._..^^... —..	 . a....t "Sr'tlC4,,.,
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued









COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIDE NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMHSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY_BLOCK: 602___BEATERS_1
21190000
CROSSFEED LINE HTRS	 +0240007 +1631394 1.0	 0060000	 .128	 1/1	 7
21200100
ENGINE HEATER 91	 +0180000 +1631304 1.0	 0060000	 .128	 1/1	 7
21200200





MAIN BUG HTR-FHD SET 1	 +0010000 + 1631304 1.0	 0060900	 . 249	 8/8	 7
22170200
MAIN ENG HTR -FWD SET 2
	 +0010000 +1631304 1.0	 0060000	 .249
	 4/4	 7
22170300
MAIN ENG HTR-FWD SET 3
	 +0010000 +1631304 1.0	 0060000	 .249
	 2/2	 7
22180100
MAIN ENG HTR-AFT SET 1
	 +0010000 +1631304 1.0	 0060000	 .249	 6/6	 7
22150200
MAIN ENG HTR-AFT SET 2
	 +0010000 +1631304 1.0 	 0060000	 .249	 12/12	 7
22180300
MAIN ENG HTR -AFT SET 3	 + 0010000 +1631304 1.0 	 0060000	 . 249	 6/6	 7
22190000









COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 602- HEATERS 1
22210000
FEED SYS HTRS-FWD SET 1 +0230000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .249 4/4 7
22220000
VERNIER ENG HTR-FWD #1 +0002000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .249 2/2 7
22230100
VERNIER ENG HTR-AFT 91 +0002000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .249 1/1 7
22230200
VERNIER ENG HTR-AFT 92 +0002000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .249 2/2 7
22230300
VERNIER ENG HTR-AFT #3 +0002000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .249 1/1 7
32040100
TANK HTR #1 LH SIDE +0990000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .189 1/1 4
32040200
TANK HTR 12 LH SIDE +1000000 +1631304 1.0 00.10000 .189 1/1 4
32040300
TANK HTR $3 RH SIDE +1010000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .189 1/1 4
32060100
APD LINE HTRS #1A +0002000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .189 1/1 4
32060200





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
















( 0-1.0) C OMP
^
EFF	 REMARKS 
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 602= BEATERS_1
--_
32060300
APU LINE HTRS ##3A +0010000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .199 1/1 4
i
32090100
APU OIL LINE HTRS #1A +0010000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .189 1/1 4
32090200
APU OIL LINE HTRS #2A +0013000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .189 1/1 4
n
32090300 s
APU OIL LINE HTRS 43A +0020000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .189 1/1 4	 a'W
32100100
APU TURBINE HTRS 91A +0650000 + 1631304 1 . 0 0060000 . 189 1/1 4
32100200
APU TURBINE HTRS #€ 2A +0660000 +1631304 1 . 0 0060000 . 189 1/1 4
32100300
APU TURBINE HTRS #3A +0670000 +1631304 1.0 0060400 .189 1/1 4
32110100
APU TURB GAS GEN HTRS#iA + 0002000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .302 1/1 4
32110200
APU TUBB GAS GEN HTRS#2A + 0004000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .302 1/1 4
32110300
APU TURB GAS GEN HTRS##3A +0010000 + 1631 3 04 1.0 0060000 .302 1/1 4
l
k.	 S x.











COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 602 - HEATERS 1
40270100
FLASH EVAPORATOR HTR #1 +0010000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .278 1/1 7
40270200
FLASH EVAPORATOR HTR #2 +0010000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .278 1/1 7
50040000
LG RETRACT CIRC VLV +0050000 +1631304 1.0 - - 1/1 4
50070100
CIRC MOTOR PUMP #1 +0050000 +1631304 1.0 0090000 .333 1/1 4
50070200
CIRC MOTOR PUMP #2 +0080000 +1631304 1.0 0090000 .333 1/1 4
50070300
CIRC MOTOR PUMP #3 +0110000 +1631304 1.0 0090000 .333 1/1 4
50150100
H2O BOILER HTR #1 +001000,] +1631304 1.0 0060000 .234 1/1 4
50150200
H2O BOILER HTR #2 +0013000 +1631304 1.0 0060000 .234 1/1 4
50150300









i USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD ON TIME NO. OF





ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 603_.- HEATERS 2
i? 21190000
ii CROSSFEED LINE HTR +0240000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .293 1/1 7
21200100
'-f
ENGINE HEATER 91 +0180000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .293 1/1 7
21A0200
ENGINE HEATER #2 +0180000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .293 1/1 7
' 22170100 3
MAIN ENG HTRS-FWD SET 1	 +0010000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 8/8 7 a'tr+
22170200
MAIN ENG HTRS-FWD SET 2	 +0010000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 4/4 7
22170300
MAIN ENG HTRS-FWD SET 3	 +0010000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 2/2 7
22180100
MAIN ENG HTRS-AFT SET 1	 +0010000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 6/6 7
22180200
MAIN ENG HTRS- AFT SET 2	 +0010000 + 1650132 1 . 0 0060000 . 568 12/12 7
22180300
MAIN ENG HTRS- APT SET 3	 +0010000 + 1650132 1 . 0 0060000 . 568 6/6 7
22190000














COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:
	 603 - HEATERS 2
22210000
FEED SYS HTRS -FWD SET 1 +0230000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 4/4 7
22220000
VERNIER ENG HTR-FED 91 +0002000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 2/2 7
22230100
VERNIER ENG HTR-AFT #1 +0002000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 1/1 7
22230200
VERNIER ENG HTR-AFT #2 +0002000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 2/2 7
22230300
VERNIER ENG HTH-AFT #3 +0002000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .568 1/1 7
32040100
TANK HTR #1A LH SIDE +0990000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
32040200
TANK HTR #2A LH SIDE +1000000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
32040300
TANK HTR #3A RE SIDE +1010000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
32060100
APU LINE HTRS #1A +0002000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
32060200















COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD ON TIME NO. OF




r.------ ------ --- -------------------------------------------- -------- --------------— _---- —_.... --
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 603___HEATERS_2
32060300
APU LINE HTRS #3A +0010000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
s 32090100
APU OIL LINE HTRS #1A +0010000 + 1650132 1 . 0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
32090200
APU OIL LINE HTRS #2A +0013000 + 1650132 1.0 0060000 . 430 1/1 4
32090300
! APU OIL LINE HTRS #3A +0020000 + 1650132 1 . 0 0060000 . 430 1/1 4
32100100
APU TURBINE HTRS #1A +0650000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
32100200
APU TURBINE HTRS #2A +06fi0000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
- 32100300
k
APU TURBINE HTRS #34 +0670000 + 1650132 1.0 0060000 .430 1/1 4
_
32110100
APU TUBB GAS GEN HTRS#1A + 0002000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 . 686 1/1 4
321/0200
APU TURB GAS GEN HTRS#2A +0004000 +1650132 1.0 0060000 . 688 1/1 4
32110300







TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
''	 ----------------- ^15AGE --------------_---- ---__--_
-------------------------------- — ----- ---------- ----- -----
-----
"''	 -----TIM$ 	 CYCLIC_.
USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR	 PERIOD	 CN TIKE	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHMSS)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP	 EFF	 REHARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK;	 603 - HEATERS 2
40270100
FLASH EVAPORATOR HTR 81	 + 0010000	 +1650132	 1.0	 0060000	 . 860	 1/1	 7
40270200
'	 FLASH EVAPORATOR HTR #2
	
+0010000
	 + 1650132	 1 . 0	 0060000	 .860	 1/1	 7
50040000
LG RETRACT CIR_ VLV	 +005000	 +1650132	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
50070100
	 !
CIRC MOTOR	 PUMP 41	 -x0050000
	
+1650132	 1.0	 0090000	 .333	 1/1	 4	 co
50070200
CIRC MOTOR PUMP 92	 +0080000	 +1650132	 1.0	 0090000	 .333	 1/1	 4
50070300
CIRC MOTOR PUMP #3	 +0110004	 +1650132	 1.0	 0090000	 .333	 1/1	 4
50150100
H2O BOILER HTR #1	 +0010000	 + 1650132	 1.0	 0060000	 .533	 1/1	 4
_	 50150200
H2O BOILER HTR 42	 +0013000	 + 1650132	 1 . 0	 0060000	 . 533	 1/1	 4
50150300
H2O BOILER HTR $^3	 +0020000	 +1650132	 1.0	 0060000	 .533	 1/1	 4
i
f	 ;












COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TINE	 NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HAHMMSS)	 (0-1.0)	 COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTlylTYBLOCK:	 604 HEATERS 3A
22170100
j MAIN ENG HTRS-FWD SET 1	 -	 - .33 -	 -	 8/8 7
22170200
MAIM ENG HTRS-FWD SET 2	 -	 _ .33 _	 _	 4/4 7
` 22170300
MAIN ENG HTRS-FWD SET 3	 -	 - .33 -	 -	 2/2 7
n
22180100
MAIN ENG HTRS-AFT SET 1	 -	 - .33 -	 -	 6/6 7
22180200
MAIN ENG HTRS-AFT SET 2	 -	 - .33 -	 -	 72/12 7
22/80300
MAIN ENG HTRS--AFT SET 3	 -	 - .33 -	 -	 6/6 7
32060100
APU LINE HTRS 91A -	 - .25 -	 -	 1/1 4
32060200
APO LINE HTRS #2A -	 - .25 -	 -	 1/1 4
32060300
APO LINE HTRS #3A -	 - .25 -	 -	 1/1 4
32090100





COMPONENT NUMBER ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS)	 (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) (HHHHHSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF	 REMARKS
I	 ACTIVITY BLOCK: 	 604___HEATERS_3A
32090200
APO OIL LINE HTRS f2A	 -	 -	 .25 -	 - 1/1	 4
32090300






















	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP
	
EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 605- HEATERS 38
22170100
EfAIN ENG HTRS--FWD SET 1 	 -	 -	 . 33	 -	 -	 8/8	 7
22170200
RAIN ENG HTRS-FWD SET 2	 - -	 .33
	 - 4/4 7
22170300
MAIN ENG HTRS -FWD SET 3	 - -	 .33	 - -	 2/2 7
c')
22180100






MAIN ENG HTRS-AFT SET 2	 - -	 ,33	 - -	 12/12 7
22180300
r
MAIN ENG HTRS- AFT SET 3	 - -	 .33	 - -	 6/6 7
32060100
APU LINE HTRS #1A - -	 .25	 - -	 1/1 4
32060200
APU L ASE HTRS #2A - -	 .25	 ^ -	 1/1 4
_ 32060300
APO LINE HTRS 13A - -	 .25	 - -	 1/1 4
3209010_







TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued







-- ----_ _---------	 --^-----•------------USE
	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT 141JMBER
	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERT nD	 ON TIME• NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMNSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHnRSS) (0-1.0) CORP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACT IVITY BLOCK: 605 - HEATERS 3B
32090200
APU OIL LIVE HTRS #2A	 -	 -	 .25	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
32090300
APU OIL LINE HTRS 93A
	 -	 -	
.25	 -	 -	 1/1	 4
p	 i






























ACTIVITY BLOC K: 	 650__ CRYOGENIC HEATERS 12
31170000
HEATERS (OXYGEN) - +0413000 1.0 0030000 .280 6/6 7
31170000
HEATERS (OXYGEN) +0413000 +0830000 1,0 0030000 .150 6/6 7
i
31170000
HEATERS (OXYGEN) +0830000 +1243000 1.0 0030000 .067 6/6 7
31170000 t
HEATERS (OXYGEN) +1243000 +1654702 1.0 0030000 .057 6/6 7	 ws
31180000
- HEATERS (HYDROGEN) - +0413000 1.0 0030000 ,375 6/6 7
31180000
HEATERS (HYDROGEN) + 0413000 +0830000 1.0 0030000 .227 6/6 7
31180000
HEATERS (HYDROGEN) +0830000 +1243000 1.0 0030000 .173 6/6 7
31180000
,. HEATERS (HYDROGEN) +1243000 +1654702 1.0 0030000 .180 6/6 7
t!
4 P'
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS -- EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
-------- .— -------- -- --- --- ------ — ------------------------------------------
u__ TTME____—_—	 -__--CYCLIC
USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER 	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NC. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMN SS) (HHHMI'iSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMKSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 651 - CRYOGENIC_HRATERS 3A/3B
31170000
HEATERS (OXYGEN)	 +0020045 1.0	 0003000	 .340	 6/6	 7
31180000




.^-	 -^,.-._;^-, -	 -.... .,.__	 --_^-^..^-.......	 ...:^..,..^.^^,=..d.^	 ya'.•r.-x,c-reuse=a.^.+_-+:r.e-nsw.^:•,+rcc--_.mot-_^
—,w!^.'zca^'.—^-....__r.. _.. .._,. ,.__.. _ .__._..ti._-	
_-,_.•_ _____-_' 	 /'
i
:i
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued













ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK : 701 - P L INIERFACE
04110000
PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER 	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
08010100
NDM PAYLOAD FWD 41	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
vf^
a
'TABLE C-1 .° ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
_
-'
----------- _..-_...-. ----- — --------- — ---- -----------
USAGE





COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO.	 OF






BEW TV MONITOR #1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02010200
BEW TV MONITOR 4 2	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02020000
TV REMOTE CONTROL
	 -	 - 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
02040100
i TV CAMERA BEW 91	 -	 - 110 - 1/1 7	 __j
02040200
TV CAMERA BEW #2	 -	 - 1.0
02040300
TV CAMERA EER #3	 -	 - 1.0
02040400
TV CAMERA BEW #4	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02050100
PAN TILT ASSY # 1	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02050200
PAN TILT ASSY #2
	 -	 - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02070000




TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION -Continued
ii
---------------------------
------DIME_---------	 ------CYCLIC—^----ELSE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER
	
ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP
	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY_BLO K: 702___P[L DEPLOYMENT
03250100
MANIP HAND CONTLR #1	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
03430000
REAM STA LTS-PSS/MSS - - 1.0	 - -	 2/2 7
03440000
P/L BAY FLOODLIGHTS - - 1.0	 - -	 6/6 7
_ n
03500/00 !	 j
MANIP SPOT LIGHT - - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7 V i
03500200
MANIP SPOT LIGHT 	 (KIT) - - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 8
51010000
MANIPULATOR +0000022 +0001022 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
51020100
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET 1 +0000010 +0000022 1.0	 - -	 2/2 7
51020200
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET 2 +0000010 +0000022 1.0	 - -	 3/3 7
51020300
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET 3 +0000010 +0000022 1.0	 - -	 3/3 7
51030100
MANIP RET LTCH DRV-SET 1 - +0000010 1.0	 - -	 2/2 7
-;	 a
IkBLE C- 7. ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
------------------- - — - ------------------------------------
---- --------- 
B S A G E
---TIME	 CYCLiC ___
USE	 ^__---^---DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 ( HHHMMSS) (HH11MM55) (0-1.0) (HHHMPISS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 702__ PLL DEPL (;Y ENT
51030200
MANIP BET ITCH DRV-SET 2	 -	 +0000010 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPHENT UTILIZATION - Continued
------------------------------ __---- ----- _-_ 	 -----------------
^USAGE
-.^_-- TIME__...





ON	 02F	 FACTOR PERIOD
	
ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHHMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.01 (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY-BLOCK: 703_--P`L-RETRIEVAL
02010100
BEW TV MONITOR 01	 -
02010200
$EW TV MONITOR *2	 -
02020000
TV REMOTE CONTROL	 -
02040100
TV CAMERA SEW #1	 -
0204024.1
TV CAMERA BEW #2	 -
02040300
TV CAMERA B&W 93	 -
02040400
TV CAMERA SEW 44	 -
02050100
PAN TILT ASSY #1	 -
02050200
PAN TILT ASSY 92
	 -
02070000
VIDEO SWITCHING NETWORK 	 -
-	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1	 7
-	 1.0
	 - -	 1/1	 7
-	 1.0
	 - 1/1	 7

























TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION -- Continued









	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
(HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0^1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 703- P L RETRIEVAL
03250100
MANIP HAND CONTLR #1 - - 1.0
	 - -	 1/1	 7
03430000
REAR STA LTS-PSS/MSS - - 1.0	 - -	 2/2	 7
03490000
P/L BRY FLOODLIGHTS - - 1.0	 - -	 6/6	 7
03500100




(KIT) - - 1.0	 - -	 1/1	 8
51010000




MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET 1 +0001000 +-0001012 1.0	 - -	 2/2	 7
51020200
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET 2 +0001000 +0001012 1.0	 - -	 3/3	 7
51020300
MANIP DEPLOY DRV-SET 3 +0001000 +0001012 1.0	 - -	 3/3	 7
51030100













T	 USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) ( 0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 703_=_P[L_RBTRIEVAl
51030200
MANIP RET LTCH URV--SET 2 +0001012 +0001022 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
51030300
MAHIP RET LTCH DRV-SET 3 +0001012 +0001022 1.0 	 -	 -	 2/2	 7
51040100









 U S A G







	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME
	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMHSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 1;FF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 710_	 _OPE RATI ONS
02010100
BEW TV MONITOR # 1	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
02010200
BEW TV MONITOR # 2	 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
02020000
TV REMOTE CONTROL	 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
I C'>
j 02040100
TV CAMERA BEW 41
	 - -	 1.0 -	 1/1 7	 °O
02040200
_ TV CAMERA BSW #2	 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
02040300
9
TV CAMERA BKW #3	 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
02040400
TV CAMERA BEW #4	 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
02050100
PAN TILT ASSY S1	 - -	 1.0 -	 -	 1/1 7
02050200




VIDEO SWITCHING NETWORK 	 - -	 1 . 0 -	 -	 1/1 7
------^^__------	 ------------------USE	 DEC FRAC
COMPONENT HUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHM({ SS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY_BIOCK: 710	 P/L OPERATIONS
03430000











ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
(HHHMHSS) (HHHHMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS













COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 730 - MISSION 3A PECULIAR
02280100
COMSEC UNIT	 (AF) 41 - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 3
02280200
' COMSEC UNIT	 (AF) 02 - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 3
02280300
COMSEC UNIT	 (AF) 1354 - - 1.0 -	 - 2/2 3
_ C'Z
02300100 !
P/L INTERG-(AF E NASA)#1 - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7	 OO%.n
02310100
P/L SIG PROC 91 - - 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
02511100
KU-BND COMM B EL ASSY #1 +0001400 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02512100
KU-BND COMM B EL ASSY 41 +0001400 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02531000
KU-BND COMM B DPY ASSY +0001400 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02532000
KU -BND COMM B DPY ASSY +0001400 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02540000
KU-BND SIG PROC +0001400 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1/1 3





USE  DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF iACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (NFIHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHnMSS)	 (0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 730 - MISSION 3A PECULIAR
40290100
FREON PUMP LP1-A ASC +0004801 +0015940 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40290120
FREON PUMP LPi-A 6 PL +0001203 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40290300
FREOU PUMP LP2-A ASC +0004801 +0015940 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40290320
FREON PUMP LP2-A 6 PL +0001203 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40300100
SPACE RADIATOR SYS #1 +0001203 +0004800 1.0 -	 - 1!1 7
40300200




















COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAHE	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOC K: 740= MISSION_3B_PECU LIAR
02280100
COMSEC UNIT (AF) #1 	 -	 -	 1_0	 -	 -	 1/1	 3
02280200
COMSEC UNIT ( AF) #2
	 -	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 3
02280300
COMSEC UNIT (AF) #364	 -	 1.0	 -	 -	 2/2	 3
C'}
02300100 !
P/L INTERG- (AF 6 NASA)-m l - - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
02310100
P/L SIG PROC #1 - - 1.0	 - -	 1/1 7
02511100
KU-BND COMM B EL ASSY #1 +0001433 +0004830 1.0	 - -	 1/1 9
02512100
KU-BND COMB B EL ASSY #1 °0001433 + 0004830 1.0	 - -	 1/1 9
02531000
KU-BND CORM B DPY ASSY + 0001433 +0004830 1.0	 - -	 1/1 9
02532000
KU-BWD COBH 8 DPY ASSY +0001433 +0004830 1.0	 - -	 1/1 9
02540000





TABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------USAGE -----• --------`-----.-•- -------;. _TIME_ _____ _.CYCLIC
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
j	 COMPONENT NAME
-----------------------------------------------------





ACTIVITY_BLOCK:	 740 - MISSION 3B PECULIAR
40290100
FREON PUMP LP1-A ASC +0004831 +0020045 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40290120
FREON PUMP LP1-A 6 PL +0001204 +0004830 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
40290300
{	 FREON PUMP LP2-A ASC +0004831 +0020045 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
n
40290320 t
FREON PUMP LP2-A 6 PL +0001204 +0004830 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7	 6000
40300100
SPACE RADIATOR SYS #1 +0001204 + 0004830 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40300200
,_	 SPACE RADIATOR SYS #2 +0001204 +0004830 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 7
CTABLE C-I.- ACTIVITY BLOCKS - EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION - Continued
_------





------ ----------USAGE •--------------------	 -
TIME CYCLIC
USE DEC FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER ON OFF FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME (HAHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHEMSS)	 ( 0-1.0) COMP EFF	 REMARKS
i ACTIVITY BLOCK:	 750 MISSION i PECULIAR
02511100
# KU-BND CORM B EL ASSY #1 + 000221 0 + 1601939 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02512100
{ KU-BND COMM B EL ASSY	 # 1 +0002210 +1601939 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
1 02531000
KU-BND COMM B DPY ASSY +0002210 +1601939 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02532000
KU-BND COMM B DPY ASSY + 0002210 +1601939 1,0 -	 - 1/1 9
02540000
KU-BND SIG PROC +0002210 + 1601939 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 3
40290100
FREON PUMP LP1-A ASC +1601940 + 1635712 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
40290120
FREON PUMP LP1-A F.	 PL +0001011 + 1601939 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40290300
FREON PUMP LP2-A ASC +1601940 +1635712 1 . 0 -	 - 1/1 4
40290320
FREON PUMP LP2-A 6 PL +0001011 + 1601939 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40300100
,,. SPACE RADIATOR SYS #1 +0001011 + 1601939 1.0
S1ir:^....^:_^„•....d,e..^:_ 	 ...	 ^^, .:.. ^	 __	 ..:^._.s;,s^:^iSSa^.a'Y^..w,...=.u.e•^...a..:w^_-;,.: 	 ..	 - ^....	 .R^_...,^	 ^a.,..^.^,_..r-	 ^^.n.__^^.....+^.a_....._.d_...,.^..C.^	 ...^... ,ate....-	 .-..., ^ .._._.-m..a^. 'y.^.'!.^1wY.......







COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMMSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP 	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 750 - MISSION 7 PECULIAR
40300200
SPACE RADIATOR SYS 92	 40001011 +1601939 1.0	 -	 -	 1/1	 7
a0





























760 - MISSION 2 PECULIAR
02511100
HU-BUD COMB B EL ASSY #1 +0002210 +1615429 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02512100
KU-BND COMM B EL ASSY #1 +0002210 +1615429 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02531000
KU-BND COMM B DPY ASSY +0002210 +1615429 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
C702532000 i
KU-BND COMM B DPY ASSY +0002210 +1615429 1.0 -	 - 1/1 9
02540000
KU-BND SIG PROC +000221f) +1615429 1.0 -	 - 1/1 3
40290100
FREON PUMP LP1-A ASC +1615430 +1654702 1.0 -	 - 1/1 4
40290120
FREON PUMP LP1-A 6 PL +0001032 +1615429 1.0 -	 - 1/1 7
40290300









 -----TIME-	 __-CYCLIC-_ __
---.._..---_---__ USE -- ^- DEC-FRAC
COMPONENT NUMBER	 ON	 OFF	 FACTOR PERIOD	 ON TIME NO. OF
COMPONENT NAME	 (HHHMHSS) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) (HHHMMSS) (0-1.0) COMP	 EFF REMARKS
ACTIVITY BLOCK: 760 -
-
MISSION 2 P ECULIAR
40300290




















000:000:0 101 Mission Common	 (GSF-GSE) X Liftoff
102 Ascent	 (GSE-Insertion) X
201 Ascent (GSE-MECO) X
210 Prelaunch X
501 APU (Ascent) X
602 Heaters 1 X
650 Cryogenic Heaters 1/2 X
750 Mission	 1	 ?eculiar X
000:00:11 210 Prelaunch X MECO
000:08:04 201 Ascent (GSE-Meco) X MECO
202 Ascent	 (MECO-Insertion) X
000:08:26 302 RCS (Auto) X ET jett and separation
000:08:36 302 RCS (Auto) X
304 Postburn X
000:08:49 350 OMS (Insertion) X Insertion burn
000:10:10 102 Ascent (GSE-Insertion) X Insertion
103 Orbital	 Common 1	 (Ins- X
Deorhit)
202 Ascent (MECO-Insertion) X
305 RCS (Attitude Control) X
350 OMS (Insertion) X
401 Orbital	 Configuration 1 X

















000:17:44 417 PLB Doors (Open) X Open payload bay doors
000:22:44 417 PLB Doors
	
(Open) X
►00:41:14 301 OMS (On Orbit) X Apoqee lack maneuver
000:43:06 301 GiS (On Orbit) X
000:55:00 404 IMU Alignment X Moved to prevent conflict
with circ. maneuver
001:10:10 104 Orbital
	 Common 1	 (Orb X Insertion + l hr
Conf-Deorbit Prep)




402 Delta Day X
001:20:00 404 IMU Alignment X
001:26:02 301 OMS (On Orbit) X Circularization maneuver
001:26:57 301 OMS (On Orbit) A
001:56:57 304 Postburn X Circ. maneuver + 30 min
002:00:00 412 Eat X
002:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
003:00:00 401 Delta Day X
412 Eat X
601 Cabin Heaters X
003:15:00 413 Waste Management X Crew retire























010:15:00 413 Waste Management X Crew wake-up
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
010:30:00 402 Delta Day X
C01 Cabin Heaters X
010:45:00 412 Eat X
413 !Taste Management X
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
011:30:00 412 Eat X
404 IMU Alignment X
011:55:00 404 IMU Alignment X
012:00:00 702 Payload Deployment X Initiate tug deploy
012:11:09 403 Stationkeeping X Tug release
012:16:09 303 RCS (Manual) X Orb/tug sep maneuver
403 Stationkeeping X
012:16:20 303 RCS (Hanual) X
304 Postburn X
012:17:39 701 Payload Interface X Manipulator stowage
complete
702 Payload Deployment X
012:46:20 304 Postburn X Sep maneuver + 30 min
016:00:00 412 Eat X
017:00:00 412 Eat X





















017:15:00 413 Waste Management X
023:00:00 412 Eat x
024:00:00 412 Eat X
026:15:00 413 Waste Management X
026:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
026:45:00 413 Waste Management X
027:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters x
035.00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters x
035:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
035:40:00 412 Eat x
036:40:00 412 Eat X
037:00:00 404 IMU Alignment X
037:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
041:00:00 412 Eat X
04G:00:00 412 Eat x
413 Waste Management x









047:00:00 412 Eat X
048:00:00 412 Eat X
050:15:00 413 Waste Management X
050:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
050:45:00 413 Waste Management x
151:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep ;Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
059:00:00 402 Delta Day x Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
059:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
059:45:00 412 Eat X
060:45:01 1 412 Eat x
061:00:00 404 IMU Alignment X
061:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
065:00:00 412 Eat X
066:00:00 412 Eat x
413 Waste Management X
066:15:00 413 Waste Management X





























072:00:00 412 Eat X
074:15:00 413 Waste Management X
074:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
074:45:00 413 Waste Management X
075:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X j
601 Cabin Heaters X
083:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
083:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
083:• 1 5:00 412 Eat X
084:45:GO 412 Eat ?'
085:00:00 404 IMU Alignment X
085:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
089:00:00 412 Eat X
090:00:00 432 Eat I	 X
413 Waste Management X
i
090:15:00 413 Waste Management i	 X











095:15:00 412 Eat x
097:15:00 413 Waste Management X
097:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) Y y
09/:45:00 413 Waste Management X
098:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
601 Cabin Heaters x
106:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep ;Pre and Post) x
601 Cabin ^Ieate'rs x
106:30:00 413 Wastf. Management X
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
106:45:00 412 Eat X
107:45:00 412 Eat x
108:00:00 404 IMU Ali gnment x
108:25:00 404 1 M Alignment x
113:00:00 412 Eat X
114:00:00 412 Eat x
413 Waste Management X
114:15:00 413 Waste Management X
117:00:00 411 TV (Crew) K







119:00:00 411 TV (Crew) x
412 Eat x
120:00:00 412 Eat x
121:15:00 413 Waste Management X
121:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
121:45:00 413 Waste Management x
122:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
601 Cabin Heaters X
130:00:00 402 Delta Day x
405 Rendezvous X Initiate tug tracking
413 Waste Management x
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
601 Cabin Heaters X
130:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
130:45:00 412 Eat x
131:45:00 412 Eat x
132:00:00 404 IMU Alignment X
132:25:00 404 IMU Alignment x
133:03:16 301 OMS (On Orbit) x Terminal phase initiate
133:03:29 301 OMS (On Orbit) X
304 Postburn x
D-13









133:25:27 303 RCS ( Manual) X Braking initiate
403 stationkeeping X
405 Rendezvous X
133:36:27 303 RCS	 (Manu2')	 - X Braking complete
134:06:27 304 Postburn X Braking + 30 min
136:30:00 303 RCS	 (Manual) X Initiate tug retrieval
sequence
701 Payload Interface X
703 Payload Retrieval X
136:30:20 303 RCS (Manual) X
304 Postburn X
136:45:55 403 Stationkeeping X Tug retrieval complete
703 Payload Retrieval X
337:00:00 304 Postburn X
412 Eat X
138:00:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management x
133:05:01 413 Waste Management X
143:00:00 412 Eat X
144:00:00 412 Eat X
145:15:00 413 Waste Management X
145:30.00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X















146:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
154:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
154:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
154:45:00 412 Eat X
155:45:00 412 Eat X
156:00:00 404 11'U Al ignnent Y,
156:25:00 404 IMU Alignnent X
160:00:00 412 Eat X
160:19:39 410 PLB Doors (Close) X Payload bay doors close
160:24:39 410 PLB Doors	 (Close) X
161:00:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management X
161:15:00 413 Waste Management X
361:47:39 104 Orbital	 Common 1	 (Orb X Deorbit minus 1	 hr
Conf-Deorbit Prep)
105 Orbital Hodes X
402 Delta Day X
416 Deorbit Prep I X
D-15






1b2:30 : 09 505 APU ( Descent) X Deorbit minus 17.5 min
162:32:39 505 APU (Descent) X APU checkout complete
162:47: 39 103 Orbital	 Common 1	 ( in:- X Deorbit maneuver
Deorbit)
106 Descent (Deorbit-GSE) X
107 Descent (Deorbit- X
Stoproll)
301 OMS (On Orbit) X
305 RCS ( Attitude Control) X
416 Deorbit Prep 1 X
502 Descent (Deorbit-400K ft) X
162:49:55 301 OMS (On Orbit) X
163:13:04 502 Descent (Deorbit-400K ft) X 400,000 ft - entry inter-
face
503 Descent (40OK ft- X
Stoproll)
505 APU (Descent) X
602 Heaters 1 X
163:44:12 107 Descent (Deorbit- X Stoproll
Stoproll)
503 Descent (400K ft- X
Stoproll)
504 Postlanding	 (Stoproll- X
GSE)

















163:57:12 101 Mission Common (GSE-GSE) X Pourer transfer external




650 Cryogenic Heaters 112 X
701 Payload Interface X









000:000:00 101 Mission Common (GSE-GSE) X Lift-off
102 Ascent (GSE-Insertion) X
201 Ascent (GSE--MECO) X
210 Prelaunch x
501 APU (Ascent) X
603 Heaters 2 x
650 Cryogenic Heaters 1/2 x
760 Mission 2 Peculiar x
000:00:01 210 Prelaunch x
000:08:28 201 Ascent (GSE-MECO) X MECO
202 Ascent (MFCO-Insertion) x
000:09:13 350 0115	 (Insertion) x Insertion burn
000:10:31 102 Ascent (GSE-Insertion) X Insertion
103 Orbital Common 1 	 (Ins- X
Deorbit)
202 Ascent (MECO-Insertion) x
304 Postburn x
305 RCS (Attitude Control) x
350 OMS (Insertion) x
401 Orbital	 Configuration 1 X
000:13:28 501 APU (Ascent) X MECO + 5 min
000:17:44 417 PLB Doors (Open) x Payload bay doors open
000:22:44 417 PLB Doors	 (Open) X












000:41:48 301 OMS (On Orbit) X
001:00:00 404 IMU Alignment X
001:10:31 104 Orbital Common 1 	 (Orb X Insertion + I hr
Conf-Deorbit Prep)
105 Orbital Modes X
401 Orbital	 Ccnfiguration 1 X
402 Delta Day X
001:11:48 304 Postburn X Phasing maneuver + 30 lain
001:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
005:15:00 412 Eat X
006:15:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management X
006:30:00 414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
007:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
433 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
015:00.00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
015:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
015:45:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management X
tD-19







416:45:00 412 Eat X
417:40:00 404 IMU Alignment x
017:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
019:01:52 301 GMS (On Orbit)- X Height maneuver
019:04:21 301 OPTS	 (On Orbit) x
304 Postburn x
405 Rendezvous X
019:47:16 301 OMS (On Orbit) x First coelliptic maneuver
019:49:43 301 OMS (On Orbit) x
020:00:00 413 Waste Management x
020:05:01 413 Waste Management x
020:19:43 304 Postburn x First coelliptic + 30 min
722:07:39 301 ONS (On Orbit) x Corrective combination
022:07:52 301 OMS (On Orbit) x
304 Postburn x
022:44:39 301 OMS (On Orbit) x Second coelliptic maneuver
022:44:51 301 OMS (On Orbit) x
023:00:00 412 Eat x
023:48:42 301 OMS (On Orbit) x Terminal phase initiation
023:48:53 301 OMS (On Orbit) x
024:00:00 412 Eat x
413 Waste Management x








024:22:00 303 RCS (Manual) X
405 Rendezvous x
024:22:01 403 Stationkeeping X
024:30:00 413 Waste Management X
024:40:00 403 Stationkeeping X
406 Docking X
025:00:00 303 RCS (Manual) X Docking
025:00:30 303 RCS (Manual) X
025:05:00 406 Docking X
025:30:30 304 Postburn X
026:00:00 408 IVA X Satellite servicing
029:15:00 408 IVA X
412 Eat X
030:15:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management X
030:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
030:45:00 413 Waste Management X
031:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x












039:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters - X
039:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
039:45:00 412 Eat X
040:45:00 408 IVA X Satellite servicing
412 Eat X
046:00:00 408 IVA x
412 Eat X
047:00:00 412 Eat X
047:24:56 407 Undocking X
i	
047:29:56 303 RCS (Manual) X Undockinq
047:30:07 303 RCS (Manual) X
f 304 Postburn X
403 Stationkeeping X
407 Undocking X
047:40:00 403 Stationkeeping X
048:00:00 404 IMU Alignment X
413 Waste Management x
048:00:07 304 Postburn X
1'{
















048:05:01 413 Waste Management X
048:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
049:00:00 301 OMS (On Orbit) X Orbital adjustment
049:00:34 301 OMS (On Orbit) X
304 Postburn X
049:48:11 301 OMS (On Orbit) X Circularization maneuver
049:48:48 301 OMS (On Orbit) X
050:18:48 304 Postburn X
051:00:00 408 IVA X Begin sortie operations
701 Payload Interface X
710 Payload Operations X
053:00:00 408 IVA X
710 Payload Operations X
053:15:00 412 Eat X
054:15:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management x
054:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
054:45:00 413 Waste Management X
055:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X











063:00:00 402 Delta Day x Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management x
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
601 Cabin Heaters ' x
063:30:00 413 Waste Management x
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
063:45:00 412 Eat x
064:45:00 412 Eat x
065:00:00 404 IMU Alignment x
710 Payload Operations x
065:25:00 404 IMU Alignment x
068:30:00 710 Payload Operations X
070:30:00 412 Eat x
071:30:00 412 Eat x
413 Waste Management x
072:00:00 413 Taste Management x
076:15:00 411 TV (Crew) X
077:15:00 411 TV (Crew) x
41 2 Eat x
078:15:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management x
078:30:00 414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) x













Delta Day X Crew retire
4 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
087:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
087:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 111eep	 (Pre and Post) X
087:45:00 412 Eat X
088:45:00 412 Eat X
089:00:00 404 IMU Alignment X
710 Payload Operations X
089:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
089:30:00 710 Payload Operations k
094:30:00 412 Eat X
095:30:00 412 Eat X
413 We^ gyp Management X
095:45:00 413 Waste Management X
101-15:00 412 Eat X
102:15:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management X
102:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X


























102:45:00 413 Waste Management X
103:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew retire
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
111:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew ware-up
413 WaSLe Management X
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
111:30:00 413 Waste Management X
4141 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
111:45:00 412 Eat X
112:45:00 4U Eat X
113:00:00 IMU Alignment X
0^ Payload Operations X
113:25:00 404 IMU Alignment X
113:30:00 710 Payload Operations X
118:30:00 412 Eat X
119:30:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management X
119:45:00 413 Waste Management X
124:15:00 411 TV (Crew) X







126:15:00 412 Eat X
413 Waste Management X
126:30:00 414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
126:45:00 413 Waste Management X
127:00:00 402 Delta Day K Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
135:00:00 402 Delta Day X Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) X
601 Cabin Heaters X
135:30:00 413 Waste Management X
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) X
135: A 5:00 412 Eat X
136:45:00 412 Eat X




137:25:00 404 I	 IMU Alignment X
137:30:00 710 Payload Operations X
142:30:00 412 Eat X
143:30:00 412 Eat X












TABLE D-H.- ACTIVITY BLOCK TIMF LINE - BASELINE REFERENCE MISSION 2
Continued
Activity block
g. e. t. On Off Remarks
No. Title
143:35:01 413 Waste Management x
146.00:00 710 Payload Operations x
149:00:00 701 Payload Interface X End sortie operations
M.
710 Payload Operations x
149-1:):00 412 Eat x
150:1 1 :00 412 Eat x
413 Waste Management x
150:30:00 414 Sleep	 (Pre and Post) x
1 50:45:00 413 Waste Management x
151:00:00 4O2 Delta Day x Crew retire
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
601 Cabin Heaters x
159.00:00 402 Delta Day x Crew wake-up
413 Waste Management x
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
601 Cabin Heaters x
159:30:00 413 Waste Management x
414 Sleep (Pre and Post) x
159.45:00 412 Eat x
160:45.00 412 Eat x
161:00:00 404 IMIJ Alignment x Begin payload closeout
408 IVA x
710 Payload Operations x
ill!M
D-28	 „ lt
TABLE D-II.- ACTIVITY BLOCK TIME LINE
















165:01:32 S02 Descent (Deorbit-400K ft) X 400,000 ft - entry inter-
face
ciO3 Descent (400K ft- X
Stoproll)
505 APU (Descent) X
603 Heaters 2 X
165:34:02 107 Descent	 (Deorbit- X Stoproll
Stoproll)
503 Descent	 (400!; ft- X
Stoproll)
504 Postlanding	 (Stoproll- X
GSE)
164:35:02 505 APU (Descent) X Stoproll	 + 1 min
165:47:02 101 Mission Common	 (GSE--GSE) X Power transfer external





650 Cryogenic Heaters 112 X
















101	 Mission Common (GSE-GSE) X Lift-off
102	 Ascent	 (GSE-Insertion) X
201	 Ascent (GSE-MECO) X
210	 Prelaunch X
501	 APU (Ascent) X
604	 Heaters 3A X
651	 Cryogenic Heaters 3A/3B X
701	 Payload Interface X
730	 Mission 3A Peculiar X
000:00:01 210	 Prelaunch X
000:08:07 201	 Ascent (GSE-MECO) X	 MECO
202	 Ascent	 (MECO-.nsertion) X
000:08:30 302	 RCS (Automatic) X ET jettison
s
000:08:38 302	 RCS (Automatic) X
000:08:52 350	 OMS (Insertion) X
i
I	 I	 Insertion burn
i
000:12:02 102	 Ascent (GSE-Insertion) f	 X	 Insertion




Common 2	 (Ins- X
Deorbit)
i
202	 Ascent	 (MECO-Insertion) X
305	 RCS (Attitude Control) X F


















000:12:32 417 PLB Doors	 (Open) x Payload bay doors open
702 Payload Deployment x
000:13:07 501 APL	 (Ascent) x MECO + 5 min
000:16:02 161 Orbital Common 2 (Orb X Insertion + 4 mini
Conf-Deorbit Prep)
460 Orbital	 Configuration 2 x
000:17:32 417 PLB Doors	 (Open) x
000:23:41 303 RCS (Manual} x Release payload
000:24:11 203 RCS (Manual) x
403 Stationkeeping x
000:25:00 413 Waste Management x
701 Payload Interface x
000:30:01 413 Waste Management x
000:30:13 161 Orbital Common 2	 (Orb x Deorbit minus 30 min
Conf-Deorbit Prep)
461 Deorbit Prep 2 x
000:42:43 505 APU (Descent) X Deorbit minus 17.5 min
000:45:13 505 APU (Descent) x APU checkout complete
000:46:02 303 RCS (Manual) X Separation maneuver
403 Stationkeeping x
000:47:32 303 RCS (Manual) x
000:48:00 418 PLB Doors
	
(Close) x Payload bay doors close
702 Payload Deployment x
000:53:00 418 PLB Doors	 (Close) I	 x






001:00:13 103 Orbital Common 1
	
(Ins- X Deorbit maneuver
Deorbit)
106 Descent (Deorbit-GSE) X
107 Descent (Deorbit- X
Stoproll)
160 Orbital	 Common 2	 (Ins- X
Deorbit)
301 OMS (On Orbit) X
305 RCS (Attitude Control) X
461 Deorbit Prep 2 X
502 Descent (Deorbit-400K ft) X
001:01:19 301 OMS (On Orbit) X
001:13:33 502 Descent (Deorbit-400K ft) X 400,000 ft - entry inter-
face
503 Descent (400K ft-Stoproll) X
505 APU (Descent) X
604 Heaters 3A X
001:46:40 107 Descent (Deorbit-Stoproll) X Stoproll
503 Descent (400K ft-Stoproll) X
504 Postlanding	 (Stoproll-GSE) X
001:47:40 505 APU (Descent) X Stoproll + I min
001:59:401 101 Mission Common (GSE-GSE) X Power transfer external












001:59:40 504 Postlanding	 (Stoproll- X
(cont.) GSE)
651 Cryogenic Heaters 3A/3B X





















000:00:00 101 Mission Common (GSE-GSE) X Lift-off
102 Ascent (GSE-Insertion) X
201 Ascent (GSE-MECO) X
210 Prelaunch X
501 APU (Ascent) X
605 Heaters 38 X
651 Cryogenic Heaters 3A/3B X
740 Mission 3B Peculiar x
000:00:01 210 Prelaunch X
000:08:34 201 Ascent (GSE-MECO) X MECO
202 Ascent (MECO-Insertion) X
000:08:56 302 RCS (Automatic) X ET jettisian
000:09:06 302 RCS (Automatic) X
000:09:19 350 OMS (Insertion) X	 I Insertion burn
000:12:03 102 Ascent	 (GSE-Insertion) X Insertion
103 Orbital	 Common 1	 (Ins- X
Deorbit)
160 Orbital	 Common 2 (Ins- X
Deurbit)
202 Ascent (MECO-Insertion) X
305 RCS (Attitude Control) X
350 OMS (Insertion) X
460 Orbital	 Configuration 2 X







MECO + 5 min
No, Title
000:13:34 501 APU (Ascent)
000:14:33 405 Ren,.ezvous X
000:16:03 161 Orbital Common 2 (Orb X Insertion + 4 min
Conf-Dearbit Prep)
460 Orbital	 Configuration 2 X
000:17:33 417 PLB Doors	 (Open) X
000:18:03 303 RCS (Manual) X Begin terminal control
403 Stationkeeping X
000:18:13 303 RCS (Manual) X
000:27:23 303 RCS (Manual) X Brake to 35 fps
000:27:33 303 RCS (Manual) X
000:28:17 303 RCS (Manual) X Brake to :i;, fps
000:28:27 303 RCS	 (Manual) X
000:29:12 303 RCS (Manual) X Brake to 25 fps
000:29:22 303 RCS (Manual) X
000:30:00 703 Payload Retrieval X
000:30:06 303 RCS (Manual) X Brake to 20 fps
000:30:16 303 RCS (Manual) X
000:30:22 163 Orbital	 Common 2	 (Orb X Deorbit sinus 30 min
Conf-Deorbit Prep)
461 Deorbit Prep 2 x
000:31:00 303 RCS (Manual) k Brake to 15 fps
COO:31:10 303 RCS (Manual) X




























000:32:17 303 RCS (Manual) X
000:34:11 303 RCS (Manual) X Brake to stationkeeping
405 Rendezvous X
000:34:21 303 RCS (Manual) X
000:42:52 505 APU (Descent) X Deorbit minus 17.5 min
000:45:22 505 APU (Descent) X APU checkout complete
000:49:55 418 PLB Doors	 (Close) X Payload bay doors close
000:50:00 403 Stationkeeping X
413 Waste Management X
703 Payload Retrieval X
000:54:55 418 PLB Doors	 (Close) X
000:55:01 413 Waste Management X
001:00:22 103 Orbital	 Common l	 (Ins- X Deorbit maneuver
Deorbit)
106 Descent	 (Deorbit-GSE) X
107 Descent	 (Deorbit- X
Stoproli)
160 Orbital	 Common 2 (Ins- X
Deorbit)
301 OMS (On Orbit) X
305 RCS (Attitude Control) X
461 Deorbit Prep 2 X
502 Desceiit	 (Deorbit-400K ft) X





001:13:18 502 Descent	 (Deorbit-400K ft) X 400,000 ft -entry inter-
face
503 Descent (400K ft- X
Stoproll)
505 APU (Descent) X
605 Heaters 3B X
001:47:45 107 Descent	 (Deorbit-Stoproll) X Stoproll
503 Descent	 (40UF ft-Stoproll) X
504 Postlanding	 (Stoproll-GSE) X
001:48.45 505 APU (Descent) X Stoproll	 + 1 min
002:00:45 101 Mission	 (b union	 (GSE-'GSE) X Porter transfer external
106 Descent	 (Deorbit-GSE) X
504 Postlanding	 (Stoproll-'GSE) X
651	 i Cryogenic Heaters 3A/3B X
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